ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 5, 1898.
SbbcrtiBcmmt*.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

BURRILL & SON,

0. C.

Maine Central Railroad—'Change In time-table.
Boarders wanted.
Probate notice—F.st Rebecca S Breed et ala.
In bankruptcy—Eat Green left L Hodgkins.
The Dutton Greenhouses.
Call A Connlck—Millinery.
Robert B Holmes—Furniture.
C R Foster -Furniture.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
Owen Byrn—Clothlug.
Winter Harbor:
H G Smallldge A Co—Dissolution of partner-

general INSURANCE AGENTS,
Burrill Bank

ELLSWORTH, ME.
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ship.

Compatible with Safety.

Lowest Rates

For other local

ltev. G. H. Hefflon, of Southwest Harwas in the city Tuesday.

bor,

Mrs. F. L. Thurber, of St. John, N. B.,
is viciting relatives in the city.
Kev. J. P. Simonton left Monday for a
week’s visit with friends in Kockport.

from

Ellsworth,

shown in

J. A. Peters, jr., went to Pittsfield yesHe is expected back to-night.

terday.

$12 to $30.
some

slightly overstocked
excellent bargains.

Miss Lora

party of

line, and offer

in this

are

CARRIAGES.

NOW IS THE

TIME

Dr.

Repairing thoroughly

quickly

and

done.

Miss Mary F. Robinson left Saturday
Brockton, where she will spend the
winter with her sister, Mrs. C. S. Bragdon.
for

HENRY E. DAVIS.

There will be an especially important
meeting of the King’s Daughters next
Monday evening. A large attendance is
desired.

St., Ellsworth, Me.

Franklin

E.

The schooner “Agnes Mabel”, of Bar
Harbor, owned by Charles R. Clark, is at
Curtis’ yard being fitted with new masts.
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To-morrow evening the first concert of
the Maine Music festival will be given in
the auditorium in Bangor, with an orchestra of about sixty, a chorus of nearly 1,000
voices, and a galaxy of famous soloists—
an aggregation of musical talent never
before assembled in Maine.
For the opportunity thus afforded to listen to the music that will be offered, the
public is indebted mainly to William li.

Fame*9, to Chapman, whose indefatigable energy
be given next Weduesdy evening at and uubounded enthusiasm have already
musical
sentiment in
Hancock hall, under the auspices of revolutionized
the Congregational church, are rehears- Maine.
In his work he has been most ably asing industriously. A tine entertainment
sisted by his charming wife and by Hois promised.
mer N. Chase, the tireless business manF. H. Osgood’s Donum won the freeThe various local choruses have
for-all race at Exeter Friday, taking the ager.
aroused unusual interest in music, and
A peculiarity of
last three heats of live.
from every section of
the race was that the first three heats large delegations
entertainment “1 tie Crown of

trotted in exactly the same time—
The fourth heat was in 2.21% and

were

2.19%.
At

the

meeting of

the

Maine

Woman

Suffrage association in Hampden last
Wednesday, Mrs. A. F. Greely and Dr.
Abby M. Fulton, of Ellsworth, were
Mrs. Greely was
among the speakers.
elected one of the honorary vice-presiof the association.

dents

a riAJitKiOAis
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choice apples from that Nestor of Hancock county farmers, N. F. Norton, of
South Penobscot. Mr. Norton’s exhibits
at the various fairs, both in quality and

variety,
The apples

never

fall

to attract

good

attention.

they look.

Ii

eastern Maine will attend.
THE SINGERy.
The merits of the soloists

have already
sufficiently exploited; the fame of
world-wide.
many of them is already
Mmes. Gadski and Maconda, Miss Rosa Capt. Cliarlcs Smith, of Ellsworth, of
Schooner “Charles A. Gllberg”.
Green, Williams, Davies, Miles—these
alone are sufficient to justify travelling
The schooner “Charles A. Gil berg”,
been

many miles to hear.

‘which arrived at

Pernambuco, Brazil,
Sept. 30, from Savannah, reports the death
this
the oratorio at sea of Capt. Charles Smith, of
Saturday night. The various city. Capt. Smith died of fever contractInc

w.iv.c.mo.

Gadski will sing at every
concerts; Davies only in

“Elijah”

on

of the live

one

cover a very wide range. The
first night’s programme is made up mainly
of Wagnerian selections; the second of
English, French and Italian operatic se-

programmes

ed in Savannah.

Capt.
He

Smith

was a

was

sixty-four year*of age.

native of Ellsworth and

u

des-

lections; the third of the grand oratorio cendant of one of the pioneers who settled
The Hancock county conference of Con- “Elijah.” The matinee programmes for New Bowdoin, now Ellsworth, in 1703.
gregational churches is in session at North Friday and Saturday afternoons are of a
Capt. Smith had followed the sea nearly
Ellsworth. A large delegation is in at- miscellaneous but nevertheless of an inall his life, and was one of the best known
tendance. The meetings began yesterday tensely interesting character.
and ablest sea-captains sailing out of EllsTRAINS AND FARES.
afternoon, and will continue through toThe fare from Ellsworth on Thursday worth.
For many years he sailed the
day and this evening. All the sessions
The public is cor- and Friday will be *1.05 for the round trim little schooner “Maid of the Mist”,
are of general interest.
dially invited.
j trip, good till Monday morning. On Sat- and was in her when she was lost. He
has been in the “Gilberg”, which was
The people’s services at the Congrega- urday the round trip fare is 75 cents.
On Saturday night, after the concert, a
j'^built for him at Columbia Falls, since she
tional church will be resumed for the
launched in 1S90.
winter Sunday evening at 7 o’clock. Mrs. special will run from Bangor to Ells- was
worth. The Friday night special back,
Capt. Smith’s home was on the Hurry
Ida V. Woodbury, one of the best public
He leaves a widow, one son,
will not be run. road.
speakers in New England, will address originally arranged for,
Persons who have bought tickets for Fri- Harry Smith, and a
daughter. Miss
the meeting next Sunday evening. She
He
leaves
also two
day may have them exchanged for Satur- | Lillian Smith.
on tue problems of the South,
Will 8pea
day tickets, or have th*..r money re- sisters, Mrs. LaCordia Lord, of EUsand thcir'.oluilon. All are invited.
funded.
Exchange of tickets may he worth, and Miss Laura Smith, of Boston,
East Taur^day afternoon Mrs. C. C.
•nnd'' by codfng on or writing to M. H.
and one brother, George F., of Hurry.
Mi.-..,
iiurriil
entertained
Iiurri.i aad
Andrews, Bangor, or they will be exabout sixty ladi sat their hospitable home
'Bases Call A Connick have a millinery
changed at the auditorium box otfice.
The house was charmon High street.
The Ellsworth chorus numbers about op ting to-day, to-morrow and FrM '\. afterTea
ingly decorated for the occasion.
sixty; of this number about forty-ii'e no Mi and evening. They have .in.-* 1 .mod
Misses Mary F.
was served from 5 to 7
ail the latest ;-t. 1
will attend the festival. Thirteen chorus- from Boston with
Robinson and Eva Aiken poured
tea, es
numbering nearly 1,000 voices will pt rwhich was served in the dining room.
Tsbcrt (sentcuts.
ticipate. They are from Bangor, Orono,
In the liorary sherbets and salads were
Fort Fairfield, Caribou, Old Town, Presque
served from a table presided over by
Lie Houlton, Skowhegan, Belfast, Water(jeo. a. I’Aiti in:;’,
Misses Helen and Harriet Rollins.
ville, Ellsworth, Gardiner and Augusta.
The Woman’s Relief corps will give a
SHALL THEY CONTINUE?
dinner at U. A. R. hall next Tuesday.
The continuance of these annual musiThe proceeds of tills dinner will be for cal events
depends wholly upon the
I
for soldiers and
support given t hem by t lie public. Last
! the support of the home
at
The
their wives
corps year’s festival was a great success; this
Newport.
throughout the State will make Tuesday, year’s promises to surpass it in every
Oct. 11, a “home day”, and by one means
Everybody who has music in
••espect.
or another will make an effort to raise
his soul, and time and money enough to
money for the good cause. The means spare, should not fail to attend this great
chosen by the Ellsworth corps was a dinmusical feast.
ner, and the patriotic people of Ellsworth
It is hoped that Ellsworth will be very
I who sympathize with the work and ob- much in evidence at all the
performances.
jects of the relief corps can give material
evidence of their sympathy.
^ ami
1*01 SONKD BY WATER.
are as

as

DRUGGIST.

Physicians’ Supplies

j.

l. uiies

eve.

ennial

Miss Erne Grindle, who has been spending the summer with her sister, Mrs. Hattie E. Joy, in this city, leaves to-day for
California, where she will spend the
winter.

to be

win

auena

me

min

of the Knights Templar
Pittsburg, Pa., beginning
lie will be accompanied by

conclave
held at

3Iail Orders

tri-

October 11.
his wife. Mr. and Mrs. Giles will leave

Three Deaths in One Family at Cran-

berry

SPECIALTIES.

Isles.

family
of Gilman Kosebrooks at Cranberry Isles
last week, due, it is believed, to the use of
impure water, and at last reports Mr. and
Mrs. Kosebrooks were seriously ill and the
fourth and last child was not expected
There

were

three deaths

in

the

Friday. The itinerary of the
MAINE.
ELLSWORTH,
a daylight ride through tlie
Madame Chandler, who has passed the1 White Mountains, a day at Niagara Falls
and an opportunity to witness the elecsummer at “The Pines”, left Ellsworth
COMING EVENTS.
Mouday for her home in Detroit. She tric illumination in the evening, and a to recover.
Oct 7, at Hancock hull San
side
with
to
at
Friday,
was accompanied by her daughter, Mrs.
Pittsburg,
trips
has
caused
a
sojourn
The prolonged drought
interesting places in the vicinity. The scarcity of water on Cranberry Isles. Francisco minstrels.
Eugene Hale.
the Potomac
Water in cisterns has been low and imTuesday, Oct 11, in (J. A. R. hall Din\V. M. Haines company, Uniform Hank, return trip will be down
a side
Proceeds
ner by Woman’s Relief corps.
K. of P., Capt. J. W. Nealley, go to Ban- valley, a stop at Harper’s Ferry,
pure and much sickness has resulted from
to the battlefield of Gettysburg, a
for homo at Newport.
its use.
Tickets, 25 cents.
gor to-day about tweuty strong to par- trip
visit to Washington, and back to Maine
The Kosebrooks family used water from
ticipate in the Held day exercises of the
Wednesday, Oct. 12, at Hancock ball
by way of Baltimore, Philadelphia, New a small stream near their house. In a short Entertainment, “The Crown of Fame,’*
Maine brigade.
York and Boston. The trip will be made time ti-2 members of the family sickened. under the
auspices of the Congregational
Miss Helen Adams left Friday for a trip i
by special train, the excursion being On Thursday, Sept. 22, Harley the five- society.
to Boston, where she will join an excur| under the management of Trinity com- year-old boy, died. Six days later, last
sion party for a trip to Albany, down the j
Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 12 and
Many Maine Wednesday, Jennie, aged six, was taken, 13—Semi annual reunion Good
mandery of Augusta.
Hudson river to New York and return by :
Templars,
will go to Pittsburg.
knights
and on the following day Mildred, aged
Grand lodge, at Southwest Harbor, with
Long Island sound.
three.
Echo
No.
157.
Ocean
lodge
The change in time-table on the Maine
Capt. John O. Kief and Mrs. Margaret
Only one child remains, and the physiB. Partridge, of Ellsworth, were married Central went into effect Monday. The
The
of
cian
little
its
recovery.
gives
hope
Slttatiscmcnts.
at North Lamoine Saturday evening, by regular trains of the fall and winter
are critically ill.
schedule are as follows: Arriving at Ells- parents
After the
Rev. J. P. Simonton.
refreshments were served.

OF

A. COOMBS,

Arvilla Thomas

the annual

Those

8PECIAL

Ellsworth

trip

includes
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BOOKS
F.

Bangor, were
D. Wiggin a

will convene next Tuesday.
Judge Wiswell will preside. Indications
point to a short term.
Mrs. If. C. Hathaway, who has been
spending the summer in Germany, is
expected in Ellsworth thin week. She
sailed from Bremen Sept. -4.
Col. C. C. Burrill, of this city, is with
and
Honorable artillery
the Ancient
company, of Boston, of which lie is a
member, on its trip to Quebec.
The San Francisco miiystrels are booked
on
for Hancock IihII
Friday evening.
This troupe comes well recommended,
and a good performance is promised.
The Dirigo athletic club at its regular
meeting Monday evening elected four

as ever.

Cigars.

J. A. CUNNINGHAM.
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Ell.worth, Me.
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I have the
largest and most select stock
in Ellsworth.

is at its

of

and Mrs. S.

American

not cotton, and arc

Water St..--

Ik FRUIT SEASON

wife,

and

brought to THE
office last Saturday a spray of
apple blossoms picked from a tree at her
horn on Bridge hill.
Miss

garment.

B YRX.

O W E N
5

as

A.^floyd

guest0 of Mr.

days last week here and at their Lamoine Point cottage.

the best bargain for the money
Ellsworth.

Furnishing Goods Department

—

few

wool-fleeced,

are

\

F.
the

Wooi=Fleeced Underwear,
These goods

were

the

Juniper cemetery.

my lines of Suits and Underwear,
selling at ridiculously low prices.

per

killed
in
Ellsworth
first day of open season
at North Ellsworth aud two near

Saturday,

over

50c.

of

LeF. Swan, who, ^with his
mother, is still at Hancock Point, called
on friends in Ellsworth last Sunday.

paint-shop—plenty of

put the summer vehicle through the
time to harden thoroughly before using.

to

P. Faunce, of Whitman, Mass., of
the insurance firm of Howland & Faunce,
was in town on business to-day.

a|ncat two-people
Job to one that will carry fourteen.

to

First

Carlos

throughout and fully warranted.
All Sixes

cashier of the

Ellsworth, entered upon the
duties of his office Saturday.

OPEN and TOP BUGGIES, EXPRESS and ROAD WAGONS, SURREYS.

Frank Moulton, of West Ellsworth,
enlisted with the Maine volunteers
and contracted fever at Chickamauga,
is home on thirty days’ sick leave.
He
has been in the hospital
at
Portland
since the Maine troops returned from the
South.
who

the last heat iu 2.24.

customs at

Largest Stock in Eastern Maine,
Style, Finish and Workmanship.

HTTr^l/ !>/A 4 11
J) U V_^ IV Ilv7iV.XlL'0

a

eve-

bank, made a business trip
Philadelphia last week.
B. B. Whitcomb, deputy collector

to date in

from

the vestry this

national

ELLSWORTH, ME.

and all up

Hand-made

held at

ington county.
H. W. Cushman,

BACKBOARDS.

-

entertained

Mrs. H. H. Conant returned last week
from a visit of several weeks in Wash-

& SON.

-----

Parsons

Thursday evening.
meeting of the Unitarian

The annual

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
No. l Franklin Strekt,

V.

friends last

society will be
ning at 7.30.

W. CUSHMAN

A.

pages 4,6 and 8.

Charles E. Butler, of West Franklin,
was in Ellsworth Monday.

SIDEBOARDS
We

news see

estate and

Finest line of

ever

disdains the nee of a shot gun when he
goes alter ducks, end takes the birds on
the wing with his rifle, taking care to put
the boll* through the duck’s head or
er

neck.

reftl

lmProve(1

on

ADVKHTIHKNEI4T8 THIN WKKK.

NKW

left leg near the ankle. The bone at the
GREAT MUSIC FESTIVAL
joint was crushed and splintered. The leg
was §et, and was doing nicely, when in
OPENS IN BANGOR TOMORROWsome way in his sleep Mr. Beverly threw
it oat. Tba leg has been set again, but
THREE DAYS OF RARE MUSIC.
is in bad shape, and Dr. Hagerthy fears
A MAMMOTH ORCHESTRA
amputation may be neoaaaary.
AND
1.000
Howard Hooper, of Branch Pond, is
SINGERS—ELLSWORTH WILL PARTICIPATE—LOW FARES AND A
winning laurels as a rifleshot. Mr. Hoop-

PLANTS.
CUT FLOWERS,

Tho DUTTON OliEENHOUSES,
STOVER & GRAVES.

ceremony

Friday evening, Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F.,
will confer the initiatory degree upon several candidates. All members are requested to be present; officers especially will
be expected to be on hand.
There will be a civil service examination in the custom house at Ellsworth
Saturday, beginning at 10 o’clock, for offices of clerk and day inspector. There
are three candidates for the examination.

George P. Woodward, mate of the
Mallory line steamer “Alamo’ which has
been doing transport service during the
visit with his
parents, Capt. W. P. Woodward and wife.
war,

is home for

a

short

Edmon Eno exhibits in his window a
natural curiosity in the shape of a section
from the butt of a tree, from which the
sap has oozed and hardened in the shape
natural
of a man’s head, forming a
medallion.
John Beverly, of North Ellsworth, three
weeks ago was thrown from his w-agon
and sustained « compound fracture of the

worth from the west at 7.57 and 10.45
(mixed) a. m., and 5.57 p. m. Leave Ellsm., 2.30 (mixed)
addition to these trains

worth for west at 11.53

a.

p. m. In
there will be a special service on the Mt.
Desert branch until Monday, Oct. 17. On
Sunday, Oct. 9 and 16, train will arrive at
Ellsworth from west at 7.57, and returnAn extra
ing leave Ellsworth at 5.13.
week-day train will run until Oct. 17, arand 5.13

Surry

Man

Injured.

Watson D. Billiugton, an aged farmer
of Surry, was severely injured yesterday.
He was working in his field when his
horse started, and in trying to stop him

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.'S

The heavy cart passed
thrown.
him, breaking three of his ribs. One
leg was badly bruised where the horse
stepped on him. Internal injuries were
none had
riving in Ellsworth at 7.47 p. m., return- feared, but up to noon to-day
Mr. Billiugton was resting
ing leave Ellsworth at 9.03. Mixed trains developed, and
easily.
make regular stops at Washington JuncMr. Billington is seventy-three years of
tion, and other trains stop on signal.
The change in trains of course affects age, and the shock to one of his years is
mails. Mails now arrive (at depot) from severe.
he

was

is the centre clothing
Han-

over

establishment of
cock

county, and it is

proposed to maintain
the leading position it
holds.

now

AGENTS FOK

_

\vest at 7.57 a. m. and 5.57 p. m.; from cast
at 11.53 a. m. and 5.13 p. m. Mails close
(at post-office) for west at 11.20 a. m. and
4.40 p. m.; for east at 7.30 a. m. and 5.30
p. m.
You can’t always measure a man’s good
deeds by the carriages in his funeral procession.
Some men waste half their wind in doing a thing and the other half in blowing
about it afterward.

San Francisco Minstrels.
This famous minstrel troupe will appear at
Hancock hall Friduy evening, Oct 7, for the first
time, and judging from the press notices amt
crowded houses that have greeted this splendid
troupe since their tour east, we predict that tney
will be received by the largest crowd thiu lias

Th'^re are
twenty-four high-class performers, Including
The grand
the celebrated California quartette.
Seats now
street parade takes place at noo*..
on sale at Wlggln’s drug store.—Advt.
been In Hancock hall for

some

PETTIBONE

BROS.

KNIGHT TEMPLAR UNIFORMS.
LEWIS FRIEND & VO.,

time.

DLALEKS IN

Men's,

Boys’

Manning

and

Block,

Youths’

Clothing.

Ellswoutii.

(UK! STl A N

111. <£. <£. ll

KN OK A VO K.

Topic

For the Week Beginning Oct. P
Comment by ller. H. XX. Doyle.
Topic.
“Patriotism."—Pa.
1-22.
xxxiii,
“Blessed ia th«- nation whose fbxl is the Lortl
iuu ilie people whom He hath chosen for His
own inheritance. ’—Ps. xxxiii, 12.

3ll)brrIiBfmrnt0.

Column.

invites secretaries of local unions
the W. C. T. U. in Hancock county, and
white ribboners generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or Items that will be
of interest to workers in other parts of the
county. We would like this to be a live column,
but it needs some effort on the part of W. C. T.
U. women to make It so. It is a column of their
making, not ours, and will be what they make

[The editor

Stop! Women,

of

—

The God of the American nation if
She Lord, and He hath blessed it. Since
the days of God's chosen people no people have had such evidences of God’s
Special favor and blessing as the American people.
The hand of God can be
clearly seen in the history of onr becountry from the day of its discovery until the present moment. He
■rath clearly chosen ns for his own inperi tan ee. God has blessed us with
Uany blessings. t)ne of the greatest ol
blessings is a God given patriotfiam. American patriotism is of a high
[and lofty character. The country seems
ito have a peculiar power of inspiring
(the intensost love and devotion of its

And Consider the All-Important
That in

Items and communications should be short,
It.
and are, of course, subject to approval of the

addressing

hoved

STATE

[these

citizens.

CONVENTION.

Mrs. Pinkhain you

I

[ Report continued from last week ]
Wednesday morning at 9.45 the convention was called to order by Mrs. Stevens.
Mrs. Jennie Anthoine read the report of
the department for homeless children,
showing that much good work had been
done in thisgdepartment.
Rev. Mr. Hall, of Rockland, was intro- !
duced as the representative of the Maine
Christian conference then in session in
He
the fraternal
Bangor.
presented
greetings of the conference. Miss Yates,
of Round Pond, was appointed a delegate
to greet the conference for the W\ C. T. U.
Mrs. Lucy A. Snow reported the depart
ment of evangelistic work, giving an cn-

/

*1

H
i

v

Fact,

confidwhose
experience in treating woman's diseases
is greater than that of any living physician—male or female.
You can talk freely to a woman
when it is revolting to relate your
private troubles to a man—besides,
a man does not understand—simply
because he is a man.
Many women suffer in silence and
drift along from bad to*worse, knowing full well that they ought to have
immediate assistance, but a natural
modesty impels them to shrink from

ing your private ills

editor.]

to

are

a woman—a woman

exposing themselves to the questions
the eharaoterisand probably examinations of even
of this patriotism will prove that
their family phj-sician. It is unnecis true and show that it is one of
Without money or price
essary.
[God’s choicest blessings to the Ameriyou can consult a woman, whose
can nation.
knowledge from actual experi1. It is a patriotism that pervades all
^
ence is greater than any local
Classes. The development of classes is :
physician in the world. The folcouraging report.
;one of the. greatest dangers that coninvitation is freely offered;
of Bath Y. M. C. A.,
Secretary
lowing
Murray,
a
as
but
so
all
long
republic,
was introduced.
Miss Mary Snow, superaccept it in the same spirit;
classes fervently love the nation and are
r *
^
intendent of
V.
spoke of her
MRS. riNKHAM S STANDING INVITATION.
[willing to mako heroic sacrifices for it work in a Bangor schools,manner.
She
very
invited
interesting
are
to
weakness
of
female
Women suffering from any form
promptly
[this danger is nt. present. To the pres- told of the efforts to
stop the use of cigar- communicate with Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. All letters are received,
ent time, at least this has been true. In
ettes.
She favors a very high license law
talk
of lu*r
woman
can
the trying Li;..,.. ,.f a foreign war rich
freely
opened, read and answered by women only. A
and poor alike have proved their patriot- ; on them, so high as to stop the profits.
illness to a woman; thus has been established the eternal confidence beprivate
Miss Effie Littlefield read the corrcism.
tween Mrs. Pinkham and the women of America which has never been broken.
Wealthy, aristocratic, educated 1
Hamilton Fish gave bis life for his spending secretary’s report. Mrs. Clara
Out of the vast volume of experience which she has to draw from, it is more than
v.
country ju-,,
Jlingly as the poorest ! Hoffman was introduced and spoke a few possible that she has gained the very knowledge that will help your case. She asks
words.
She
is
national
secrerecording
i&nd most ignorant volunteer, and this
nothing in return except your good-will, and her advice has relieved thousands.
:is but an illustration of what has been tary and state president of Missouri, and Surely any woman, rich or poor, is very foolish if she d<x*s not take advantage of
w
the
w
first
oman
ho ever spoke in a Y. M.
this generous offer of assistance.
universally- true. May it always be so!
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, M ass.
2. It is a patii. iisni that pervades all C. A. meeting in Bangor.
“The present Mrs. Pink ham's experience in treating female ills is, unparalleled,
The committee on credentials reported
for years she worked side by side with Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, and for sometime
217 delegates, twelve superintendof her great busi[ever dustroj c.I al. sectional feeling. A present
past has had sole charge of the correspondence department
patriotic sun <;f the south was the first ents, names of visitors on the committee’s ness, treating by letter as many as a hundred thousand ailing women a year.**
soldier to shed his life’s blood list 217.
Mr. L#. N. Somers, of Albany, N.1 savs,for pimi
t~~\
I
_/>_
4
Mrs. Allen, the first president of Maine
'On Cuban si. il.
In every way the south
chaflu*. ami itching of the skin Comfort l’nwder i« the f Q1T1T O 11^
O tV C1CI
^
has shown its loyalty and devotion to W. C. T. l\, w as introduced, after w hioh best remedy to he found, and he has tried everythin}*.
Its action is marvellously effective. l>ru£ffists.
and 50 cents a bo*. Harmless and reliable.
the flag. The word “rebel” is forever Mrs. Stevens called for all who were present
when
the
W.
C.
T.
V.
was
established
obsolete in the American vocabulary.
There is ona country, ono flag, one pa- to come forward, and nine came to the very interesting and sparkled with wit, was draped with the American, English
One or two more were at the con- and if some in the audience were hit by and Irish flags.
triotism—the greatest blessing that has front.
vention though not in the room at that the points, they were given in a way that
Mrs. Lake gave a very spirited and income to us as a result of the war.
could not offend.
3. It is a patriotism that pervades all time.
teresting lecture on temperance. Several
A memorial service w as held for those
nationalities. (Jur nation is young. It |
Thursday forenoon was devoted to elec- solos ware rendered by Miss Hall, and at
has been populated by all nationalities. removed during the year, foremost of tion of officers and reports. The re-elec- the close the convention sang “God be
Our national existence depended upon whom were Miss Willard and Neal Dow tion of Mrs. Stevens as president was the I with us till we meet again” and the beneour ability to assimilate these various both of whom received eloquent tributes occasion for the presentation to her by diction was pronounced.
j
Miss Anna Gordon of a beautiful bouquet
nationalities and to make them first ( from the convention.
CONVENTION NOTES.
Afternoon session was devoted to re- of white roses, which was accepted with a
At the evening meetings at the church
Americans, and then English, Germans
or French. Had w e not been able to do ports of superintendents till 4 p. m.,which graceful response.
[The names of officers there was very fine music by the choir.
this, insti.iu u. hi.,-iug ono great Amer- was Y. hour, and this was conducted by elected appeared in The American last
Altogether the convention was proican nation we would have had a coun- Miss Lubelle Patrick.
nounced one of the most successful that
It was one of the week.]
Meals were served in the church dining- has ever been held.
try made up of a little England, a little most interesting exercises of the convenGermany and a 1-ttle France. Under tion, showing the work of the Willard Y., rooms during the convention, at the nomDuring the convention a large number
the blessing of God this work has been and its settlement in Boston, as well as inal price of 10 cents each, which helped a of visitors were introduced, among them
done. No matter from what nation we work done in the State.
Miss Littlefield little towards defraying expenses, though being clergymen of nearly every denomi'may have come we are Americans first and several other young ladies took part not. of course, paying cost of provisions.
nation, showing the union to be nonsecThe evening session was in city hall and tarian.
land Americans all.
j in the exercise.
4. It is a religious patriotism—a pa- , The evening lecture w as
The committee on resolutions reported
by Mrs. Hoff- was addressed by Mrs. Stevens, who intriotism that sc
the hand of God in man; subject:
troduced the speaker of the evening, Mrs. resolutions on enforcement of law, purity,
“Is man more degenerate
!the destiny f rations, and that ac- I than woman? Why?” The lecture wa* Lenora Lake, of St. Louis. The platform l reformatory prison for women, memorial,
knowledges TT;
adership and that
! thanks, and several minor matters.
looks upon patriotism itself as a reliOne little incident was so misrepresented
‘Jlbbcrtiarmnua.
gions duty,
uiy owed to God Himby some of the papers that it may be
self.
mentioned here. Mrs. Y. Goss, of StonBible Heading. _Ex. xxxii, 81, 33,
ington, is county superintendent of the
'Butn i.
I Kings xi, 14-22; Ps.
mercy department, and she called attenon; Prov. viv. 34;
fcxxxvii, 1 C ;
tion to the cruelty practiced in securing
lisa. b;ii. 1; Math, xxiii, 37; Luke xiii,
the aigrettes w hich are so much worn on
•84. 85 ; xix. 41-44 ; item. is, 1-5 ; I Tim.
hats and bonnets many were worn at the
ii, 1,
convention). This raised a discussion on
ostrich tips, as some claimed that cruelty
Self For {jetfulnet**.
This record is of
value to parents.
was practiced in obtaining these, while
It's a
Jesus seemed never to think of Himothers thought the birds were not hurt in
message from a loving mother dedicated to the mothers
we get m seldom to
while
think
of
[eelf,
the process. Two or three of those pres
of growing girls. A truthful narrative of the utmost
'anybody else. If He was tired and
ent testified that they knew the ostrich
interest
and
rest
and
for
He
Bought
brain,
body
suffered greatly in losing their plumage,
it
..11
if
some
one
met
quickly forgot
Mrs. Goss, who wore them
Tt Is important that the nerves are caremonths she lost twenty three pounds. whereupon
!Him who needed His help.
"
We did everything possible tor her, herself, declared she would remove them,
What a different institution the fully guarded. Mothers who have young
l^ater she asked the president: “Shall I, or
and she had the best of medical treatment.
daughters of school age should watch their
[church would be if every memlior lived health
“Several skilled physicians attended shall I not, remove my tips?” “Do you
more carefully than their studies.
life of self forgetfulness 1 What a sowant an expression of the convention?”
her, but no benefit was apparent.
The proper development of their bodies
yours would be if each member
A family friend visiting us, told how asked Mrs. Stevens.
“Yes,” was the reis
of
first
importance.
imitated the Divine Model in this roher daughter had been similarly affected,
I
ply. A vote called for resulted in an overAfter the confinement of the school
I How quickly would the world be
but cured by Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
w helming majority for
removing the tips,
of out-door exercise should
Pale People.
ihrought to Christ if all who bear His room,
as Mrs. Goss had spoken strongly against
be taken. It is better that children never
“She urged us to try the pills, and we
'name would deny self for the sako of
leam their a,
cruelty to other birds, and Mrs. Stevens
c's. than that by overfinally consented.
[the perishing millions who never will studv they loseb,their health.
“We have always rejoiced that we did. as usual in declaring the vote said: “It is
’be saved until the love of souls takes
All this Is self-evident. Everyone adThe pills helped Lucy at once, and
so ordered,” and before the next session
'the place of the love of ease and pleas- mits it—everyone knows
after taking eight boxes she was entirely
it, but everyone
the offending trimming was removed.
It
ure which
w S" iarcrelvcontrol ns alL
does not know how to build the health up
cured.
appeared in one of the dailies that some
when once broken down, even the best
—■PS§.?byteri;in Journal.
“She is now m perfect health, strong, discussion was had
concerning ostrich tips
physicians failing at times.
weighs ten pounds more than ever before, and one woman was ordered to remove
The following method of Mrs. Stephen
Good Will to Others.
and her cheeks arc full of color.
them from her hat, no other particulars
whose post office address is Bur“Two years of schooling were missed
Poor human nature, so sadly twisted Barnes,
Ego.
ney, Ind., if rightly applied, may save
on account of ill health, but now she can
being given.
is
ever
the
fait,
to
believe
by
ready
your daughter.
her ambition to study and become
gratify
this
often
and
is
true
of
the
evil,
very
When her daughter Lucy was at that
an educated woman.”
“I’ve had a delightful time on my holones we justly regard with contempt,
critical girlhood age of twelve years she
The reason that Dr-Williams’ Pink Pills
No regular hours for meals. A
err
and David did not
when he prayed grew weak and nervous.
for Pale People were helpful in the above idays.
large, airy room. No charge for hot and
"Previously she had been a bright,
Ithat he might not lie delivered into the
case, is that they are composed of vegetacold baths. All kinds of fruit and vegeble remedies which act
hand of man. When we have to do healthy
young girl,” says Mrs. Barnes,
4
directly on the
She was diligent and progressive in her
impure blood, the foundation of disease. tables, and above all, no fees for the serwith God, we may confidently rely
studies.
As the blood rushes through all parts vants.” “Delicious! Where is this ideal
44
upon His holiness and His mercy, but
It became necessary, however, for her
of the body, the conveyer of good or bad
spot?” “I staid at home.”
when we are concerned with man, and to leave
school.
health, it is necessary that it should be
much of our happiness and usefulness
“Oh, no! I haven’t got a snap for next
"She was overtaxed mentally and
pure, rich and red.
are in a measure dependent upon our reDr. Williams' Pink Pills build up the season at all!” chuckled the living skelephysically.
4
Her nerves were at such a tension
lations with our fellows, we shall be
and his bones rattled with joy.
blood by
supplying Its life giving elements ton,
wise to depe«d but little upon either that the least noise irritated her.
which nourishes the various organs, stim“Going to sit for X-ray photographs of
"She had continual twitching in the
their equity or their gentleness when
ulating them to activity in the perform- fat people?” queried the left head of the
arms and lower limbs and
ance of their functions and
symptoms of
thus drives
we desire their good will.—Episcopal
two-headed girl. “Not on your double
Si. Vitus' dance.
disease from the system.
Recorder.
life!” replied the living skeleton indig"Her blood was out of order she was
The pills are in universal demand and
nantly; “Em going to be the victim of
thin and pale, almost lifeless. In three
The Thinking Pout.
•old by all druggiata.
Spanish misrule in a Cuban play.”
The “thinking post” was a droll
of the English wit, Sidney
Smith. Not far from his gate he had a
post set. at which every one going out
I
was to stop and think whether he had
by mail and railroad.
lleft anything behind. Some thinking
iposts we need very frequently in life,
where there shall be some pause for reflection. The best tninkiug post given
to any of us is the divine ordinance of
the Sabbath, with its frequent returns,
its cessation of toil and withdrawal
from tin world, and its appearance in
for beginners.
the presence of God.—Central PresbyA
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STREET,
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Hancock County Savings Bank,

said

cornfed
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concerned

little wife’s heart shall always be
light. Later, he pays more attention to
the weight of the biscuit.”

HOARD OF DIRECTORS:
A. F. Burnham,
John f. Whitcomb,
N. It. COOLIIHIK,
F. C'AKHOLL BUKKILL,
CHARI.ES C. Bl KRILL.

“man

is

tlie

much

that his

Miss Innit—Why do
at

a

wedding,

married

always

women

mamma?

Mrs.

T’.;tr»: Vours

cry

dally, from

to 12

9 a. m.

m

limit—The

cry, my child,
they
how it is themselves, and the unmarried ones because they don’t.
because

ones

know

is what your money wl I l.'earn if
invested lu shares of the

If you have any disease due to Impure or Impoverished blood, like scrofula, salt rheum,

dyspepsia or catarrh, you should take Hood’s
Sarsaparilla anil be promptly cured.
Hood’s Tills arc easy to take, easy
Cure Indigestion, biliousness.

to

A

operate.
is

2fc.—.-tdri.

NEW SERIES

open, Shares, £1 each; monthly
payments, £ I per share.

now

jttrtMrnl.

WHY PAY RENT?
when you

ran borrow on your
a llr?t mortgage'ami
duee It every month. Monthly
oavment* and Inter*** ».*•»•#>♦ »>or
wlil amount to but liuir more
than you are now paying for
rent, ami la about 10 wars vou
will

No Guess Work Here.
All Ellsworth

People Have to do
Example cf Fel-

shares, Rive
i«

is

to Follow the

low Citizens.
Facts

are

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

stubborn.
For

borne may be disputed.
None can Ik- disproved.
A.

fact is the opposite of fiction;
Is always hedged about with proof;
Has to stand the test of investigation;
Or it drifts to the realm of doubt.
Investigate closely the following.
The closer the scrutiny the more convincing the result.
An Ellsworth citizen speaks here;
A

W

Professional
F.

ATTOKKUV
AND

Business solicited!.

Ellsworth,

JOHN

Mr. J. G. Gray, of East Surry, whose
better-ha If is postmistress of the village,
says: “In 1861 when in the army doing

OFFICES

BAR HARBOR AND
1

that you are afraid to stoop over or
lift anything for fear of twinges. I have
been laid up with mine all the way from a
day to 8 weeks and have taken a great
many medicines and spent a lot of money
for

a

my last

cure.

Doan's
I

Kidney

ME.

DesertI5l0''k.

H. GRKELY,

J)R.

DENTIST.
Graduate of the Fhlla
class of '75

Iclpbta Dental College,

WOkfick in GlLF.S' Block, Flls worth.
Closed Wedneaday afternoon, until furthet

Pills

believe they
short time than
good
any other medicines that 1 ever used.
1
got them at Wiggin s drug store in Ellsworth when in town one day and the
change the first box made was surprising
to me. Doan’s Kidney Pills
certainly did
me good and 1 think them a great
remedy.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all
dealers or w ill be sent by mail on receipt
of price, 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the U. S.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take no
other.

attempt Inand
a

AT

BLUEHILL,

Bar Harbor offices : 7 and 9 Ml.
Blurhlll office open Saturdays.

back

me

E. BUNKER, JR.,

I

kidney complaint, producing a lame and j
aching back and an annoying urinary ,
weakness particularly noticeable at night.
It is a miserable thing to have so bad a

were

Maine.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

which in place of breaking out settled in
the kidneys. That was the start of what
afterwards turned out to be rather serious

looking

CatfiB.

BURNHAM,

disproved.

did

f

COINSELLOR A T
LAW.
Also proi-eeutlng attorney for all classes of
pensions agnlnst the United States.

from experience and conviction;
Relates facts, stubborn facts.
That may be disputed, but cannot be

rilltv in Wimliini'tnn

particulars inqulr*

llKNRY W. (
SUM A V, S, < y.
Flr.-t Nat*l Bank BMKing, President.

A

Speaks

ja

the

to

ELLSWORTH.

OF

Deposit* draw Interest trom the tlrst day of
March, June, Septomlier and December.

philosopher,

jciety

|conceit

FIRST
NATIONAL BANK

CHARLES C.

import.

5

Hanking.

Established isst.

valor of the

“In the beginning,''

A School Girl’s
Nerves*
|

plenty

solely

due

was

At all grocers
-lb. pkgs. only

Andrew p W is well, Prertrim.
S. K. Whiting, Vice President,
IlENItv W. CI HIIMAN, Cashier
DIRECTORS:
A. P. WIN WELL,
8. K. WlfTTINO,
L. A. ElUKUV,
E. H. t.KKKLV,
Eugene Hale,
a. w. Kino.

shows the lack of ade-

persistent

and

«asy

who fought under the most
discouraging conditions, combined w ith
the destruction of Cervcra’s fleet by the j
ELLSWORTH. ME.
navy. Mr. Davis places the blame where *
he believes it is due, and at the same time
Comm*tired Bunlnemi May 1,
1873.
gives all credit to the men who did the [
real work.
It is a deliberate ami conscien- 1
In
this
bank arc by law exempt from
Deposit*
tious bistory of the campaign, and worthy taxation.
of permanence as a record. The illustraA'. It. COOLIDGE, President
tious are from photographs and drawings I
JOH.\ F. WHITCOMB, I Ice-President.
of actual scenes.

especial

jgpect

obtained

splendid

Buy,

Kvery facility offered Customers.

quate preparation, and says that the final
success

Food

to

uaker Oats

Notes.

The article in the October Scribner's
the “Battle of San Juan”, by Richard
Harding Davis, is not only a vivid description of that famous victory, but n
complete and careful analysis of the conduct of the whole Santiago campaign.
He points out with perfect clearness the

—

__

Newspaper

uixl

C.:jy

isy to Cook,
asy to Eat,
isy to Digest.

Hanking hours from 9
Sat unlays from 9 to 1.

on

[fronts

[American

Stti&crtisnnnna.

The Nearer World.

When in tho year 8S56 B. C. Alexander
the Groat staid his eastward march in India ami turned his course down the Indus
to neck the sea, a boundary line was set
which proved to moan for tho history of
the human race more than any ever created by the net of man. says Benjamin Ido
Wheeler in Tho Atlantia.
The eastern
boundary of Alexander’s empire, running
from the Jaxartes river southward along
the Pamir ranges, “the roof of the world,”
to the Indus, and then on to the Indian
ocean, divided tho world and its history
into two utterly distinct parts.
The part which lay to tho cost, with its
two great centers, India and Chlrfi, and
which today includes a littlo over half the
population of the globe, had no part nor
■hare In the life and history of the western
part, which wo call our nearer world.
All the elements within this nearer world,
stretching from Afghanistan and Persia
to the shores of western Europe, have in
tho long process of mixture and fermentation which history has suffered since Alexander’s time yielded their contribution,
small or great., to the civilization upon
which our modern life is l>nsed.
Tho history which wo study, whether of events,
institutions, ideas ar religions, has been
all a history of the nearer world.

|
!

more

i

nollee.

CARROLL

P#

BURRILL,

ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
1

j
j

Notary Public

and

Justice

of the

Peace.

Office over Burrll! National Bank,
State Street,
Ellsworth, Me.

|

i

DK

j

4#*Saiidolor for the Painless Extraction of Teeth.
♦ •♦OFFICE OVER
E. J. WALSH’S STORE..**

H. W. HAYNES,

DENTIST.
a&brrtisnncntB.
The

|-|^|n
Idp

t'

man

with

an

appetite for Liquor
or
Morphine, who

*

■■ •

^i Q#

has tried and failed
to break the habit' 4
Tell him of the

i

Bangor Sanitarium,

*

t

I

l)

overcoae

and the

appetite permanently removed.

Send for pamphlet
full parties
lars. Address

5 giving

JI

JI

T""

PHYSICIAN,

£
J0
S

B

ICompany.

HARRY W. OSGOOD,

IIOMCEOPATHIST,

Sanitarium $
Bangor.

MAINE.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

J JJR.

H3T11J OF

"U,I*U1

M. D.

BLUEHILL,

the demon which controls him
J. Where
J
be
by the Springer Method,
can

afternoons until further

LITTLEFIELD,

f

*

Wednesday

w

(^ || j I'l')
(I
| * A 1 /"v f| /y f

|

Closed
notice.

J

Main

$

St.,
Ellsworth, Me.
..-Over Postal Telegraph Co.

(Successor to Dr. a. T>. Douglass.)
Night rails answered promptly at the office

••Abide lu Me."

RENJ. B. WHITCOMB,

"Abide
*

|

in me. o’ershadow by Thy love
Each half formed purpose and dark thought
of am;
Quench, ere it ri^e, each selfish, low de.sire
And keep my soul as Thine—calm and divine.

L1ADE
ME A MAN
AJAX TABLETS POSITIVELY

! assisted to

There have been momenta pure
Abide in mt
When 1 have seen Thy face und felt Thy
power;
Then evil lost
^rasp, and passion, hushod,
Owned the divine en-kantiuent of the hour.
but censors beautiful and rare;
shall ever be.
Abide in me, a:n th
-v
!:
X pray Ticay earnest prayer—
and I in Thee.
Come ai d a!
Harriet Beecher Stowe.

•These

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

CPRE

OF2S2TS
MMLOJAJL

were

FREE

...

••

CATALOGUE.

OIT OR ABOUT

ATTJUJNT1UJN

0

t

TU

NOV.

Address—

positions.

1.

irJA 31 AJN Mill’

AM)
I*.

L.

A £X ferrous DUeaBem— Fail lag Mem- 1
ory.Impotency, 81eepleesne»>e. etc., caused
by Abuse or other Excesses ana India- I
OFFICE IN PETERS’ BLOCK,
They t/uukly and turely I
Cretions,
restoro Lost \ itality in old or young, and
L. St a mau for study, business or marriage.
ELLSWORTH,
MAINE.
I'revent Insanity and
Connumption if
talc
m time.
Their two shows Immediate
improve- !
«nei.. ,»nd effects a (JUKI where nil other fail
In- j
«st upon having the genuine Ajax Tablets.
They
nave cured thousands and will cure you. We give a
poeUive written guarantee to effect a cure
undersigned hereby gives notice trial he
in
EJ%
ftTC
each case or refund the money. Price tJnS W I
with the City of Ellsworth.for
dtper he Las c ontracted
package; or eix pkg«e (full treatment) for *2X0. Uy
support of the poor,during the ensuing year,
mail, in
wrapper. upon receipt of trice. Circular
oid h.is made amide provision for their support,
le therefore forbids all persona from furnishing
rapplles to any pauper on his account, a» without
For sale In Ellsworth, Me., by
ils written order, he will pay lor no goods so
Ueokue A. P ARCHER, Druggist.
ornlsued.
Harry S. Junes.
I

SHORTHAND.

SHAW, President,
Portland, Maine.

1

Pauper Notice.

rUE

AJAX REMEDY CO.,

bjy,**"?,«£

NKW

BAR HARBOR’S

2ttibcrti0tmmt0.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

HOSPITAL.

Wednesday, October

The Building Will he Completed by
The Middle of November.
f
One of the public buildings to be erected
in Bar Harbor this year will be the “Bar

MAINE LAW BkOABDINO

5, 1898.

expect to have it completed by
November 15, at a contract price of *7,100.33. The building when completed and
furnished will cost about |15,000.
The adjoining lot, fronting on Hancock
street, will also be secured, which will be
a most valuable acquisition and will be

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
Creamery per !b.28
Dairy .183.22

years and

an

annual

neglected
laid, per doz.20

loose, per ton. 8310
Baled.12014

been

Potatoes, bu
potatoes,
Beets, bu
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Sweet

Rio,

its appropriation
which will be

to the new hospital,
supplemented by collections

donations of churches and individ-

and

uals, providing

an

adequate

for

revenue

the maintenance of the institution.
The hospitHl will doubtless prove an acquisition to the beautiful buildings jiow
standing in that part of the town, Hnd be
of

Harbor.

hospital

will be

The grounds about
attractively laid out.

the

.John
8. Kennedy, president; J. Andrew Kodick,
vice-president; A. II. Lynani, clerk, and
E. B. Mears, treasurer.
The officers of the institution

are

its?

nin e

waiter
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"
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Siiruce,
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t
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.15 3.25
Steak, beef, lb
.11 3.12
Fresh pork,
>prlng lamh, tt» .12j.H
Veal, per lb
.083.16
Uoa-t-,
.O83.l

Beef, corned, tb .O63.I0
.15
tongue,
.lo
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Linl, per lt>
.IO3.I2
.lo
Figs 1 i*et, per !b

Salt

Pure elder.
Cracked wheat,
Oatmeal, per 15
Quaker rolled oats,

.20
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myself
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It will keep your chickens strong and 'icalthy. It
will make young pullets lay early. Worth It* weight
in gold for moulting hcn», and prevent* all n»* -«•*. It
is absolutely pure.
Highly concentrated. In quantity
costa only a tenth of a cent a day. Nothing on earth wul

ll.tni.’jier !t»

.123.14

ShouUler,

Mutton, per tb

Poultry—per

.(H.
tl>
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1

»

lfTon nalirt It send to ua. Auk Oral
park. tft eta five ft. large Mb. can |1 20. 81* cans
Sample of Rx*T I’OI'LTHY i’Al-KU sent free.
Exp. paid.
1. S, JOHNSON A tX2* Custom House Pt., Boston, Masa.

.75
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.07 §.10
Dry cod,
.04 a.05
Pollock,
Mackerel,
.103.12
Halibut iins, .IO3.I2
Halibut heads,
.05
Boneless cod. .083.10
Tongues and
.08 §.10
sounds,

Halibut,
Herring, box,
haddle,

Finnan

.12
.25
.10
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THESE IS HO KIND OF PAIN OR I
*
ACHE, INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL.
F THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RE- I

5 25
6 25
6 25
6*5
6 00

Rough,
Tried,

.01K
.03 K

Herdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per lb
Lawn seed, per lb
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Figs,
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THE “LAPLAND”.

!

Capt. Cates’ Experience In the Tornado In the Windward Islands.
Capt. G. W. Cates, of Machias, of the
Bucksport bark “Lapland” which was
wrecked at St. Vincent in the recent destructive tornado, writes to his wife of his

experience
I

am

as

follows:

to he permitted to write you of
experience In the hurricane of

thankful

terrible
Sept. 10.
our

he a miracle If any of us got safe to shore.
I arrived at Barbados Friday forenoon. Satui day, weather looking bad, 1 let go the second
anchor. The barometer falling slowly, I went
to the weather bureau for information, hut they
could not tell me where the storm was or how
far off. I went on board at 4 p. in., got everything secure, gave out all the chains. At 8 p.
m., heavy squalls from N. F. to F. Had axes
ready to cut spars, for 1 knew If vessel parted
At y
and went broadside, she would capsize.
p. m. vessel started. The lightning and howlI
awful.
blast
were
something
put my
ing
mouth to the mate’s ear and told him to crawl
forward (no man could stand) and cut lanyards.
I took my hatchet and got to main backstay and
drew it across lanyard—could not strike a blow,
the wind was so tierce. The darkness and howling and shrieking of the hurricane were beyond

eat.

Leslie and sent him.
We all got ashore the same way. The hurriWe lay behind
cane was then at its height.
logs and bushes to keep from being blown away
and to keep the sand from cutting our faces.
After a while it abated some. Then Leslie and
my-elf started to find some town where we
could telegraph or cable.
We came across some people in the bush with
their children and they told u- we could not
I• r: l_.-~ were all down and
cro-s Hi*: rivi rs. I.
there was not
hou.-e -tuudlng.
Then we
started to go ai other way, but It was the same
her
Wo vent back and
destruction .ver
.o h all
night, soaked to our
-topped oil the
-kin-, ami rain l.. .lug in torrent-.
.i. a
jt n.
u-e.
Next day I tr‘
Tuesday
I got a horse and ton
otain
*f us started
for Kingston, twenty two miles.
Three vessels are a-hote within two miles of
We had !<■ swim rivers, climb
each other.
mountains ami fallen buildings.
1 can not ox
the
awful
destruction ibis hurricane has
press
caused. Hardly a tree i- standing, and in some
instances where the tree stood the gale, the bark
is peeled entirely off
Lead bodies of cattle,
sheep, hogs, poultry and human beings are
Not a town outside of
strewn everywhere.
Kingston Is standing. Kvcry village we passed
was levelled to the ground.
Poor souls sitting around asking us for bread
to eat, lost everything they bad, clothing and all.
They were burying the dead. Some In board
coffins, some In trenches. They estimate the
killed at 500, but of the damage done to property
no estimate can be made.
to

All spars went by the board when she fsll off
side to wind on her beam ends. Broken spars
and flapping sails made a tearful noise. I scut
Leslie (captain’s sou) below, as there was no u-«f<>r him or any one else on deck. The vessel
Both chains out,
was then unmanageable.
spars, sail' and rigging lying alongside and
All we could do was to
under her bottom.
hold on and let her drift. I knew that the other
vessels were somewhere near and it made me
more anxious. I knew the V'-.-el would weather

5

~.o

is 1 ’»VJl9n
,u
i_

Washing
Powder
It gives to on humble home or a palace the cleansing touch that
both alike require. It’s woman’s best friend and dirt’s worst enemy,
Tilt N. K. FAIBBANK COMPANY, Chicago. 8t. Louis. New York. Boston. Pbtlada.

GOLD CLARION RANGES
-AND-

HOT WATER

HEATING
-AT-

ELDRIDGE’S.
Crockery
In

great variety.

the gale if she didn't go ashore.
It was 105 mites to the Island of st. Vincent
and I thought the hurricane must abate bet
I drifted that far. The night wore on. Such a
night! God grant that 1 may not have to pass
through another. Leslie was upmost In my

a

I
;

}

thoughts, but he kept up

heart—only
any danger, and that
a

stout

asked me once if there was
was when 1 went below and told him the vessel
was totally dismasted.
Sunday morning dawned upon a scene such
as few men ever looked upon. The heavens a
mass of rolling clouds, the ocean lashed Into
white foam and vessel laying on hoi -ide.
Spars, sails and rigging were twisted and rolled
up together. Three other vessels In sight In
condition.
At 7 a. m., wind suddenly fell calm. I knew
then we were in the centre or vortex of the hurricane. We went to work and cut some of the
wreckage away ; then the wind suddenly struck
south and 1 felt we were safe, for we would
drift clear of the Island, which I judged to he
forty miles due west from us. At 8 a. m., It
same

Nearly
jewelers’
This

the

man

stores
has

wooden

are

to be

are

been

seen

made
in

the

and
clocks
in front of

by

one man.

business for

many years and was pngaged in making
them when President Lincoln was assassinated. Before the murder of the president these clocks were painted with their
hands pointing tft any hour of the day, as
might happen. But when the president
was killed by Booth, this sign-maker resolved to have all of his signs at a uniform hour to commemorate ihe occurrence.
As he happened to hear of Lincoln’s assassination at just eighteen minutes past eight the morning after it occurred, the sign-maker has since that

one hour, when It suddenly shifted to
cast, blowing with more violence than before.
1 went below’ and told the mate, Frank Peter

TRY GRAIN-0!

Ask vour
to-day to show you a package of GRAIN it, the new food drink that lakes
fnc piace «»t coffee. The children may drink It
without injury as well as the adult. All who
try it. like it. GRAIN u has that rich seal brown
of Mocha or .Java, but it is made from pure
stomach receives
[Trains, and the most delicate
It without distress. % the uricu of oolite, loc.
and 25c. per package, ooiu by all grocers.

all

watches which

blew for

TRY GRAIN-0!
Grocer

son, of Machlasport, cook, and the boy, that If
the wind held where It was for four or live
hours there was no help for us. The vessel
must go ashore.
So take off your oil-clothes,
said I, and put on light clothes and shoes and be
ready. Keep up a stout heart and tight for life
until the last. The coast was an lronbound
tine, with towering cliffs, anti I did not know of
any sand beach on the windward side of St.
Vincent. We were nearer the dreaded coast than
I thought, for I had been giving the vessel a
drift of five miles per hour anti she had been
drifting seven, something unheard of.
While we were putting on shoes she struck
bottom, the sea going clear over us. Four times
she was lifted high on top of a comber, the last
one lauding her where she lay quiet.
We shook
hands and 1 told Leslie If lie got safe ashore to
carry the sail tidings home.
We then went on deck—hail to crawl to rail,
couldn’t stand on our feet. 1 looked but could
see nothing.
I looked down and there saw the
dry sand when the sea ran off. Then my spirits
I called the
rose for I knew we were safe.
bands into the cabin and we got something to

We then got a small line and put It around
! the mate and he jumped overboard and got safe
ashore, after two attempts. 1 then bent a line

description.

r

us.

we

God alone knows what I suffered In body and
mind, knowing that if the wind continued %ve
would be cast upon a rocky coast where It would

Seeds.
2 00 Clover—per lb—
.18
Red,
.18
Alslke,
Dried Fruit.

LIEVE.

medicine

j

5 50

.05
Ox,
.05
Cow,
.04 K
Bull,
Calf skins, green
.25 8.75
Pelts,
.403.50
Lambskins, .25 3245

d

renco of my trouble. No dochad tried before bad given us any help.
The following letter on the same subject is interesting as coming from a
patient who had neglected his case so long he was in a precarious condition.
Gentlemen:
I suffered from Dysentery for three years. I took Pe-ru-na and
am now well.
My case was old and chronic and 1 believed myself incurable. I
shall always use Pe-ru-na. John Edgarton, 1030 Third Ave., Altoona, Pa.”
The following tells of a man who could not have been in much worse
condition and live, when Pe-ru-na cured him. T. E. Miller, of Grand Prairie,
l had chronic diarrhoea for fifteen years and was in a terrible
Texas, writes:
nervous and depleted state.
The many medicines and doctors that I tried did
me no good.
At one time I paid as much as $80 to a single doctor in New York
for his services, and although he did relievo me for a short time the troub’j
noon returned.
Pe-ru-na was recommended by a friend, so I decided to try it
and procured a few bottles.
It relieved mo at once.
At the time of writing I
am perfectly well and feel better than I have for
years. Pe-ru-na is my family
medicine and ever will be.”
Y<»u should realize it is easier to get well and cease to suffer than it is to
drag out a miserable existence. To get well is not difficult. Pe-ru-na cures
catarrhal affections of every description.
Catarrh may develop any where
where there is a mucous membrane to be attacked.
And as the mucous
membrane is the internal lining of all the organs of the body, it may he seen
how widespread is the field for this disease. If you sutler from troubles that
originate from taking cold, no matter 'whether located in the head, throat,
lungs, stomach, kidneys, liver or bowels, take Pe-ru-na. If you are in doubt as
to any symptoms in your special case, you should write to Dr. S. B. Hartman,
of Columbus, Ohio, who will advise and direct you without charging you a
cent.
Pe-ru-na for years has received the blessing of thousands for the good it
has done in the West and South, and is now becoming equally popular in New
England. All druggists sell Pe-ru-na.
or

ton—

Corn meal, per bag .90
Corn, full weight per
.95
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2 00 33 50
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Kgg,
1 00 31 25
Nut,

like tt. Therefore.no matter what kind of food yon
otherwise,
Ujw.. ml* with it daily Sheridan'* I'owil. r.
the
your profit this fall and winter will Is- lost when
price for egg* is very high. It assures perfect assimilation of the food elements needed to produce egg*. It
is sold by druggists, grocers, feed dealers or by mall.
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Lumber and Building Materials.

Lumber—per M—
Hemlock,
09yll
Hemlock boards, 09 >111
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great advantage to the health condition
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.05
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fatal.
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sick.

ic, and is often

Straw.
Loose..
Vegetables.
.50 Carrots, bu
lb
.03 Tomatoes, 15
.80 Squash, lb
.02 Turnips, bu
.35 Celery,
Groceries.

be-

chron-

comes

Best

to it by the village imMocha,
Java,
provement association, but there bas been Ten—per
no suitable building to accommodate the
Japan,
bas

soon

Hay.

asso-

ciation and the town of Eden.
The establishment of a hospital at Bar
Harbor bas been endorsed by ail the visiting and resident physicians, who deem it
an absolute necessity in order that the
sick and suffering poor may have the care
and attention they require, and all strongly urge its liberal support. A private
hospital has been maintained here for
several

rhoea which if

Kggs.
Fresh

|

have known

of defeat in your
rewarded

by

idle-

because of conditions over which you
have no control, of the steady dangling
before your eyes of the one skeleton in
your life that society refuses to forget, so
much more will your sympathies be divided
between the empress and the
assassin.
ness

As to anarchy—An unwholesome ditch
is not purifl ;d by simply curing the diseases that arise from it.
No matter whose
dead and honored hands dug it, its obstructions must be removed until only a
harmless stream flows through. But this
is no talk about hygiene. The ditch represents certain social conditions, and a

long as privileges are inherited instead
by merit; so long as ihe beauty and
joy and helpfulness of our later civilization are denied to one and given to another
for no reason except birth; so long as j>erfectly proper human aspirations to eat and
So

of

number of European powers
figure as
doctors who deal with the sick, but shrink
from the impure source.

won

live and be decent are crushed out beneath
short time since the Empress of Aus- a social
tyranny that arrogates the power
one
time
a
fox-hunttria,
pleasure-loving,
of God and says to the rising desires of the
later
of
sorbut
wdth
w'oman,
ing
enough
human heart, “Thus far and no farther;”
row in her life to make her seem 01
with
just so long will Europe have to deal with
out
in
the darknt
us, suddenly wrent
the anarchistic miasma that rises for
assassination. We all shuddered at ti.
blind slaughter; for, to the misguided,
tragedy, not solely because she was an em- I government will seem to mean that the
press but because she was also a benevolent
interests of the many are subordinated to
woman.
Further than that, our hearts the
advantage of the few*.
dumbly protested when we learned that
the murderer had neither been wronged
So long as illegitimates endure life-long
by her nor anyone near her.
smirching at the hands of
A

ATARRII when it affects
the bowels, manifests
itself by a Diar-

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per 15.12 3.16
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (Imported).90
Neufchatel.05

the money will be easily raised, and the
hospital will be maintained after its com-

pletion by the village Improvement

Which

I

Butter.

The balance of

purpose.

Catarrh of the Bowels
Pe-ru-na Invariably Cures.
is

Peas:

acquired by private subscription, several
parties already having offered to give |500
each for that

Diarrhoea

you

plannings, of industry

f Copy righted by Dawe & Tabor. |

Bowel Trouble Is Too Common To Create Alarm.
Yet If Unchecked, Great Dangers Besolt.

Improved Yellow Bye, per bush.2.50
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.25

more

BY G. GROSVENOR DA WE.

PONT NEGLECT IT,

WIIOHTS AND MKASUXBS.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds. aikI bushel of Turks Island salt tdmli
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a hushei of potatoes.
Harbor Medical and Surgical Hospital”,
In good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds.
after the plans made by Architect Milton
The standard weight of a hushei of beans In
W. Stratton. The site for the new buildgood order and flt for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
between
Putnam
is
the
lot, lying
ing
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
Hancock street and Wayman lane, cenpounds; of corn, 86 pounds; of onions, 52
a
of
at
cost
and
;
purchased
of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
trally situated,
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buckf3,650.
wheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
of
the
The contract for the building
measure as by agreement.
hospital has been awarded to Messrs.
Country Produce*
Goddard & Hunt, who have begun the Beans.
work and

PRESENT-DAY THOUGHTS.

time always painted Lia clwvlic with their
hands at that hour.

mud-flinging
purists, whose thoughts at least are conLuchessi, insane with social hatred, sim- ceived in iniquity; so long as the children
ply struck at her because she represented of the poor receive education that only
to him a system of civilization that gives shows
the hardness of their lot and still
nothing to one and everything to another. leaves them unfit to grapple with it; so
He himself is a symptom of poison in the
long as men can be dragged from labor

ditch. Out of what slime then was that
pays to the misery and inutility of
this evil hand thrust forth to kill? As enforced
army service, conscious all the
as
animals
his
him
heedlessly
parents gave
I time that their blood and their brawn are
and
as
as
the
hubeing,
only
heartlessly
! simply being used to bolster up the amman animal can do his mother flung him
bitions of lordly chancelings on top; just
out to live or to die. Unfortunately he so
long will there be the anarchistic spirit;
lived, and an institution robbed him until for custom and law' will seem to some poor
ten of every semblance of home.
souls simply devised to make life unenThrust out at that ridiculous age to | durable
and any change enjoyable, even
j
shift for himself, money and its power bethough it lead to the grave.
came to his infant soul one god above all.
social

wurfuipiui lor ever,
manhood of unskilled

nen

came

young

a

wadi an episode stretches over the social
barriers of a thousand years, and proclaims
quent starvation pinches. Then the army, 'in tones, insistent and solemn, that the
where without parentage to boast of there
lowliest can reach up to the highest to do
was nothing for him but the drudgery of
damage. And its lesson is that the highThen
a
valet, est in raising the lowliest to
exasperating discipline.
better, more
actually in contact with wealth though wholesome' conditions, raise themselves
unable to rise and take of its pleasures.
also and render life sweeter and safer for
Further than this: t.he lesson is not
Gradually his soul’s protests against fate all.
i‘*r Kurope alone, but for America also,
soured him utterly, his intellect became
i and not for our neighbors alone but for
a slave instead of a
master, and at one the one who reads this as well as for the
fell stroke the unknown evil of the ditch one who writes.
which society must cleanse sooner or later,

became

a

with fre-

labor,

KITTKKY TO CAKIIIOI'.

power.

One
Week’s Win no wings of News,
European powers are aroused and
Novelty and Nonsense.
number of poor, misguided creatures
1
The Maine State Spiritualist association
like him will probably be put out of
1
harm’s way in the next few weeks. These wii! '.old its next annual meeting in AuWednesday and Thursday of this
learned governmental pundits find it easy
•
k
to kill and thus cure patients, but they v.
are neither wise nor progressive enough
George Dell, aged eight, of Orono. while
to try prevention. We may call Luchessi
laying on a pile of logs last Thursday
killed by the logs rolling upon him.
a fool; because one or a
dozen murdered
monarchs would make no change in social
D rier Walbridge, of Gardiner, was
conditions except that the way would be ; killed on the railroad there Friday mornharder for the poor and downtrodden.
ing. He was walking on the track. His
He and his like are wrong in expecting
;•
was sixty-eight years.
society to quiver and shrink and dissolve
The Maine Central freight house, sevbecause of a hundred murders. It will go
eral storehouses and two dwellings were
man-hunting relentlessly. But if he is a burned at Clinton last Wednesday, i^osa
fool, what shall be said of rulers that about
£22,000. Large part of loss covered
hope to cure anarchy by killing anby insurance.
archists?
They are only combating
l)r. Angus Frew, of Cambridge, Mass.,
symptoms, and still neglecting the ditch I
has been appointed director of the gymof social wrongs that first began to be
The

a

dug

back in dark ages, when

little and serfs knew less.
declare Luchessi’s

we can

been wrong.
out of
demn

a

But it is

lords knew

method to hive

wrong that g:ew
if it be fair to cona

wrong; and
is right to condemn

him, it

ditions that made him

the department of physical
Colby. Dr. Frew has had condeferable experience in the directing of
.ldoor gymnastics as well as in coaching

: nasium and

a

at

cu'ture
Unhesitatingly |1

not ball

>

the con- i

brute.

teams.

A

course was

taken at

remainder

in

receivecf his

part of his medical
Tufts college and the

Louisville, Ky.,

where

he

degree.

Should all the sympathy be given to th?
A boon to travelers. Dr. Fowler’s Extract of
royal mourners? You can answer “No" Wild Strawberry. Cures dysentery, diarrhoea,
without by a hair’s breadth becoming seasickness, nausea. Pleasant to take. Acts
|
mawkish

in your

sentiment.
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F. A. COOMBS, Columbia Dealer,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

3Thc ^llsruorth American.
local and political journal
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EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
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COUNTY GOSSIP.

MAINE FREE BAPTISTS.

Uouldsboro correThe
spondent has been eating ripe strawberries from C. A. Campbell's garden.

Annual Meeting of the State Association at Madison.

American’s

killed in HanOne of the biggest
cock county recently was shot at Otis
Thursday by Wallace Tibbetts. The animal was seven feet In length.
bears

ELLSWORTH, MAINK,
BY THE

HAMOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. w. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
a
year; fl.00 for
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-tr
iy In ailvance, SI.30, 73 and 38 cents
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South Deer Isle had an old-fashioned
week.
The women folk
last
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inunieatlons should be addressed
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to, anti all money orders made payable to. The
Han cot k
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Publishing Co., Ellsworth, Malm

OCTOBER 5, 1898.

WEDNESDAY,

American ttotals Abroatl.
From almost every foreign country
for
demand
comes an
increased
American goods—we are actually sell-

silks in France.

ing

following

The

supper

brought their knitting, the spinning and
wheels whirled, and the snuff-

carding
box

was

passed around.

Bar Harbor and Ellsworth have renewed
their efforts to secure a Sunday train during the winter. The opening of the Washington county railroad this fall may be a
factor In determining the result.

Of course C. Oliver Iselin came to Deer
Isle to engage a crew before he undertook
to defend the America’s cup. One would
as soon think of going to war without a
Maxim gun as of entering into a big
yacht race without Maine sailors.—Lewiston Journal.

report from the United States consul
The
Bar Harbor
boys, Martin V.
Athens, Greece, which has just Webber, who was on board the battlereached the department of state, ship “Maine” when she was blown up,
speaks for itself: “There cannot be and has since been on the “Indiana”, and
the least doubt of the necessity of a Arthur Pray, who served on board the
direct line of steamships between the “Brooklyn” when she helped destroy
Cervera’s fleet, are the lions of Bar HarStates
and
Mediterranean
United
bor just
now._
ports.
at

wide field and large
well-managed line, and
he an American one, Hying
and stripes,
if possible.

“There is a
for a

profits

it should
the

stars
of

Many

the

stores

of

Athens—all
articles—

those that

With

advent

railroad,
Cherryfield expects an industrial boom.
The board of trade is active.
It is at
the

of

the

present in negotiation with

a

turer

has

of

woolen

cloth

who

manufacvisited

Cherryfield

and says he will locate a facthere if certain inducements and a

LKTTKR FROM

Madison, Sept. 30 (special)—A three
days’ session of the Maine Free Baptist
State association has just closed
About 250 delegates from different
of the State have been together and
business iias been done for church

foreign

woman’s

mission

work,

here.

parts
much

work,

and work

Free Baptist Y. P. S. C. E.

of the

We have had with us missionaries from
India, and one a native of Africa, who has
been

educated

soon

return to

start

a

good

to be here.

We did not

the

in

schools

and

will

his native savage tribe to
mission among them. It has been

of

cause

forget to put in a
temperance and

rousing papers,

Knowlton,

from

one

Portland,

of

word for
had

two

Hon. Hiram

one

from

Rev.

Small, of Falmouth.
Madison is a thriving, pleasant village

Mr.

engaged

manufacturing of woolen
pulp. There are three churches

in the

cloth and

each

near

very
and

other, and the pastors

people work together in harmony.
This was especially shown in the entertainment of this large gathering. All
have words of praise for the hospitality
of Madison.

GOOD TEMPLARS.
Semi-Annual Meeting of Grand Lodge
at Southwest Harbor.
The forty-first semi-annual session of

grand lodge

Templars of
Maine will be held at Southwest Harbor,
Wednesday and Thursday of next week.
Arrangements have been made for rethe

duced rates

of

Good

railroads and

on

steamboats.

‘Hbbrrtierment*.

MANILA.

Hancock County Boy Who Took Part
In Its Capture.
Sergeant C. M. Condon, a South Brooksville boy who is now with the American
troops at Manila, writes home as follows:
“Of course you know by this time we
are in possession of Manilla.
We took
the city by assault with the land forces
and bombardment by the fleet.
The battle lasted only about four hours.
I was
in command of one section w ith a Hotchkiss two-pound rapid-fire gun. We easily
carried the Spanish outposts, and pursued,
taking intrenchment after intrenchment,
till the white flag went up on the ramparts of the fort. I was complimented on
The shots were
my work in the fight.
going pretty lively when we tore down
and passed over the last intrenchment.
1

not

was

the

nervous, and

least

never

thought for a moment of being hurt. We
lost only a few men; the Spaniards lost
several hundred.
cool

All

our

men

were

as

though at target practice.

as

“The English people here are delighted
see us.
I am having a
very pleasant
time here with the English.
Most of
them are rich owners of factories, plantato

WAR ECHOES. 1,033,933.

tions, etc. The climate here is fine; we
do not notice any increase of warmth
between this and California.
I am enjoying the beat of health. As the war is
ended now I hope to be
home before

long.”

A special cable dispatch from Paris to
the N. Y. .Sun says:

“It is impossible to describe the situregard to the coming peace negotiations as hopeful. There is no possibility of the Hpanish and American commissioners reaching any
agreement until
the instructions given t>y one or both
governments are radically changed. It
goes without saying that tiie country to
abandon its present position will not be

_

ation in

Hancock County Cirange.
Hancock County Pomona grange held
its annual meeting with North Sedgwick
The weather
grange, Saturday, Oct. 1.
was perfect, and t he attendance was large.
Members were present from the following

keep imported
tory
Following is tbe order of exercises: granges: Floral, Bucksport; Verona,
Narraexhibit American goods for sale as financial consideration or loan are offered.
Wednesday, 1 p. m., committee on cre- Bucksport; Rainbow, Rrooksville;
America.
English goods, they having been im- Cherryfleld’s heart is big, her porket- dentials in session at hall; 130 p. in., missic, Oriand; Penobscot; Castine;
“The fundamental d.tliculty is t tie
East Bluehill and i^tmoine.
book is by no means lean, and she is enBrooklln;
from
of
session
in
L.
G.
and
every
ported
England. Nearly
opening
degree,
failure of
utter and incomprehensible
A very pleasant address of welcome was
mail brings letters of inquiry to this thusiastic. She tnav get the woolen mill. preparatory business of the session; regiven by Rev. Mrs. Treworgy and re- Spaiu and her representatives to realize
of committee on
initia-

consulate from merchants and manufactureri of the l lilted States, all
anxious

find a market here for

to

their

for

products;
generally known

it

is

“The

which has been gladdening
Uouldsboro people is not a
stranger here,” says our West Franklin
moose

becoming correspondent.

that Greece imports
nearly all kinds of goods and machin-

“Being

rail-

to

averse

transportation companies that call
her are doing a very good business;
but the Greek
importers want a
chant-' to get imports directly from
America, and thus save the profits of

roads, became to Franklin when t he BanAroostook road was built.
He
roamed at will among the gardens of the
inhabitants, played hide and seek with
children, and presented himself to the
husbandman as he gathered huge loads of
meadow hay from the fields in the woods.
When it became evident that the Shore
Line was to be built, lie left.
We were
sorry to part with that moose, but then,

the middlemen.”

what is

ery.
“Tne

English, German and French

President McKinley has been given
satisfactory information on the

much

outlook for

republican success in the
congressional campaign, by his callers
during the last two or three days.
Among those who gave this information

were

Senators

Hanna,

of

Ohio;

of Illinois, and Pritchard, of
North Carolina; ex-Governor Mer-

Mason,

riam. of

Minnesota; Representatives

gor &

a

to

the

President

that

republicans

the

would gain two congressmen in North
The general tenor of all the

Carolina.

given the President is
that the republicans have nothing to
fear excepl the existing over-confidence, which makes it difficult to
convince republican voters that their
information

votes will be needed this year.

collapsed,

have

with

the

but in

support of other Bar

Harbor

citizens and

summer

is to build

casino, 150 feet long, 65 feet

a

residents.

wide, between the Newport
Kockaway houses, overlooking
The

excellent concert room, side

an

gentlemen,

plan

and

the

the

hay.

women,

w

rooms

for

bowling alley,

a

and all that

rooms

ideal

an

up

The

building, which will include besides

billiard

of

anyway?’’

place of
it comes a brand-new boom projected by
W. M. Koberts, of the Newport house,

seems

Iowa, and A. E. Holton, chairman
the republican state committee,

The last-named told

railroad

a

The boom for the Bar Harbor casino
which was launched a few weeks ago

ladies and

North Carolina.

to

moose

Cannon, of Illinois, and Hepburn, of
of

goes to make
place for men and

lounging

ill cost about

£30,000.

Cullom,

one

of

The people in the vicinity of Indian
Point, Mt. Desert island, have their curiosity aroused by the report that ati English syndicate is to establish there works
for the manufacture of a bleaching compound. To lend weight to the rumor
the sintement that

comes

caustic soda

seventy tons of

be used in the manufac-

to

ture have

already been shipped to Indian
Where so little reliable informa-

Point.

missioners sent to Hawaii

ted States

to

report

as

the com-

by

the Cni-

to the form of

government that would be most suitable, arrived home recently. He says
that the commission has concluded its
labors, and as a result of its observawill

tions

recommend

a

territorial

form of government, different from
that of the territories of the Fnited
States modified to suit the conditions
in Hawaii.
Maine Uquor Statistics.
An interesting article will be compiled

by

bureau of statistics, containing
relating to the State liquor agencies
end the liquor traffic, which will appear
in the next report of the department. It
will be interesting reading, too, for those
states which are watching the operation
of the prohibition law in Maine.
the

facts

The statistics show that the State, or
the counties of the State, received from
town

a:

liquor agencies *9,466.10,
*92,964.26.

i State

and from tines

New idea In

nal

w

!l

Newspapers.

appear next Sunday in

original form,

most

a new

convenient

to

and
han-

effective in arrangement, with
dle,
forty-eight pages, a large increase in space
The Sunday Journal
over former issues.
is toe first paper in the country to bring
out Lliits modern novel idea.
The New England Home Magazine, with I
ai-.i

be

skeptical.

A

Point

Indian

people are apt to
visitor to the vicinity of

just

now

hears

remarks

suggest that the English syndicate might save the expense of
shipping caustic here—it can be obtained
in liberal quantities near at band.
which

cause

him to

I be

the

laurels

Bar

which

Hall

Harbor cottager,

McCormick,
claimed

for

driving a coach and four to the top of
Green mountain, have faded. It was not
an
unprecedented feat. E. H. Greely,
the Ellsworth horseman, drove a fourin-hand to the top of Green mountain
nineteen years ago. The party which he
took to the top was a distinguished one,
including Senator Don Cameron and
Mrs.

Cameron,

Mrs. Hale and
A.

Eugene Hale and
Mrs. Z. Chandler, Judge

Senator

P. Wiswell and Mrs. Wiswell.

It

was

party of ten, besides the driver. This
is not the only feat in the way of driving
performed by Mr. Greely. Years ago be
was handling the lines over four horses
on the old stage lines, and has driven over
a

G. L. degree.
......._

tee

on

distribution.

Evening,

at S

o’clock,

meeting of tbe State Institute of Juvenile Workers.

Thursday forenoon, at 8 o’clock, temperance praise meeting; 9 o’clock, reports
of

standing committees; general business.
reports of committees; general
closing business. Evening, public mtetAt 2 p. m.,

>ug.

_

Maine’s Oldest <*. A !J. Man.
Bates post, 58, South Norridgewock, has
as a member Ben L'lure, who is the oldest
(J. A. R. man in Maine, and woo has seen
as much, if not more, of army life than
any other soldier in the State.
Mr. Clure was born in England

In 1812.

At the age of twenty-eight, he enlisted m
a rifle brigade and sewed nine years, two
years of which he was in Africa fighting
t he

Kaffirs.

campaign
bought bis
two stripes,

At t he close of t his

he returned to his home and

discharge, receiving with it
given for good conduct while in the

ser-

In 1849 he

came

roads that

would

make

the

summer

and

cooking

in the lumber camps
In 1S61 he went to Wis-

in the winter.

broke out
enlisted in the 1st Wisconsin volunteers,
serving three years in the regiment.
Returning to Maine he again began
farming, but bis love for army life was
still strong, and he enlisted in tbe 19th
Maine for the remainder of the war.
He
was wounded at tbe battle of Hatchers
run, Virginia, but remained with his
regiment until it was mustered out.
Mr. Clure was eighty-six on bis last
birthday ami is a remarkably smart man.
He is a little deaf, but hiseyeaight is good,
and be can see to read very well. At a recent reunion of bis regiment at Norridgewock he was one of tbe first to extend a
welcome to bis old comrades.
w as

war

rhe Crew Lost

:

tbe Prospect Harbor
lrght, believes tbe crew of the schooner
“J. W. Fault”, which was picked up off
Petit Manan over a week ago and towed
into Southwest Harbor, was lost.
On Sept. 26, the day after the schooner
of

someone

to

pick

up the loose end of that cable which is
dangling near Northeast Harbor, so that
she

can

talk with her

neighbors

and

call

doctor, if necessary. The American’s correspondent writes:
in the

Last spring, after war with Spain was declared, a signal station was established on Baker's Island and a telephone line was to connect it to Northeast Harbor.
The line crossed
Little Cranberry, Sutton’s and Bear Islands on
The
connection
between
the islands and
posts.
from Bear to Northeast Harbor was by submaThe day the last piece of cable was
rine cable.
laid that to Northeast Harbor) news of peace
The connection was not made, and the
came.
signal men were recalled and discharged. The
Baker’s Island light keeper can now telephone
to the keeper of Bear Island light, but not to
It Is hoped the connection
Northeast Harbor.
will be made at Northeast, for it would be a
In winter, for inconvenience in many ways.
stance, when a northwest gale Is blowing, a
be
could
summoned
physician
by telephone
and could come to Baker’s before the wind
when a boat could not beat to windward to
bring him.

Oct. 17 and 18.

Accidentally Shot.
Death of Mrs. David
Harvey Grindle, aged sixteen years,
son of Ed vard Griudle, of West SedgMrs. David Bugbee, of
wick, was accidentally shot while hunt- known in Ellsworth, died
ing last Wednesday. The wounds were ternoon. gij- jce4ve8 beside
oae son, Luther.
iepvrtcu a'* probab’y fatal.

1

he

officers

following

were

elected:

Master, John Dority, Bluehill; overseer,
Wesley Cousins, Umoine; lecturer, Mrs.
I?h11 i*‘ Harriman, Bucksport; steward, N.
F. Norton, Penobscot; assistant steward,
John Wilson, Penobscot; treasurer, Arthur Wood, East Bluehill; secretary, Hollis Austin, Lainoine; gate keeper, Mr,
stover, Bucksport; pomona, Mrs. Linnie
ut-yes, Oriand; llora, Miss Jennie Bow- j
ien, Castine; ceres, Mrs. Abbie Page, I
North Sedgwick; L. A. steward, Miss j
Winnie Bracy, Brookliu; chaplain, H. J.
Harriman, Bucksport.
The election and installation, with the,
usual annual reports, occupied nearly the
entire session.
After
the installation
Misses Minnie and Beulah Thurston sang ]
a

very pleasing duct. Interesting remarks
made by many of the older members.

were

The usual abundant dinner and supper
served by the ladies in the dining-

were

room.

meeting will be held with Nar-

rhe next

Uugbee.
Bangor,

well

yesterday afher husband,

|
I

likewise

are

American

mo-

tives ami sentiment.
The war seems to
rehave taught them nothing in this
spect.
They still regard the United

Thomas

ex-ambassador
at

Britain and

of state of the

secretary
died

to Great

the

ex-

United

States,
his son-in-law in

home of

Dedham, Mass., last Wednesday
noon, aged seventy years.

after-

ments based
“The

fair

last

with

to Paris armed

Wednesday

The attendance was large,
great
and the amusement afforded was satisfactory to the crowd. The fair closed with a
success.

ball in the

of the fall
seems

was

still

There Is more Catarrh In this section of the
country than all other disease* put together,
and until the last few year* was supposed to i*e
lncuiablc. Fora great many year*doctor* pronounced It a local disease, and prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly taillnir to cure
with local treatment, pronounced It Incurable.
Science ha* proyen catarrh to he a constitutional disease, and therefore require*constitutional
treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney A Co Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It Is taken
Internally lu doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts direotly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred dollars for any case It falls to cure. Send
for circulars and testimonials. Address,
F. .1. CHENKY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the l»est.

have

come

of quibbles

mass

h

resort

any surrender of
in the Philippines.

eignty

Spanish

from the stern of
where

in

the

boat,

were

no

doubt

she

cut

vessel.

Her rails

and stem

crushed,

some

broken

which
was

was

struck

by

vessel when cut away.

Fire «t Mil bridge.
The building occupied by the Milbridge

either

early

photographic dry plates, but for
the past year has been occupied as a
laundry.
owned
The
building,
by
Jasper
The
Wyman, was insured for £733.
laundry apparatus, owned by William L.
Foster, was insured for £509.

negotiation!)

in the
wasted

are

New Cottage at Hancock Point.
James I^egendre, a prominent attorney
of New Orleans, who spent the summer
at Hancock Point, is so charmed w ith tbe
place that he has decided to build a cottage there.
Mr. Legendre has purchased of Mrs.
McFarlaDd the shore lot known as Sunset

require

at least

aft*

or

health In the right way. It works according to
the right theory, and in 30 years of practice, it
has proved that the theory is absolutely corIt begins at the beginning—begins by
rect.
putting the stomach, liver and bowels into perwork on the
fect order, but it begins its
blood before it finishes with the digestive Bystem.
It searches out disease germs wherever
they may be and forces them out of the hotly.
a::
top the “ito.Yery”.

good

Grand Orchestra of 70 and Immense Thorns of 1 (MX) Voices.
World Renowned Soloists and Artists.

Single Concert Tickets are now on sale at
M. H. Andrews’ Music Store, Ranger, and CresA

busy ferreting

Spain

I BUY MY MEATS

DRESSER’S MARKET

of

out

Knox

the

ON MAIN STREET.

Robberies.
county

are

I

other

places.
part

a

Silverware Checks

others with

hi

He says he was not
robberies, but has put the
whom he says

men

the robber-

n

ies.

track of

CASH purchases.
market gives them.

there for all

nfession, im-

in

at

once

for choice seats.

91.00, 91.50 and 92.00
75c.. 91.00 and 91.50

the Deer Isle

officers
are

on

I

GRANT,

ELLSWORTH

and

BAR HARBOR.

tH.intrt).
Accommodation for a few
at 42 Slate si.. Ellsworth.

boarders
BOARDERS
—

Special Notices.
DISSOLUTION^^'

NOTICE OF
is hereby given that the firm of
I^UOTICE
H. (i. Smallidge Jit To., Winter Harbor,
Maine, has this day dissolved partnership by
mutual consent. J. Howard Snyder retires
and the business will be conducted in the future by H. G. Smallidge.
Winter Harbor, Sept. 20. 1898.
IAL NOTICE TO WATER TAKERS.
office of the Ellsworth Water Co. at
No. 1 Franklin St. v.lll be open every
Saturday afternoon ami uveu ng (as well t'other week days) until furthe. notice. All
business will b3 promptly atte ided to at the
oJIiee.
It. tx.
tiupu

GROCERIES

THERE ALSO.

the

guilty

the

w. H. I) HESSE It.

Hath Schoouer Lost.
The Bath schooner “Sarah E. Palmer”,
one

Palmer

of the

fleet

of

four-masters,

Carolina coast
The captain,
Sunday, in a hurricane.
William H. Whittier, of Somerville,
Mass., and five of the crew were lost. Two
colored seaman were saved.
foundered off

the South

^ ic~nu 'ftt'

o

4; l/-- '<$-

GRAY’S BD°.r.Ven.cS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BT DOING
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
SEND FOR FRBB CATALOGUR.

iSbbrrtisrmrnts.

Addrts* FRANK L. QUAY. PORTLAND, ME.

Efflal Xo ticca.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock: ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fourth day
of October, in the year of
our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and

EDWIN

ninety-eight.

M. MOORE.

instrument purporting to be
the last will and testament of
Hreed. late of the city and county
of Philadelphia, and ('ormnouw alth of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the probate thereof
in said Commonwealth of l'enns\ lvania, duly
authenticated, having been presented to the
judge of probate lor our said county of Hancock, for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in t.ie probate court of our said
county of Hancock.

Al'KKTAIN
copy of
Rebecca
a

dealer In all kinds of

Freeh,

Salt.

Smoked,

S.

Dry

FISH.
Haddock, Halibut, Bluetlsb,
Mackerel, Trout, Salmon,
Clams, Scallops and Lobsters.

Cod,

Campbell A True Bldg., Kant End Bridge,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
.-.

1

YNWOOD

V.

y

Counsellor

Special attention given
Commercial business.
MONEY

to

Law.

Collections and all

TO

LOAN.

SECURITY TAKEN ON HEAL ESTATE

ALL BUSINESS STR’CTLT
over

Ellsworth,

CONFIDENTIAL.

Burrlll National

Bank,
Maine.

♦

STEWART,

M. D.

HOMCEOPATIIIST,
West Brooksmli !,
Maine.
Graduate Bo it
Member of
Diversity.
Maine flomceopath
dloal society; American
Institute of Homoeopathy, and corre»|>ondin«?
member Boston Homoeopathic Medical society.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

BZjZjSWOZITB

STEAM
ASD
“NO

LAUNDRY
IiATH BOOMS.

PAY, NO

WA8HEE.”

All kinds of laundry worn done at short to
tlce. Goods called for and delivered.
H. K. ESTEY A CO.,
West End Bridge.
Ellsworth Me.

C. W.

BASFORD,

FX2LXT O

TUNER.

Hereafter my patrons in Ellsworth will
at the bookstore of

kindly leave orders
F. A. Coombs.

uK

w uc

R.

a

at

v.

copy of the lust mil and testament of Rufus
Thomas, late of the city and county of
Philadelphia and Com n. on wealth of Pennthe
sylvania. deceased, and
probate
tnereof in said Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having been
presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock, for the purpose of being
allowed tiled and recoided in the probate
court of our said county of Hancoc k.
Also a certain instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last wdl and
.men: and codicil thereto of Calvin l'ro*t, late of Peekskill,
in the county of VYcstchesiei. and state of
New York, deceas d, and of the probate
thereof in said state of New York, duly authenticated, having been prest nted to the
judge of probate for our sum a unty of Hancock, for the purpose Of being allowed, tiled
and recorded in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a cony of this order three
wee ks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, the first publication to be three weeks,
at least, before the first day of November,
u.
d.
that they
1898,
may
appear at
a probate court then tone held at Ellsworth,
in anti for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest:— Chah. P. Dour, Register.
a

GILES,

Attorney and

A.

INSURANCE.

FIRST-CLASS

BUY

No other

ones.

Office*

GEO. H.

<;rt

associated

gang

Lester

OR PERSONAL PROPERTY.

THE

Bangor Publishing Co.,
Bangor, Me.

before that

Small, of Deer isle, in tin
petty robberies at Deer Isle. Camden and
with

Allen'*, Portland.

Evening Trices,
Matinee J’rh-e*.

SPEC

IF YOU SEE IT
IN THE NEWS IT'S NEWS

r

to its senses.”

comes

The authorities

Portland, Oct. 10, 11, 12.

more

>«'inl »i* .in ct*. fur uni*
month's trial subscription.

formidable naval demon-

a

Deer Isle and Camden

Rancor, Oct. (», 7, 8.

Apply

A clean, reliable. family newspaper, giving all th»» latest reports
by Associated Press, and The
News’own special telegraph service from ail News Centres.

in

stration «»ff the const of

Second Season, 1 SOS.

r*ey, Jones

Greatest Daily Paper in
Eastern. Northern and Central
Maine.
The

discussion.
Some
neutral observers who know the Spanish
attitude do not hesitate tossy that it will
weeks

MAINE FESTIVALS.

WM. R. CHAPMAN, Conductor.

state-

sworn

“The result of the negotiations can
only he a deadlock, which will be reached

THE GREAT

the

The News shows
ment to this fact.

sover-

amusnimu.

block and part

indicate that the boat

to

forward

one

9,942 each issue.

evening.

picked up, a yawl boat full of water
picked up near Black ledges. Her
painter had been cut off over the rail; her
falls had been cut and

the months of April, May
June and July, which made a
net average for every day (Sunday's excepted) of

pose to contest point by point every
American clAim, especially outside of
Cuba and Porto itico. Their instructions
above all compel them to resist t*» the last

plicating
w as a

during

dollsrs and cents.

on

Spanish commissioners

Small has made

Orlaml Fair.
The Oriand

DAILY NEWS

nation of

as a

country

Bayard l>ead.
F. Bayard, lawyer, statesman,

The BANGOR

shop keepers, whose
sole ambition is to drive a hard bargain,
and who are susceptible only to argu.Stales

Thomas F.

was

forty-eight pages, profusely illustrated,
and the illustrated weekly, filled with
pbotograoUc pictures of events of the day
ledge, and next season will build a handin New England and of the world's imsome summer residence.
portant doings, will be included each
Bath Beta a Contract.
Sunday with the new-style Journal.
Features of special interest in next SunThe Bath Iron Works has been awarded
day’s issue will include the story of pera contract to build one of the four monitors authorized by the last Congress.
sonal evneriences in the war by Col. E. P.
The contract price is £862,000.
f
t
he
Second
Massachusetts
Clark,
regiment (the initial one of a series by New
Women are not the only ones who are sensiEngland soldiers), and the first of sevtive about their ages. A man doesn’t like to be
told
that he is getting old. Health keeps a man
eral articles by Frederic Roy Martin, the
young. It doesn’t make any difference If he
Journal s special staff correspondent in
If they have been
has lived eighty years.
Hancock County Teachers.
healthv years, he will lie hale and hearty and
Porto Rico, telling picturesquely of the
The Hancock County Educational aswon’t 100k within twenty years as old as he is.
odd and
interesting events connected sociation will hold its annual convention Good digestion and rich, red blood mate peowith the invasion of that island.
ple look youthful. I>r. Pierap’s Golden Mediin Bar Harbor on Monday and Tuesday, cal
Discovery makes rich, red blood. It makes
its

situation.
They
lamentably ignorant of

was

ture of
wants

their

Linnie Keyes, of Or-

crack

pale.

Island

Mrs.

iand.

to Maine ami settled at

South Norridgewock, farming during the

was burned Saturday morning.
j laundry
was erected several years
“whips" of Bar Harbor’s swell set turn The building
ago at a cost of £5,000 for the manufac-

some

sponded toby

ramissic grange at Oriand.

vice.

Keeper Wasgatt,

Baker’s

The Boston Journal's habit of keeping
w once again brought strongahead is
ly to pub: o attention. The Sunday Jour-

tion of candidates entitled to

consin and whin the Civil

tion is obtainable Maine

Senator

credentials;

port

the hearts of

This was the number of papers
mailed and delivered to
subscribers by

printed,

THE PEACE COMMISSION.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
District court of the United States for the district of Maine, in bankruptcy.
To the creditors of Greenleft L. Hodgkins, of
Edeu, in the county of Hancock and said

district,

a

bankrupt:

is hereby given that on the first
of October, a. d. 1S98, the said
Greenleft L. Hodgkins was duly adjudicated
bankrupt, and that the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at No. 2»J State street,
room 2, at Ellsworth, in said district of Hancock, on Thursday, the twentieth day of October, a. d. 1898, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
which time and place the said creditors may
attend, present their claims for allowance,
appoint a trustee and transact such other
business as may properly come before the
John b. Redman,
meeting.
Referee in bankruptcy.
EU«wcrth, Ms., Oct. 3, a. U.
Wood a: Dyer,
Solicitors for Greenleft L. Hodgkins.

"VJOTJCE
day

Subscribe for The AiiEKiCAN

j

ENORMOUS SUMS WASTED

AN-

NUALLY ON ROADS.
ENGINEER

PRICE,

OF

CALIFORNIA,

PRE-

SENTS SOME STARTLING FIGURES—

BUCKSPORT MYSTERY.

OF MASONRY.
$

Some months ago tho peoploof Sacramento county, Cal., voted to issue bonds
for road construction purposes, but
owing to a possible defect in tho law,
the matter is iu the courts for adjudication. Not long after San Mateo county
voted on the same question and decisively rejected it It is said that this result
indicates "that the people generally are
not willing to bond their credit for tho
purpose of constructing good roads,"
and that if improvements aro to bo
made in tho highways, some other
method of providing means for it must
he found.
In an exhaustive address on tho subject, Engineer J. It. Price of rhe stato
highway commission, recently considered tho matter in detail and showed
what could bo accomplished if the money that is annually Bpont in worthless
repairs should be devoted to building
permanent roads. In this respect, California may bo taken as a sample of
nearly every stato, tho samo considerations applying to all.
Mr. Price found that every county
spends from $30,000 to $50,000 in repairs each year; that for 11 years prior
to 1K95, the total was $17,959,717.94,
ora yearly averago of $1,033,701, but
as there are other expenditures not ineluded in theserfigures, ho considers tho
annual outlay to be $3,000,000, and
there are no improvements in the roads
to show for it.
If this outlay is continued for 40
yenrs, tho amount expended would
reach $80,000,000, and this sum would
pay for the construction of 10,000 miles
of good macadam, costing $5,000 a
mile. There are in tho state about 44,000 miles of roads, and to macadamize
one-quarter of them, or 11,000 miles,
would satisfy the coinmt re' d needs of
the state, hence within 40 years not

Heard

Gerry Policemen Again
From Hills Audited.
The full board was present at the regular monthly meeting of the aldermen

The

r.ull t p. 1
could this enormous amount of
macadam he laid, but enough money bo
left over to make the mv<s>ary repairs.
Hard roads constructed in this manner
would come slowly, but they w< uld
come in time, ami it might prove that
when the people began to realize what
they gained from them they would liud
it worth while to issue bonds in order
to hasten the improvements.
The practice uf erecting wooden
bridges, culverts and drainwnys Mr.
Price finds as wasteful its present methods of road repair. On the basis of the
expenditures of the last eight years the
outlay for the next 40 years would be
|2,847,000, and this for repairs alone,
and yet with this sum he says ho can
“build stone, concrete or sewer pipe
drains and steel bridges where necessary
on all the roads in each county named.
To illustrate this, “masonry can be
constructed at a cost of from $0 to $8
per cubic yard, concrete for about the
same.
Sewer pipe can be laid in place
for from 00 cents tofl. 75 per lineal
foot, according to the boro of the pipe.
A three foot culvert with three foot
walls will contain .68 of a cubic
yard per running foot; a four foot culvert. three feet high, .67 of a cubic
yard; a flvo foot culvert, four feet

city

ordered to do so by the
Whitney, Lord and Staples

was

mgn,

.va

oi

a

cudic

yarn,

wunout

wings; a fivo foot culvert, with live
foot side walls, 1.15 cubic yards. Then
let a culvert be 24 feet long, 5 feet high,
with a span of 5 feet. It will cost, at
$6 per yard, $165.60, containing 27.6
cubic yards of m^.-cury. The .*■ ii■
span
placed with lumber cannot Lei isirurttnl fur less than $100, ami h. ..uitly
costs as much as the st<ne structure.
Thu wooden structure lasts from five to
ten years, while the concrete or masonry
lasts forever.
The erection of permanent structures
will “in the course of time close this
leak in tho road funds of the statu. It
is a source of expense that in tho period
of 20 or 50 years may be entirely obliterated if tho proper course bo pursued. This would give you more money
to put stone upon your roads.
Wo had
better start at the foundation and come
up rather than build from the top down
to the foundation. And your foundations are not complete without permanent substructures.”
-•

f

*

To

Improve Louixiaim lioaiii*.
The now constitution of Louisiana allows tho police juries ‘‘to set aside at
least 1 mill per annum of the taxes
levied by them, and to impose a per
capita tax of not more than $1 per annum upon each ablebodiod male inhabitant and t) levy an annual license of
not less than 25 cents nor more than $ l
per annum upon each vehicle, including bicycles, kept and used for locomotion” for the purpose of ‘‘constructing,
maintaining and repairing the public
roads and bridges of their parishes.

i

Good roads moan as much as good
crops to the farmor.
Without roads no community can
hope to “get there.”
A broad tired wagon doesn’t hurt any
road.
Motor carriages require
and good roads are good.

good

Officials

on

LY SUPPORT MURDER THEORY.

cycles.

Saturday,

worth

when

EllsElls-

Brewer and

announcement

manager of

the

or

This

practice.
telephoned

and

My mother

Brewer team

Manager Campbell Mowed

game.

The

score

17-0

was

he

in

favor of Ellsworth.
The day

for football, and
form, so that a good
w7as not
anticipated. The result
surprise to the players as well as to
was

neither team

warm

was

COMMISSIONER’S

STREET

echoed

left the

ROLL.

Not until last Friday whs any serious
attempt made to find the missing woman.
Then it was found that she left the Bul-

$117 87
79 M
175 25

Sidewalks.

Bridges.

doc house at 8.30

$372 66
TEACHERS' SALARY ROLL.
City schools.
High school.....

call.

FUND.

$*‘81 00
17166

8.

ing parties

AMOUNT.

NAME.

L II Phillips,
.J A Phillips,
D Harrington,
T F Mahoney,
I) K Hurley,
A W Cushman,
I. B Wyman,
Frank K Cray,

Contingent,

4 00
2 00
1 ?0

$

evening of
Fogg’s store

the

on

traced to

was

her
on

School street, where she made some trifling purchase, paying for it from a purse
she carried in a small sHtchel.
This was
the last seen of Sarah Ware alive.
When these facts became known,search-

♦852 06
ROLL OK ACCOUNTS NO.

She

scouring

were soon

try in all directions.

body

At

the

noon

coun-

Sunday

clump of bushes
near a June leading from Pond street, on
which Mis. Miles lived, to a pasture. It
the

21 i.j
24 00
;;0 00
28 00
2 CO

was

found in

a

about one-quarter of
MiU hnmp
Tim IxiHv

was

back,

and

mile from the

a

Ivlmr

« ou

decomposition

was

ll.

sn

far

ad-

The left side of the face and
skull was crushed. The satchel was missing, and has not been found.
These were the facts as laid before
Coroner D. L. Fields, of HUswortn, when
vanced.

John E I >»>y le,
Hiram W Nason*
Hancock

Co

00
*2 00
1 50
*2 00
1*2 jo
-2 00
2

Pub

Co,

A M Foster,
G W Higgins,
L F Hooper,
•1 H Hopkins,
(» H Brooks,
( lms M Higgins,
F A Coombs,
I N A very,
Frank L Heath,
A K Moore,
El Is Klee 111 Co,
B F Gray A. Son,
Maine Insane asylum,

Police,

he arrived

Timothy Donovan,

body he ordered its removal.
Monday Coroner Fields summoned a
jury, consisting of Guy W. McAlister, A.
C. Swazey, S. K. llall, William Beazley,
Parker Spofford and P. P. G'lmore. The
coroner’s inquest developed no new facts,
but established the

was

opinion

tlie

three physicians

of the

body

who examined the

that

tlie

bones

only have been crushed as they
by some heavy instrument in the
hands of a strong man.
Five of the jurors favored a verdict of

could
were

6 00

6 00
6(H)

by

death

CO
6 00
'.*75
9 75
6 25
6

juror

violence at

or

person

hands

the

persons unknown.

held to the

theory

of

of

some

The sixth

death

by

ac-

cident while deranged.
The people who hold to the murder
theory, and who are largely in the majority, believe the object was robbery.
Mrs. Ware’s eccentricity
was
known.

1375
8*25
13 12
3 75
17 90
.*5
38 40
6 11
2*2 10
1 50
70 35
17 67
1 75
65
15 75
1 6*
3 25
3 25
3 25
35 06
113 30

Jerry Hurley,
*
Dennis McCarthy,
Melvin McGown,
George Wetcott,
Fire dept.
Morrison A Joy,
Whiting Bros,
Text books,
Silver, Burdette A Co,
American Book Co,
Ginn A Co,
Howard Chemical Co,
J M Olcott A Co,
K L Moore,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
G H Brooks,
Set oot-house, Mrs K S Stevens,
E S Stevens,
G S Wescott,
G W Thurber,
If W Beal,
J M Olcott A Co,
FB Aiken,
AEMoore,
Morrison A Joy,
Whiting Bros,
Mrs Frank Carter,
School,
Mrs George Kenney,
Mrs it K Austin,
Mrs J Wilson,
Mrs Chas Higgins,
Mrs Ellas Armstrong,
Supt of Sch’ls, Ernest L Moore,
F
E Tilden,
Library,
Ells Klee III Co,
Electric light, Ellswurth Electric Illu
minuting Co,

fact, by medical wit-

nesses, that the skull had been -crushed.
Portions of the bone were missing.
It

45 oo

K T Finn,
John II .Xevells,
Poor farm rps, Wm Whitby,
Edward Brady,
Michael Coughlin,

viewing

On

2 00
2 00
2 00
3 IK)
‘2 Of
2 00
1*2 00
8 33
40 00
1.V145
61
45 00

lliram C Lord,
Charles .Sweeney,
James M Barbour,
D L Fields,

After

the

12 00

Co,

Sunday night.

She

was

believed to have

and

was

commonly supposed

in

the

satchel

with her.

which

a

little money,
to carry it

she

in

But this

torily
for

7936
2 30
26 03
200
2 00
150
2 00
150
2 00
41 6(5
10 oo
5 80

the

missing

Coroner

theory

for the

account

body was
satisfac-

does not

crushed skull,
home

arrived

Bucksport yesterday. He says there
doubt in his mind that the woman

was

Coroner Fields’ duties end with filing

inquest, with the evidence taken. It is probable that some
action will be taken by the town of
Bucksport to unravel the mystery.
Mrs. Ware has two children living, a
his

report

son

and

a

of the

daughter.

County Attorney John E. Bunker, jr.,
in Ellsworth this morning, and
left for Bucksport to set on foot an investigation of the murder.

100 00

was

#1,196 05

Total.

THE

Washington

SHOKE

LINE.

Again

Junction

CHUIiCtl NOTES.

Husy

a

Place -OH* for China.
Washington Junction, which has been
comparatively quiet while work was in
progress further along the line is again a

busy place.

BAPTIST.

large crow is busy grading
for switches and yard buildings.
P. 11. Stratton has the frame for the
roundhouse up. The excavation for the

meeting.
Sunday services

er

10.30, morning ser6
At 12
in., Sunday school;
p. in., Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting;
7.00 p. m., praise and preaching service.

Mr. Stratton also has the contract for
the depot at the junction, und will begin
work on it soon. The depot will be built
in the Y formed by the Washington
County and Maine Central tracks, and
will have platforms on each line.
Six of the depots contracted for by Mr.
Stratton on the line of the road are prac-

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

tically completed.
Out

ou

rapidly.

the

line

work

Yesterday

it

stated

to

ser-

at

7.30, class meeting.

Rev. David L. Yale, pastor.
Friday evening at 7.30—Prayer and socialmeeting. Subject: “The Fellowship
of Faith,” John 17:11-26; Acts 2:41-47;
1

John 1:1-7.

UNITARIAN.

men

talk

and

McDonald company, it is
contract to build

a

The

Rev. Walter Reid Hunt, pastor.
Regular morning worship wit'll sermon
Rev. 11. W. Smith, pastor of the
at 10.30.
llniversalist church, of Ontario, will
The
pastor will conduct the serprtach.
vice.
Sunday school meets in the vestry

engineers

are

J. P.

stated, has

900 mile slice

great Chinese railroad, and
contractors and

engineers

Chinese.

some

here

a

of the
of

the

at 11.45.

getting ready to pack their trunks for China,
are

Hancock County Eudeavorers.
The annual convention of the Hancock
cowiPv Y. P. S. C. E. will be held at Eden,
Friday, Oct. GG.

\

The annual meeting of H>? Unitarian
Bcciety will be held in the vestry this
evening at 7.30. It is earnestly hoped
that all interested in the welfare of the
church will attend. The Women’s Alliance will meet in
the vestry at 6.30 the
same eveuing, to prepare for the winter’s
work.

\

(

Portland

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.

oarilla

the only
with Hood’s

Are

Pill* to take
Sarsaparilla*

need

Eugene Ha'e, jr., was umpire, A. K.
Cushman, referee, Hoyt A. Moore, timer.

Saturday it

game is not arranged for next
is probable that the hoys will

get out for practice

points

on

with

the

soon

that

a

good

Dirigos

coach will

nothing if
they have designs already
big college teams.

not
on

I 12

a.

better luck than

the

privilege

of

scrimmage by
senior year in

the

time

he reaches

his

BORN.
BUTLER—At Brooklin, Sept 22, to Mr and Mrs
George 11 Butler, a son.
CLAY—At Bucksport, Oct 2, to Mr and Mrs
Charles F Clay, a sou.
CLIFFORD—At Brooksvllle, Sept IS,
amt Mrs Percy D Clifford, a daughter.
or

Estelle.]

to

body

Italian who

Mr

[Elean-

JORDAN—At Deer Isle, Oct 1, to Mr and Mrs
Everett L .Ionian, a sou.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Oct 1, to Mr and Mrs
Pearl Leach, a daughter.
MOREY—At Deer Isle, Oct 2, to Mr and Mrs
Charles H Morey, a son.

MAKK1KD.

will he

sent

be

can

left

for if word is

Body Found.
John Esmatta, the third
was drowned by the capsiz-

of

a

sloop

found

Long

of

Island

Black Island

near

on

the

last

Aug. 28,

north side of

Thursday.

The

j

j

NEW YORK, ROCKLAND

Outer

taken to Bluehill for interment. The
bodies of the two Italians drowned with
Esmatta were recovered the day after the

*

Steamers of this line will leave Bangor (Eagle
a. m.,
Wharf, High Head) every Monday at

and Rockland

accident.

at

Returning,

every M.

mlay

6 p.

for New York direct.
York
C'aui-

in.,

steamers will leave Now
at
for Rockland,
p. m

den, Belfast, Bucksportand Bangor.
With our superior facilities for handling
freight in New York ( ity and at our eastern
terminals, together with through traflic arrangements we have with our connections, both
by rail and water, to th- west and south, we are
in a position to handle all the business In-

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth 1’urt.
SAILED

trusted to

Thursday, Sept 29
Sch Wesley Abbott, Pederson, Koiidout, staves
and heads, r .1 Treworgy
sch L 1> Reniick, \Vakeiield, Salem, lumber.
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
ARRIVED
Sch Hussar, Farrell, Rockland
Sch Mary Eliza, Alley, Rockland
Soli Wm Eddy,-, liar Harbor

us to the entire satisfaction of our
as regards service and charges.

patrons both
All

competing

rates

promptly

met.

For ill particulars address,
H. C. QUIMBY, Eastern Agent,
No. 22 Broad Street, Bangor, Me.
A. G. HI NT, Rockland, Me.
N. L. NEWCOMB, Gen’l Manager.
A. 1>. SMITH, Gen’l Freight Agent,
5-11 Broadway, New York City.

SAILED

Saturday, Oct 1
Rogers, Lynam, Seal Harbor,
lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Monday, Oct 3
Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Rondout, staves and heads, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Sch Abigail Haynes, Milllkeu, Salem, lumber
Sch

LINE.

ANDJANGOR

body

v as

be-

Bowdoin.

contributions

and

they

or

Italian's

ing

ing trampled upon by the crimson. With
such early recognition of
his ability,
Bellatty bids fair to be near the top of the

STEAMSHIP CO.,

left with Miss L. A. Belcher at the reading

was

no

MANHATTAN

lent.

in.,

The

Ellsworth boy who
helped to make last year’s high school
football team, is in a fair way to win
football laurels at Bowdoin.
He was
chosen this week one of the substitutes
on the Bowdoin college team which
plays
Harvard
to-day.
Bellatty’s football
friends in Ellsworth could wish for him

..

I.
1 451 7 20

....

headquarters of the society over 15.
Hodgkins’ candy fac tory arc open Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 to

ambitious; I

C. E. Bellatty. the

501

f 8 551.
f 9 00 t5 10
9 25 f5 26
9 45
5 36
JO 15
5 51
10 45
5 57
11 05 f6 03
11 38
6 12
11 .>6 f6 22
12 0. j 6 27
12 1..
6 35

Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket A ir’t.

1>»n

to

The

of the

8

4 35
4 40
4 47
f5 09

The

room.

some

45|

7
8 05

9 00
12 30

C.

j

he employed.

are

conven

there

team has its suits, and will
buckle down to work. It is probable

Jin

having garments which they are
contribute, will confer a great
favor if they will send them in as soon as

j

Dirigo team.
The Dirigo

nnn

them.”

willing

The Ellsworth high school team has
dates fixed as follows: Oldtown at
Ellsworth October 15; Brewer at Brewer
October 2*2; Oldtown at Oldtown Novema

irirn

non

M. A. M.

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth.

persons

three

If

I

A.

00|.j
11 oft
j
A’ft*V 7 35*

on

Applications often have to be answered
as soon as they are received, when there
is no time to send out for articles, so any

second.

ber 5.

whinh

M.

M.

1 30
6 57

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

With the approach of winter the apf.o the benevolent committee of
the King’s Daughters increase, and at
present there are very few garments with
which to meet the demand. Friends of
the society frequently Hay: “I have some
thintru

A.

7

6 40
Brewer Junction.
6 47!
Holden. 1 f7 09
Egery’s Mill.
Lake House.
f7 16
Greer. Lake.
t" 26
Nlcolin .| f7 36
Ellsworth Falls.
7 51
ELLSWORTH
7 57
Wash’gton Co.Jc.j f8 0:8
Franklin Road.
8 12
Hancock. I 8 221
8 27
Waukeag, S. Fy.;.
Mt.Desert Ferry.
8 35
Sullivan.
8 55
Sorrento.I 9 25
BAR HARBOR.! 10 0u|

plications

Ellsworth scored a touchdown in the
first five minutes play.
The touchdown
was made
Robinson.
by
Campbell
kicked a goal.
In the second half two
more touchdowns were made, one
by C.
Campbell, one by Robinson.
Campbell
kicked goal on first, but failed on the

Harriet

BOSTON AND

for Burrill Lumber Co
Sch Mary Eliza, Alley, Rockland, wood for
H B Phillips
Soli Wm Eddy, Murch, Bar Harbor, lumber,
Ellsworth Lumber Co
Sch Ella Eudora, Closson, Bar Harbor, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co

BANCOR

Steamship Company.
CHANGE IN SCHEDULE.
FALL

CANDAGE—COUSINS—At East Bluehlll, Oct
1, by George G Long, esq, Miss Sadie M CanSch Sarah A Blaisdell, Farrell, New York,
[
1
dageto John VV Cousins, both of Bluehlll.
coal, F 8 Lord
CUKTIS— BLAKE—At Swanvllle, Sept 25, by
SAILED
A E Nickerson, esq, Miss Florence M Curtis,
Tuesday', Oct 4
of Swanvllle, to Thurston L> Blake, of RrooksSch David Fau^t, Smith, Rondout, staves and
vllle.
heads, H M A B Hall
FRANK LIN—SMITH—At Ellsworth, Sept .‘{0,
ARRIVED
by Rev C S Me Learn, Miss Etta Mae FrankSch Forester, Closson, Rockland
lin to Albert K Smith, both of Ellsworth.
Domestic Ports.
11 HATH— FARNSWORTH—At Bucksport, Sept
30, l>7 Rev William Forsyth, Mrs >arah E
IJOOTHBAY—Sid Oct 3, sch Gen Bunks, PortHeath, of Bucksport, to Al'vah F Farnsworth, land
of Cherry field.
Bangor—Sid Oct 1, schs Charleston, Mclnnls,
LITTLE-HUTCHINGS-At Orland, Sept 27, Flyunnis; Ann C Stuart, Ray, Weymouth; Itabby J S Condon, esq, Mrs Alice W Little to bonl, Lord, New York
Ar Sept 30, sch Susan N Pickering, Boston
Walter R Hutchings, both of Orland.
ArOetS, schs Hattie McG Buck, Chandler,
l’A UTR1UGE—KIKF—At North Lamolne. Oct
New York; Henry Crosby, Stubbs, New York
1, by Rev J l’ Sitnonton, Mrs Margaret B Par
Boston—Ar Sept 2i», schs Geo W Collins ami
trldge, to Capt John O Kief, both of Ells- ; Lucy Belle, Sullivan; .las A Webster, Vinal
;
worth.
haven
RODRIGUEZ-WARREX-At New Orleans,
>I«l Oct .3, sch M I Goss, Deer Me
I.a, Sept 7, Miss Carmelite Rodriguez, of New 1
Hyannis—Ar Sept 2i», sch Glendy Burke,
Orleans, to William J Warren, formerly of from t alais
Ellsworth.
Bath—Ar Sept 2S, sch John Douglass, New
York
S A KG ENT—1| a N N A
A t Gouldsboro, < >«*t 1,
by
Di tc h Island Harbor—'■dd Sept 2*, sch II
A B Kingsley, esq, Miss Florence E
Sargent,
New York
Whitney, Bluehill f
«>f Gouldsboro, to George S Hanna, of SulliJA( KSONVILI.K-Cld Sept 2S, sch I B Holden,
van.
New York
>T1 N '■o *N
LI FK IN—At Gouldsboro, Sept 28, Haskell,
Delaware Break water—Sid
27, erh
by W F Bruce, esq. Miss Lottie It Stinson to Mary A Hall, from Norfolk lor NewSept
y ork
Woodbury C Lufkin, both of Gouldsboro.
Passed through Hell Gate Oct 1, sehMyronus,
TORRES
HUTCHINSON
At
Stonington, Chatto, New York for Portland
Sept 28, by Rev UW Greene, Mrs Vintda D
Sept 2'J, srh Florence Leland. SpofTord, Bruns
Torrev, ot Deer Isle, to Alonzo P Hutchinson, wick for Boston
of Stonington.
Portland-Ar Sept 30, -eh- :.* ! .-ri Mi Far
land, Lord, Savannah; Hattie M Mayo, Mur
NG —10UNG—At Gouldsboro, Oct 1, by
Lbt Larrabee, esq, Miss Emma L Young phy, South Amboy
Ar Oct 3, schs t,i.-ii Banks, Randall, DamarM
to Eugene 11 \ouug, both of Gouldsboro.
cotta; Northern Light, Robbins, Bangor for
New Haven
I>1KI>.
Vineyard Haven—ar Set t 2S,
h M A
Pope, from Sullivan for N"w Bedford
DENHAM—At Penobscot, Sept 27, Ezra K Dun8U1 Oct 3, sch Edith McIntyre, Sullivan for
ham, aged 42 years, 3 months, 23 days.
New York
Sid Sept 29, seh A W Barker, Mt Desert lor
DARLING—At Franklin, Sept 26, Johanna,
wife of J V’ Darling, aged 59 years.
New York
New York—Ar Oct 3, sch Anna W Barker,
HODGKINS—At East Lamolne, Oct 4, Richard
Mt Desert
H Hodgkins, aged 55 years, 1 month, 5 days.
Foreign Porta.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Sept 27, Katie G Leach,
Buenos Ayres—Ar Sept 20, bark Rebecca
aged 1 year, 22 days.
Crowell,
Dow,
Bridgewater, N S
ROSEBROOKS—At Cranberry Isles, Sept 28,
Ar prior to Sept 24, bark Arlington, New York
Jennie Isabel Ro-cbrooks, aged 6 years, 4
Bahia
Blanca—Ar
Sept 24, bark Edmund
months, 22 days.
Phinney, Young, Portland
ROSEBROOKS—At Cranberry Isles, Sept 29,
Hong Kong—At Aug 20, barks Penobscot,
Mildred V Rose brooks, aged 3 years, 1
McCaulder, from New York; St James, Tapley,
18 days.
for Baltimore

Two

ARRANGEMENT.

Trips

a

Week

to

Boston.

M

Commencing Mondav, Sent 26, 1898, steamer
"Mt. Desert", Capt. F. L. Winterbotham, leaves
Bar Harbor Mondays arid Thursday, at 10 a m,
touching at Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, and Stonington, and connecting a‘ Rockland with steamer fur Boston.
For Sorrento, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
RETURNING.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays,at 5 p m.
From Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays at
from f> to 6 a m, touching at Stonington, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
E. 3. J.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin

—

Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.

Willi.v.M H.

Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

—

Rockland, BiueMl & E'iswortli S(eanili!t Co.
V

*
Fall Schedule.

Sltibrrtiacmcnta.

During

the month of October
I will sell an

EXCELLENT WOVEN WIRE SPRING
AND SOFT TOP MATTRESS
f°r

Upholstering

C.

and

K.

rh

\

£Y* ^

/

§

HA

SI I

a

V

grades

ELLSWORTH
Franklin St.,

specialty.

FOSTER.

Sept. 7.

will buy a new Guarauteed
BICYCLE. We have other
at

higher prices.

Bicycle Supplies. Repairing

$4-45-

renovating furniture

In Effect

•Steamers “Catherine” and “Juliette” will
leave Ellsworth Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at 7 30 a m", Surry at 8 30 a m, for
♦Parker’s Point, Bluehill, ♦South Bluehill,
Brooklin,Sedgwick, Deer Isle, ‘Herrick’s Landing, Sargentvllle, Eggemoggin, *Blake’s Point,
Castlne, Dark Harbor (Islesborol, arriving in
Rockland to make close connections with steamers for Boston direct.
RETURNING
Will leave Rockland on arrival of Boston
boats Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday for above landings, arriving in Ellsworth
early in the afternoon.
Through tickets sold on board and baggage
checked through.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
O. W. HIGGINS,
♦Flag landing.
Agent, Ellsworth.

month,’

Sunday—At 10.30 a. in., morning worship and sermon. At 11.45, Sunday school.
At 7 p. m., people’s service.

contractor’s office in Ells-

railroad

learning

pastor’s

CONGREGATIONAL.

that

repaired.

worth

7.00 p. m.,

Tuesday evening

progressing

is

was

tifteeu miles of rail needed to be
laid to complete this part of the work,
and on this section rails are being laid
from both ends.
Near West Franklin Saturday two coal
cars left the
rails, and ripped up the
The damage was
track for a distance.
the

meeting.

mon.

about

soon

—

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
F’riday evening at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, 10.30 a. in., preaching by the
11.45, Sunday school. 3.00 p. in.,
pastor.
Junior league. 6.00p. m., Epworth league
prayer

p.

Boston.I

<£l)e King’s Daughters.

right end;
-Stockbrldge, quarter
back; Perkins, left half back; Robinson,
half
right
back; C. Campbell, full back.

—

mon.

turntable has been made.

r>*||_
■lIlS

M.

5 35 .'
•oston.
9 05 .|
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

—

Me Learn, pastor.
Thursday, 7.80 p. m., monthly business
meeting of Y. P. S. C. E.
Friday, 7.30 p. in., weekly church prayRev. C. .S'.

A

r.

Portland..

[This department is conducted by the Handin-IIand circle of the King's Daughters of Ellsworth.
Headquarters at rooms over B. C.
Hodgkins’ candy factory, Main street, Ellsworth.]

James

or

from
is no

Nlcolin.1112

best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier.

Hswvsl’o
IlOOa S

The line-up of the Ellsworth team was
follows: Cox, left end; Fernald, left
tackle; Whitmore, left guard; Sbute,
centre; Blaisdell, right guard; Albert
Stock bridge, right tackle; H. Campbell,

satchel.

Fields

Hood’s

Is the

as

always
It is known that only a short

bushes until she fell where her
found.

was

far done.

had

time ago she was paid ffi5 for work.
The few who hold to the theory of accidental death point out the fact that
Pond street, at the point where the lane
leaves it, is but little more than a lane
itself and at night Mrs. Ware might have
mistaken her way. Then finding she was
lost, she may have wandered into the

Vitality.

taken very sick. She
congestion of the liver and a bad kidney trouble. The prescriptions and medicines she took did not relieve her and she
decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She
began taking it and the very next day
she commenced to improve. She is nonwell and she owes it all to Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She praises the medicine very
highly and has recommended it to others.
1 had a severe bilious attack and my
mother advised me to take Hood’s Pills.
I did so and never took any medicine that
did me so much good.
I have taken
Hood’s Sarsaparilla myself and it gives
me life and ambition.” Mss. D. A.
Stone,
Remember
Winthrop, Maine.

could, and t hen hustled around to get the

boys together.

..

had

to

know7 if he could accommodate him with
a

HARBOR.,10

Mediclno Cives Vigor

Croat

The

Manager Campbell of Ellsworth

to

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A. M., r. M. P. If.
BAR
30
3 00
Sorrento. .! 3 35
Sullivan
4 00
Mt Desert Ferry. 11 35
00
4 35
1 Ift
Waukoag, S. Fy.1 11 23
4 48
Hancock. 11 2s
] 20
4 48
Franklin Road.
11 38
1 40
4 58
WaHh’gtonCo.Jc. til 47 2 i.V f5 07
ELLSWORTH
11 53
2 30
5 13
Ellsworth Falls. til 88
2 40
5 19
12
fS 00' 5 30
Green Lake. tl2 22
3 20 f5 40
Lake House. fl2 31. f3 85 |5 50
Egery’s Mill.'. t3 40 f5 59
Holden. H2 38
3 50; 0 03
Brewer .Tunc.
12 58
4 20
6 23
1 05
4 30'
Bangor, Ex. St.
6 30
1 10
4 55| 6 35
BANGOR, M. C.

Entirely Well

worth high schools met at Wyman park.
was played without much pre-

liminary

Commencing Oct. 3, 1888,

It Cured Mother and Made Her

The game

The body of Mrs. Sarah Ware, of Bucksport, was found Sunday in an unfrequented pasture nearly half a mile from her
home. The skull was crushed, the jaw-

iuaus,

The authorities of even tho smaller
towns of Franco aro mounting their

FOUND

courts.

Highways.

About

Road Notes.

WEEKS—1JODY

Saturday evening, Sept. 17, Mrs. Ware game
house to call on the family of
was a
the sentiments of the mayor.
John Buldoc, in another part of the town.
the spectators. The Ellsworth team is
The bills being contracted by the board She bad
of
spoken
making quite a visit composed almost
entirely of green men,
of health were the subject of some dis- at the
Buldoc’s, and no suspicion was and
though they have practiced but
cussion, and resulted in a vote instruct- aroused when she did not return home.
little, they put up a game which was
ing the clerk to notify the board of
A week passed, and then Mrs. Miles
marked by good team play in formation
health that the city will pay no more bills learned that Mrs. Ware had left the
and interference, and by good individual
for
flushing sewers unless work is Buldoc house the Saturday evening she
work.
ordered by the mayor.
called. Still this caused no alarm, for it
The team was coached by R. E. Mason,
ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.
was believed Mrs. Ware must be
working who will handle the team this
year. He
Rolls of accounts were passed as folsomewhere in the viciuity as was her cushas reason to feel flattered by the work so
lows:
tom.
Aid.

only

1

TWO

Maine Central Railroad.

What Hood's Pid

Season Opened In Kllsworth with Vic-

tory for High School.
The football season opened in

abroad, but was promptly
laid by Mayor ll'ggioa. The matter was
brought up by 1). K. Hurley, who a» I bone broken, and a small bag in which
peared before the board as counsel for the she carried her money fs missing. These
Gerry policemen. His plea in behalf of facts support the theory of murder.
the policemen had a familiar sound. In
Sarah Ware was a widow, fifty jtars of
effect It was * threat to sue the city if the age. She was eccentric—“a little
queer,”
bills were not paid.
people said. Her home for the past live
Mayor Higgins said that he would op- years had been with Mrs. Robert Miles,
pose tiie payment of one cent unless the in the lower end of the town.

Western CnionTel

lVP.

SARAH

SUNDAY—CIRCUMSTANCES STRONG-

stalked

Insane i oor,
IXPKN

MISSING

being reached before 9 o’clock. But
little business outside the dull routine of
auditing accounts was transacted.
The ghost of the Gerry police bills
again

MRS.

WARE?

The

in

record-breaker

MURDERED

WHO

meeting was a
shortness, adjourn-

Monday evening.

IltnryS Adams,

MAKES TEAM!NO
[Prom I. A \\

Baflroabs anb Steamboats.

aWjcrtisnnnitB.

FOOTBALL.

r,>

ment

CULVERTS SHOULD BE BUILT

_

MEETING.

CITY

WORTHLESS REPAIRS.

i

of all sorts.

BICYCLE CO.,
Ellsworth.

Subscribe for Ths Ameuican

The American has subscribers at 10(

I

9f the Ilf' pos*~off\ce* in Hancock county
all the other papers in the county com
bined do 7iof reach

so

nof

see

moved

Joseph

C. E. Dwelley is employed along the
W. C. R. R. in the erection and

I

Brown

moved

line of the

Pollardtown

to

painting

.ast week.
Mrs.

of the stations.

Mrs. James T. Maxwell and children
have gone to Princeton for a brief stay
before returning to New York.

Clark is seriously ill with

trank

pneumonia.

H. P. fufts. of Hyde Park. Mass.,
Elmer Pettingill, wife and young son
visiting herauut. Mrs. J. E. Gott.
Francis, left to-day for Providence, R. I.,
Joseph O. Bowden, of Bowden A Lin- wbere they will visit for a few weeks.
neken, moved into the Knowles''house
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Billings have the
Friday.
sympathy of all in the death of their twin
E. N. Osgood moved to Portland Friday.
daughter. The surviving babe is seriousHe will keep a boarding house at No. 118
ly ill.
Mrs

is

Pearl street.

Mrs.

Frank L. Jordan, who has been at home
for a few days, left Monday for another
trip to Rondout.

Washington.
Mrs. Josie,
was

fhursday.

Idas!

I'11.

Cyrus Conary
Surry.
A. T.

and

family have

moved to

was

Capt. Frank Cousins
an

his

is ill

with

1

stopping

Walter Stover. Arthur B. Leach and S.
•; Cousins are ai work in Franklin.

William Farnsworth
Black Inland.

are

work

at

j

from

to

from nio wagon

was

at

a

of

and his

Hall

and

son

are

here

on

Kittery Point,

Mrs.

visiting

j

Mary Doyle,
her

East Sullies:-

Osgood,
a

visit to

inches

I

length,

and

acros*.

his paw.

ried whole to

Bangor.

Sept.

He had him

30.

was

in town this

There will be a liar vest supper at the M.
E. church Saturday evening, Oct. 8. Proceeds to procure a bell for the church.
Oct J.
C.

eight

measured

Chatto, of Surry,
visiting relatives.

W iliiam.

Wallace

feet in

You

car-

Kay.

an

1

#br additional

from

at

join

is the ideal cooking
fuel when used in a

is in town after
:

an

absence of

some

years.

Phcebe Coates and Thaddeus Smith
in town, guests of Mrs. Mary R. But-

Mrs.
are

ler.
!

Mildred McFarland left Thursday
for Boston, to visit her son.
Mrs. Sarah
Mrs.

Norris left the same
I the winter in Boston

I

joyed

from

All are glad to know that
ing will be held here.

modern

that

the next

Sept.

3.

“Let me in, dearie,” he said rather unsteadily at 3.30 a. ill. “Repeat the sentence
‘Schley simply swiped Cervera off the sea,’
first,” she replied from the upper w iudow.
Only

one

remedy in the world that will

at

stop luddites* of the skin In any part of
the body. Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store,
50 cent*.—.4drf.
once

work

Boston,

of

Bartlett, of Winslow,

rare

Lester away

cently

you but a tritie, and the
kitchen is not overheated.
Stove Gasoline is used

treat

was

bake in

an

in

is

has

been

He

than if cooked in
Sept. 27.

Soutli

was

pronounced

au oven.

B.

Deer 1*1*.

The district Sunday school convention
which was appointed for Tuesday, was
postponed to Saturday on account of the
stormy weather.

venient and quicker than

Mrs. Laura Small and her sister,

Gilbert,

Mrs.

Massachusetts, made
calls on friends here Wednesday. They
were accompanied by their uncle, Thomas
Small, of Portland.
Lettie

j

The event

l vest

and

Oii

StoreOa»oiiv

Compact. rc

-it*- to toe Standard
V

-s

City.

of

of the week here
under the

supper
worth league.

It

was a

har-

auspices of the Ep-

old-fashioned
served by old-fashioned people
supper
with as many ancient dishes as could be
I
procured, and with the tables lighted with
tallow candles.
Before the supper an oldfashioned choir sang such tunes
as

j

“N’erth&eW”,

evening is

A be

southern

side

is

under

Address

of the Crom-

of

Philadelphia.

nnnoti»;n

<*f

d

hs

fnL.nvs:

Puck*port Band
.OF Fellow*
oui: .? Dlrkey, Helfimt

Wi'|imii:i

Wllilanis

Bronkllti.

The

Mrs. Hattie Watson and grandchildren
to-day for B4>«ton, where they will
spend the winter.

H. W.

Miss Dell McFarland, who is employed
Crawford house, Boston, is visiting

in the
her

Arthur

Pray,

parents in this town.

Stanley has secured a position on
“Portland,” oft lie Portland
Boston line. He leaves home to-day.

James
the
and

steamer

Oct. 3.

La Mocchk.

Baker’s lalaml.

The weirs here have done but very little
this

summer.

The fall term of school began this week.
Mary A. Carroll, of Southwest Harbor, is
teacher.

Oct. 1.

son

Amy.

vf F'rank P. Pray, a marine on the U. S.
cruiser “Brooklyn”, arrived home Satur-

Pray

FIliH.

Selection.Band

Thursday morning. “Mart”
from wounds received at the

t^e explosion.

and

CAMP

leave

scars

.-v

\

Singing.Myra

drain for

uoj.

ber-

Hesponse.
Piano S4»!o,..Mi** Su.*le Googiu*
Solo. For All 1 t. rnlt .Misa Mac Friend
Heading, Tlu* 1-amino (l.niigh i.ow,
M.
•'■in, Winterport
Selection. ...Bam!
Address,
Col Geo K Leighton, commanding Me
IMv s» of V, Sknwhogan.
Si*lo, Jerusalem, tin* Holy City,_Miss Friend
Heading, The Polish Hoy,
Miss Mary Miller, Buck sport

P.

the direction of

«>K

''election.

short leave

itvcjjuuu

given

wtta

at Music hall

Mr. Pray

10

ZUmrrtistmfnts.

weDDer

Saturday evening.

about the destruction of
the Spanish fleet off Santiago, and exhibited a fragment of an eleven-inch shell
from a Spanish gun, also a small piece of
told

“Brooklyn’s” battle 4,ng. Webber
experiences whP» aboard the
“Maine*’, of the explosion on board the

was

an

•Bridgewater,”

told of his

XII
in the Span ish i.i
pitals at
Havana and in the hospit-.i at Key West,
; of his recovery ana
transfer to the
| “Indiana' and of that few hours off Santhe G. A
tiRgo. Commander Fr-nm ’>
[ K. and I. B. Deasy mad s
'ting remarks.
Webber will join tb.
Indiana’’
on Tuesday.
l‘ra> has reci ivecl an honor*
1

“Duane

in PILLS

1

j

! able

with him.

old-fashioned baker before a
some of the food

better

to-day
every cooking
purpose by over 2,000,000
housekeepers, who find it
cleaner, cheaper, more con-

ripe

Jen.

S

j

enjoyed by several here reseeing Aunt Ruth Bartlett

fireplace, and in eating
thus prepared, which

for

several

“Alfonso

Beech Hill,

visiting friends and relatives here.
Capt. Emery Smith haB been home.

A

tneai is ready. Fuel has cost

or

time of

visited

Stella Bartlett and Mrs. F. G. Bartlett
have returned from Northeast Harbor.

oj when the

cook. Turn

a

bears

I

re are

a«

The programme (nr t lie camp-tire of the
Sons of Veterans r.l llu*k*p<rt I hursday

Martin V. Webber w ho shipptd on the
battleship ‘‘Maine” while the squadron
was here iu 1897, and was one of the few
who escaped alive w ht$i that ship was destroyed in Havana harbor, arrived home
on

the vim

on

tin* k-imrt.

Engineer Edgar I. Lord has laid
private parties from Eagle
I^ake road to the Salisbury brook, across
laud of II. J. Biddle, DeUrasse Fox, A. C.
Snow, Mary Higgins and Frank Cunningham. A fifteen-inch pipe will be laid.
The conttact was awarded
Saturday to
Vasconie Higgins.

meet-

the school here.

son

New-

Civil

:

Th<

I
many blossoms
and green one
Many raspberries have
been picked within a v «k.

Kebo Valley golf club is extending
A large piece is being

Ladd, architect,

out

Campbell.

ries

The foundation for the Episcopal rectory is in and the masons are building
the walls of the first story which are to
be of graulte. The plans are by
Weatray

en-

Mrs. Abbie Mayo, of Eden, has been
! visiting Mrs. Ruth Bartlett.

took his

v

A.

the

Miss Alice Mason,

I

correspondent bad a
large straw berry given her yesterday.
It was picked from vines belonging to C.

W. Blanchtteld is
doing the work under the direction of
Waldron Bates, of Boston.

Island.

Howard Bartlett, of
relatives here last week.

Alice

The Amur;- anV

tine

received

was

well harbor road.

R.

teaching

a

grounds.

cleared

place.

Oct. 3.
Hhi tI**tt’i*

been
Miibridge laundry lost quite lot by the burning of tho
laundry Saturday morning, before tho
linen had been sent out.
here who have

their linen tot lie

Oct. 3.

the

at-

convention at

The children

free ride to and

a

recently purcLa- d

The

day. She will spend
with tier daughter.
Sumac.

Dr. J. E. Adams,
very fine sermon
by him Sunday in the First Congregational church.
Dr. Adams preached in
this place nearly fifty years ago.

j Stonington Saturday.

The people around

Bending

1

many friends of
of Bangor, listened to a

place

Mugene Kelley and Temple Coffin, of
town h lew uays iast
Harrington, «<•.•
week visiting Irminis.

here lasr reek that
Frank Brazil, a former Bar Ha. Oor boy,
took Ins degree «» M. 1), •• r
Illinois
Medical institute Sept.
nl began
practice at Troy Center, \\
Mr. and Mrs. William Cutter, and Mrs.
Lottie Brazil Clark, w !.o !.,;\ < been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edg.r 1. !.ord, on
School street, returned to their home In
Aliston, Mass., Friday morning.

ven.

this

lias returntd home.

play-house23x-

IllHI).

this

“Hugh Kelley”.

j Quite a delegation from
j tended the Sunday school

a

his

Pan! Hunt, of Goddard A Hunt; has the
foundation in for a cottage 33\b3 feet and
n stable 30x50 feet on hi- lut
n
Eden

The

1

for

The Mt. Desert nurseries arc building
extension of the grav.l walk on the
Schooner Head road from the Newport
mountain road toward Schooner Head.

Mrs. Frank Gross, son Maurice and
Miss Bessie Gross are visiting in Vinalha;

feet,

resi-

summer

an

out

Boston

additions to his
Thirlstane.

Rev. B. F. (Jott, of Tremont, preached
Cnion church Sunday.

in the

cottage for Mrs. Moris*, t«» t built on her
recent purchase on School I, ousc hill.

James Phillips, of Minneapolis, Minn.,

part of the house, saved
goods.
Ark.B

a

Oct. 3.

children, mu, plans by
Andrews, Jacques A, Kantoui, Poston.
Goddard A Hunt, contractors.
H. W. Longfellow, architect, of Poston,
was in town Thursday with
plans ol n

after

lived In

all of his household

Miss Inn (Tup: HI has gone to Providence, R. I., to visit her .u.nt, Mrs. Pike.
Miss Verna 1.. Ciupliil, who has been at
work in Northtant Harbor this summer,

J. M. Scars is building

3T)'irrti0tnunt0.

to

thescbooner

who

Straw-

workmen

Col. Morrell, of Philadelphia, is in town
looking after the completion of the alter-

S)

few months.

burned

C3o«ilf1ttl>oro.

ation and

of town last week.

Frank Marshall went

on

the

was

Orlando Ash is building a small house
near
his residence off
Cottage street.
Charles Hodgkins, carpenter.

dence

night.

week to

cottage

berry hill is plastered and
are finishing the interior.

from yachting.
Mrs. Lenora Dickson arrived Saturday
were

Winfield Severance’s house

Wednesday night. The fire caught from
the breaking of a lamp.
Mr. Severance
did not save anything. Clifford Pettingill,

Marshall.

I De«r 1*1*.
Amos Scott hag returned

Hon. and Mrs. E. P. Spofford

chapel will be built here. At a busimeeting Wednesday evening Roland
Hodgkins, S. H. Remick and Nathan
Hodgkins were chosen trustees. Mrs.
Kstey gave the land to build the chapel on.

ness

Gardiner Sherman's

under-

sea,

r.iMt„„b„,v, (w

cottage at the shore, have gone to Waltham, Mass., for the winter.

other page&

Philadelphia.

to

not accustomed

home from

*ee

W. E. Clark has cloaed his store on
Main street and returned with his family

Word

is

Countg Xeujg

tractors.

street,

a

^

The Porcupine hotel closed last week.
Dr. Robert Amory is building a new
stable 33x0$ feet. Goddard & Hunt, con-

urge

absence of

fifty years.

A

Sub.

Henry Foren

—

Harbor.

Bar

i:i the woods.

an

same

famous for

Soaps

only pay for the Ivorine
The Toilet Soap costs you nothing.
guarantee which has made Williams’ Shavir.;
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neighbor,

husband
at the Union

quite

Itoth bear

I

Alvah Abbott has gone to Milo to work

brother, William Welch.

Elmer Billings lias gone to New York,
to seek employment
with his brother

Mr. and Mrs.

seven

—

F. Norris is quite ill.
Fred M ''’kn has gone to Bar Harbor

is

Frank Bates is home from Portland.
Eben

is
one

only kind that furnishes
family with all the soap re-

quired There is a f:ne cake o' White
Glycerine Toilet Soap in every package.

to work
of

Soiltll ItKHlkfU ill#*.

week

for

age.

is the

(Ivorine

a

returned

ever

the entire

llnm-m-k.
Mrs.

Mis*. Inez

son

the continent

taking at his
to traveling.
Oct. 3.

Frank Workman, of this place, is at
work on the bank building in Ellsworth.

J. R. Grant.
parents,
Tibbetts shot and killed a very
large hear Thursday.
The animal was

her

the

2Ujbrnismicnta.

William

Mrs.

the

ceremony. A pleasant future is predicted for the happy couple. Congratulations.
Oct. 3.
G.

baby

wife and

were

every housekeeper i
used Ivorine is,

testimony of

“Icantwash mydisheswithoul it.’

Sullivan.

across

new

Ka*l t-'rnnkhu.
wa>

Herbert, all of Montague, were here the
past week, visiting at Frank Fogg’s.

pleasant wedding
home of I'zial F. Candage last Saturday
evening, when hi* daughter. Miss Sadie
M. Candage, was married to John W.
Cousins. George G. Long, esq., performed
There

Fogg,

Leslie

Services

sons.

The

who has

Mrs. Mary Doyle is making her annual
visit at the home of her brother, William
Welch, of Franklin.

ar-

Donnell, who has been spending the summer at home, has returned to
Eben Kingman is in Eastbrook, called I
Ellsworth for tin* winter.
there by the illness of his sister. Mrs. !
George Colson, who has been at work
Harriet N. Dyer.
for J. P. Gordon, has returned to West
The Salisbury’s had their reunion on
Sullivan, being unable to work on stone.
Wednesday, Sept. 21. Seventy-ttve assem- i Oct. 1
S IT.
bled at Horace Salisbury’s.

East

—

would wish.

Lowell.

Laughlin,

Blaisdell, of Bangor, lias been j
visiting his father, C. O. Blaisdell.

Bluehill, who was thrown
a
few days ago and severely injured, is rapidly recovering and
will be out in a few days.
Bluehill

of

cently.
Mr. Fullerton, the

are

WASHING POWDER

with

his

on

Miss Helen C. Hill left to-day for two
Mrs. A. B. Haynes returned home Wed- ;
nr-da\ from a few weeks’ stay at the Jo wicks’ visit in Boston among relatives
and friends.
She was accompanied by
Mary lakes.
V.rn. Janil's Hill and Mrs. Jason Sargent,
Dr. E. L. Mason and Mr. .Slater, of Bar
of West Gouldsboro.
Harbor, are spending a few days in the
Barm y S. Bunker left to-day for San
woods hunting.
Fram .sco to visit his daughter, Mrs.
Nelson McLaughlin mid wife, of ClifHelen Kamsdell. Mr. Bunker is about
ton, and Mrs. E. J. Bragg, of Brewer, visseventy-six years of age, and the trip
ited their sister, Mrs. John
re-

Clarence

on

teaching

Gray, mail carrier

Leon,

son

in town for the winter.

Fogg’s.

at Willard

suffering

been

Thursday for a few weeks' outing.
Clinton Grey and Fred Grey, of Pretty
George S. Hanna and Miss Florence
;
Marsh, were in town from Friday till | Sargent, of South Gouldsboro, were married Saturday, Oct. 1.
Sunday.

re-

Peter Jordan and wife, of Bangor,
in town stopping for a few days.

in EverEthelyn M. Long is
ett, Mass.. Emma Love in East Surry,
Susie E. Long at North Ellsworth Riid
Jessie L. Long at Bluehill Falls.
John S.

her

Luther Garland lost a heifer, whit li
choked to death by an apple.

Wats*

1

are

are

rived

Darling, j

note

Boston last

Miss Gertie Ordway has returned from
summering at Poland Spring.
Uapt. S. S. Hanna is still ill at his home
and not gsining as rapidly as tiis friends

|

throat.

Mary Sperry is teaching the grammar
and Jui:a Saunders tue primary school.
Robert Ashworth John Cbarnley and

gladly

friends

has

Mrs. Rachel Dyer has
Sorrento.

stage driver,
covery.
went on the route Saturday.
His fann y
Oct. 3.
B.
has moved herefrom Ellsworth Fulls and
on*.
is occupy ing tin house
pi.site tin store.
Sylvia Salisbury is at Salisbury Cove, ! Oct.*J.
Flossie.

a cancer

Richard Eilis and Archer Long are at
work in Northfieid, V:.

J. C. Dunn and

Mass.,

severely bruised and received a shock
nerves which prostrated her for a
Her

was

church, Rev. Mr. Lombard officiating.
Oct. 1.
Ch’e’er.
Kn»l

The Misses Stilson, of Cherryfleld,
guests of Mrs. Ezra Williams.

buried from the Cnion church Wed-

time.

to work.

Bradbury

of Job’s comforters

and two

George Garland returned to Massachusetts Tuesday.
Mrs. Edward Clarry, of Holden, is visiting her son, F. E. Mace.

to her

Cousins has gone to Salem, Mass.,

Kao.

Mrs.

of

Mrs. Carrie Havey, while alighting from
a carriage last
week, was thrown to the
ground by the sudden backward movement of the horse. The forward wheels
of the carriage passed over her body and
she was struck by the horse’s hoofs. She

in'. 1.

■

in

Tvadimt
a TvruiMi^

business.

thirty years. She was a kind
and will be missed. She leaves

E. E. Mills, of Brewer, is spending the

i.-in

There v.bean Titrated lecture st
t ,.n\h Wednesday evening
theMrtho.
by Rw. A. B. Car’ r, of East Machias.
Subject, Hen Hur.
Oct. 3.

on

Percy DeBeck
one

Sabbath here.

nesday, Rev. J. E. Lombard officiating.
Mrs. Darling was a quiet, domestic body,
always busy in and about her home, when

>

Frank
week

many of

Melvin Parker, of Waltham, Mass.,
of J. V. B.

wife

vessel with

John P. (Jordon loaded
last week.

eagerly watched,

Oct. 1.

The three-masted schooners “R. T.
Randlett” and “Cornelia Soule” loaded
last week at Blaisdetl's wharf and sailed
the former for Baltimore, the latter for

Bloomfield’s family moved their houseout of th" Knowles house to
Edward .'1 mi’s house. Ellsworth, on the
road,

Eugene,

were

a

Hbbrrttgcmmtg.

stone

Urvnl I’oikI.

friends in town.

Mrs J. E. Gott received a visit last
week from her sister-in-law, Mrs. Anna
Grover, of Bluehill.

*?urry

son

spinning

and

other pages.

W«**t Franklin.

work.

Brooklyn, came up from Hancock Point
to spend Saturday night and Sunday with

Luther B. Goodwin has built an extension on the ell of his house, connecting it
with his stable.

hold

J. Swan and

E.

passed

see

the

Mrs. Isabel Jacobs, of New York, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. E. C. Dyer,
Point avenue.

■week.

and

County Xetcs

wrist.
those present had never seen
The twin daughter of Fred Billings and
operation before. The costumes were
wife died Thursday afternoon of cholera
quaint and some of them very pretty. One
lady wore a silk dress with plain waist infantum.
and large flowing sleeves, with full short
Reports of business from the northern
woods are gratifying.
Her face was hidden by an enorskirt.
More is to be done
mous “coal-scuttle”
bonnet.
Another than for a long time.
wore an
old-fashioned “ehallie” dress
A paring-bee at George Springer's Monwith long pointed bodice to which was day night was well attended and lessened
sewed a very full skirt.
One had a large
his visible supply of apples and cider.
poke bonnet with flowers all aroumd the
A crew of men is finishing the slope in
inside of the brim.
Another had a good the
cut at east branch ridge, under the
imitation of the old “Navarino” bonnet.
direction of Bert
Hunt.
The Italians
Most of them wore the hair combed down
have gone east.
over the ears.
Some wore caps; the girls
Mrs. Josephine Darling died Monday,
wore their hair in nets.
One little girl
2t>.
Mrs. Darling was a native of
wore pantalettes.
Altogether it was quite Sept.
New York state, but had lived here nearly
a
show.
The proceeds go for church
as

Misses Bertha Barton, Katie Dyer and
Florence Dunn are at home from Northeast Harbor.

Ellsworth last

to

ing

stock.

other pages.

knitting-work

produced

I

COUNTY NEWS.
&bt additional

around the snuff-box,
another carded
rolls, while two others spun the yarn, the
one spinning the most in a given time
winning as a prize a large pumpkin. The
winner was Mrs. Josie Stanley. The card-

on

George C. Dyer is building an addition
to his stable for bis increasing high grade

■Sum.

Jasper Kane

page*.

Miss Georgia Scammon, of Eddington,
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. E. A. McNeil.

COUNTY NEWS.
Coun';/ Yeirs

other

sto

Miss Geneva Fernald is at home from
Bluehill, where she spent the summer.

be, but it is (he only paper that can prop
trly be called a COiTNTT paper; all tht
rest are merely local papers.
The circuitstion o/The American, barring the Bat
Harbor Record's summer list, is target
than that of all the other papers printed
n Hancock county.

Pot additioni.l

County News

Miss Genevieve West left Saturday
her return to Washington, D. C.

the only paper printed ir
Hancock county, and has never claimed f<
is

ICAN

*br additional

Street,” and others, closing with “Auld
Lang Syne”, “deaconed off” by one of the
number.
Then w hile several of the ladies

Franklin.

The Amkr

many.
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j

sick

discharge.

Oct. 3.

IfeJ I
mBkm

Positively

L.

cured by these

Little Pills.
Dr. ii. D. Averili, who enls-.icd in the
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
navy last spring and has been a t ing assist
ant surgeon on the U.S. ships “Lancaster”
Indigestion and Too Ilenrty Eating. A perand “Miautonomoh”, has gone to Nor- ; fect remedy for DIzdnes, Nausea, Drowsifolk to join the U. 8. 8. “Sciudia” for a
ness, Bad Taste in the V ‘h, Coated Tongue
trip around Cape Horn to San Francisco, Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
thence to Honolulu and Manila.
The Regulate the Bowels.
Purdy Vegetable.
“Scindia” will accompany the "Oregon” I
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
and “Iowa” to the Philippines.

Small Price.

Laniolufi.

Mrs. Stephen Young is visiting in Tren-

Who Have il;ea TtiOTI
ILnUIku
flniPQ Reeomnei
1
;he liEoT
_

ton.

Mary Coolidge has returned home j
from Bucksport.
Jefferson King is home from Massachu-

DR.
8Ur Crown B.-tm'

Mrs.

setts for

a

short

Mrs. Grace

Hodgkins

and two

iu

children

KING MEDICINE CO., Bex 1930, BCSrCN, MASS.
H.

Hfi
q]
*-/“**-*^*-/K*

Marlboro.

ing

has
is

gone to

u**

book.

Bath.

Oct. 3.

Mrs. Warren Graves

relief, no d*u ■ »r, ru> p-in.
i.
t.
year, by leading
A trial will coir,ince you t> fth.-jr intrinsic value
uf auppre.K 01.. Sci.J t* :i cent.
.hinplc and
All Druggists or by man f Lou > <•%.

moaials.

have returned home from

Adelbert Hodgkins
Harbor to work.

PENNYROYAL
t ILLS.
Immediate
U*ed for

visit.

Bat

in Boston visit-

j

3

Adapted to any business
profession, ruled, with

or

Contract and rn‘d6ddd.,Drj

throughout. Requires the least
A-‘I
to any
j Reem'fi
C
qu.-kiytime
Livt/UIl.l.n
and
and
!

i?

si-.-.-

Harry
Percy Bragdon. uoney. 6,000 used ».>d r. conicd. All kinds of
C. I,. Estey, wife and twin babies, who I sbor-^^ring records ou hand or ma le to order.
WALZaK IV. vEOl' IE "..blisher,
have boec spending the eumn.ui in thwir
150 Nassau St., New York.
her sous,

and

J
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AMHERST PAIR.
COUNTY

NORTHERN HANCOCK

second.

Mr. Smith alone

ty-four

varieties of

squashes,
hibit also

showed elgh-

apples,

eighteen

fifteen

kinds of peas.
included the largest

His

I

A

Dr. J. H. Patten was superinof the dining-room.
THE BALL.

ex-

squash,

SbfacrtiscmmtB.

Hussey,

tendent

ball, with which
always closes, was as
The

the

Amherst fail

►j

THE

URDAY

POST

A

high-grade

character

original

to

i

P

i

>

illustrated

;

of flat

Iippoiihp nf t ht> rhanirp

es.

THE GROUNDS.

ION

in

In the fair inclosure, which was
charge of Charles P. Silsby, the fakirs did
and the crowds were
a good business
amused. The cane stands, shooting gallery, the knock-down-the-baby game,
etc., each received its share of the public favor. The trained s€*al “Polly” and
her companion the alligator went through
their little acts and “talked” for the peo-

ple.
enterprising show company from
pitched its tent on the ground
In connecand captured a few' dollars.
Alvin llaney, of
tion with this sliow
Ellsworth Falls, gave an open-air exhibition of tight-wire walking, which pleased
t he crown mightily.
An

Ellsworth

But the star attraction of the fair was
“Rube” Hilton, the comedian trick bicycle rider. “Rube-’ found nn appreciative audience, w hich greeted his first appearance with uproarious laughter, and
kept him doing the tumble nr’ until be
bad to st'v from «beer inability to sit
v. iihout
down tender^
hitting a sore
-i. lppid down to ridspot. Then
ing costume and ?n’ tin crowd a exhibition of first-class trii k riding.
Monaghan'.-. Emu, of Ellsworth, which
played during the two days <>f he fair,
tim«. and added
helped to enliven
much to the fair.
% The exhil.iti'>n of stock wj bin the
...

.•

1

grounds

much

wut

huger than

nil A W1 Nil

The drawing
horses

c

both

on

al.

Cv NTKSTS.

of

.-ts

ni

caitie

days of the Ih

and

r were

ob-

jects of much interest. John l \mburner,
of Ellsworth, Ben jamin Wamn, uf Eddington, ami .bOm IEisIhih. of Mariaville,
acted

judges

as

on

oxen,

uni.

Mr.

Lym-

burner, Cl if Lon Woodward, of Ellsworth,
and S. S. (ioodw ir. of Ati.h

u»

horses.

Oxen.
A.

Seth

kenni-d'.

An

n,

1

---d,

tirst,

J.

I*,

Gro

r,

pounds.
Ernest

A mhvrst.

Pair

E.

Roberts,

An

Ritchie,

Ao

pounds.

second, 3,S14

Horse*.

pounds.
W.

Single Horses.

BALL

first, 3,429

GAME.

There was a ball game Wednesday afterbetween teams from Franklin and
Eddington. The Franklin team wonnoon

17._
IN THE

HALL.

The town ball never looked better than
it did this year, with its decorations of
red, white and blue, and the “flags of all
nations”, the wealth of quilts, and rugs
and mats which almost hid the walls, the
tables loaded with flowers, fruit and vegetables, and the array of art and fancy
work which tilled the stage and formed a

pleasing background.
The hall

was

in

charge of C. F. Sllsby,

assisted by John McDonald, vice-president
of the association. Secretary A. W.Silsby
was one of the busiest men in the hall.
The exhibition in the hall this year was
at least a third larger than on any previous year.

The hall

She also

received second

pickles, of which she showed
fourteen kinds, and third on jellies. The
first premium on pickles was won by Mrs.
J. H. Patten, whose reputation as a
pickle-maker is not confined to Amherst.
Mrs. Patten received second premium on
preserves. First premium on jellies was
won by Mrs. W. 1..
Hussey, of Amherst,
the second by Mrs. M. E. Grover.
premium

on

Mariaville

to tbe front

came

as

usual in

dairy department. Mrs. Fred Grover,
Mariaville, won lirst premiutn on print
batter, and Mis. E. C. Dunham, of the

the
of

«ame

place, second.

Mariaville, won lirst on
Jordan, of Waltham,

of

Brimmer,
cheese, Mrs.

Mrs. Eliza

Gilman

ond.

bread, too, Marias ille carried
off the palm, '-iking lirst, *>:eond and
third, the wim.t
being Mrs. S. I,. Brimmer, Miss Etbt Dunham and Mrs. Ethel
Fro.-1. But in y**mst bread, Amherst came I
to the front, Mrs. B. \V. Si Is by winning
lirst and Mrs. Clara Nickerson, second.
The display of cookery by girls was a
feature of the fair it removes all doubt
lbat the women of northern Hancock are
horn cooks. The first prize was won by
Edith Grover, i \wrora, aged eleven, who
exhibited fourteen dishes. The second
In brown

premium

was

Annie

by

won

Amherst, aged

tec.

Giles,

of

the third

by

Mabel

and

Grover, of Mariaville, aged twelve.
Dunham, of Mariaville, twelve

years of age, was an exhibitor in this department, and won second prize on brown

Mace,

girl

among adult
of Aurora, aged

competitors. Inez
thirteen, is another
cook.
curiosities or
in the hall. One of

who knows how to

number of

were a

Massachusetts (which then inMaine), in the war of 1812. The
commission is signed by Wm. Tudor, secretary of the commonwealth, and countersigned by Levi Lincoln, lieutenant
governor. A. \V. Silsby, of
Amherst,
grandson of Capt. Goodell Silsby, was
the exhibitor.
A family Bible printed in 1772 was exhibited by Samuel Scott, of Amherst.
A cotton plant with cotton raised by
Mrs. E. T. Hussey, of Amherst, from seed
received from Texas, attracted much attention.
Two white rats, exhibited by Bertie and
Eva Dunham, of Mariaville, amused all
wealth of

Ernest Roberts, Amherst, second, 3,031

pounds.

The

first premium.

There

pounds.

27 to

display of preserves and
particularly noteworthy.
Mrs. C. A. Richardson, who exhibited
twenty-four kinds of precerves, received

superiority.
pickles was

en
hirst, tirst, 5,132 specialties to be
the most interesting was the commission
ora, second, 5,055 of Goodell Bilsby as a captain in the second regiment of infantry of the common-

Walter Richardson, \uior9

score

millinery.
Iu the kitchen department the housewives of northern Hancock showed their

bread

4,295 pounds.

exhibited

also

were

years ago.
braided rugs made by Mrs. Mary Silsby,
of Aurora, aged eighty-six years, and Mrs.
Sally Moore, of Amherst, aged eighty-one
years, for both ot which the judges recommended gratuities.
In the a- department there were three
principal exhibitors of oil paintings—
Mrs. B. VV. Silsby, of Amherst; Mrs. Edgar Mclninch, of Great Pond, and Miss E.
I. Tibbetts, of Clifton.
Mrs. VV. J. Johnson and Mrs. M. E.
Grover, of Amherst, made exhibitions of

Ethel

follow.

The result

There

matter

the line.’

crowded, to the
racriflce, as has already been Intimated, of
an advantageous display of individual exhibits.
George F. Archer, Charles M. Smith and
Dr. J. H. Patten were large exhibitors.
There was a spirited rivalry between Mr.
Archer and Mr. Smith on general exhibit. Mr. Archer had the best display of
garden vegetables. Mr. Smith had the
second best; Mr. Smith had the best barley and the best collection of squash; Mr.
Archer had the Ik
wneat.the best collection of potatoes and the best collection of apples, with Mr. Smith a close
was

-,

WHAT DO THE CHILDREN DRINK?

Don’t give them tea or coiD
I f ive you tried
the new food drink called GKAt>-0? It la delicious and n urlahing and takes the
pmoc ■»(
coffee. The more Gialn-O you give the children the more health you distribute ihrough
their system-. Grain-O is made of pure arains,
and when properly prepared tastes like the
l.uf costs about U a*
choice grad*
much- All gr tcers -ell it. l'» and -Vic.

cluded

the children and many grown folks.
John McDonald, of Amherst, showed

Mr. McDonshiners, or live bait.
is going quite extensively in the live
bait business, and at his place has built
tanks for the care of the little fish which
the fishermen are so glad to get in winter.
C. M. Smith showed some peanuts ou
the vine, which were grown by him.
some

ald

THE BABY SHOW'.

The baby show was the feature of the
second afternoon.
There were not as

usual, beiug only five,
prizes enough to go

many entries as
there were

and

around.

They

were

awarded

as

follows;

Lavern Laughlin,
girl
Great Pond, first; Alta Richardson, Amherst, second; Katie Jellison, Amherst,
Handsomest

THE

DINING-ROOM.

The lower hall

dining-room,

1;

drawn work

was

and

uays of the fair

used

here

usual

as a

during the

two

as

large force was kept
busy serving meals to hungry fair-goers.
The meals were well prepared and well
a

served.

The pastry was prepared by Mrs. l7h.
Robinson and the meats by J. r Gregg
The supplies were furnished by Dunham

the

of

retained
be

.<1

S

O 011 II

pillow

We have the

world

writers

draw

to

the

literary

world

corps of contributors.

lUl'UUIlHIU,

1

eases, Mrs C P Sils-

every

by, Aurora, 1; drawn work handkerchief,
do. 1; mat, do, 1; silk chair cushion, Mrs
B VV Silsby, Aurora, 2; night dress, Mrs
Ervin Sumner, 1; apron, do, 2;
pin
cushion, do, 1; sofa pillow, Mrs Nettie
Silsby, 3; necktie, do, 2; apron, Miss
Mabel Kenniston, 3; picture throw, Mrs
Inez Frost, 3; sofa pillow Mrs C A Richardson, 1; Handkerchief case, do,2; pillow

;

best

practically

are

4

resources

The

upon.

J

a

impossible

matter

no

obtain,

as

original matter, the wealth of literature we have to
offer weekly. The handsome illustrations in the
Post are original.
To introduce it into your family, it will be mailed
week from now to January i, 1899, on receipt of

]
H

*

I

ONLY TEN CENTS,

Richardson,2; stockings,
do, 1; mittens, do, 2; six skeins yarn, do,
1; knit tidy, Mrs VV i, liusscy, 1; puoto
chsp, do, 1; six pairs woolen stockings,
Mrs Laura Roberts, 2; four pairs gloves,
do, 1; print quilt, Ladies’ Aid Society, 2;
crochet slurnoer robe, 1; picture throw,
Miss May Scott, 1; silk quilt, do, 1; drawn
work centre piece, Mrs M E Kenniston,

(The regular subscription

is

J2.50

per

•l

year)
J

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY.

2; crochet lace, Miss Vivian Kenniston, 1;
yarn rug, Mrs VV L liusscy, 3; lace handkerchief, Mrs Nettie Siishy, 2; picture
throw, M rs A N Jewett, 2; pin cushion.
Mrs Laura Jewett, 2; chair tidies, Mrs A
VV Jewett. 1; hed scarf, do, 2; braided rug,
Mrs Ernest Rowe, Aurora, 3; crochet tidy,
Miss LilliRti Leughlin, Great Pond, 2; sofa
Baldwin, do. 3; yellow bellflower, do, 1;
pillow. Mrs B L Mine, Aurora, 2; table Wagner, do, 1; 1H greening, do, 1; Black
mats, do, 1; splasher. M rs J H Patten,];
Oxford, do, I; Koxjbury russet, do, 1;
crochet ru.
Mra C 1* Sii.-by, Aurora, 1, Duelings, do, 2; Bed Astrachan, do, 1;
•vool stockings, Mrs Gilman Jordan, WalNorthern Spy, do, 1; Purler, Mrs Susan
tham, 3; blanket, do, 1; crochet bee. Miss Crosby, Aurora, 1; Taimau sweet, Mrs
\ I S.in,ik, < h eat Pond, 2; apron, do, 1;
Oilman Jordan, Waltham. 3; lluhbardquilt, do. 1; urawn work petticoat, Mis st e, Mrs P A Cook, Waltham, 1; GravenEzra Williams, Greal Pond, 1; pants, do,
-tei.i, do, 1; Porter, E Z Brown, Clifton,
1, ntcKtie, Miss Hat t ic Joi.I.tii, Waltham, 2; Wealthy, do, 1; Canada Baldwin, do, 1;
1; i.-iazy qui t. M .Hi Edit.h Grover, 'i mra, Wagner, Geo ! Archer 3; Northern Spv.
giatuity; kail rug, Mrs A A Tibbetts,
J 1* Gregg, 2 (extra); Wolf River, Mrs
k’tnton, 1; diawn rug, Miss Cora Penney, j Eva A Gregg, 2; Eameuse, do, i; goliitn
Marirtvo.t 1; infam’s jacket, Mrs Bernice russet,
do, 1; Nort nern Spy, do, 2; GravenI
,* y,
VN
Waitham, 1; underwaist, do, 1; stein, Mrs S L Brimmer, Mariaville, 3;
d. i,i.
di>, 2; hat marks, Mrs M L Nicker
Pann use, do, 2; Astrachan, do, 3.
non, 2; slipp. rs, Miss Lizzie Treadwell,
Miscf lla twous Fru its.
Edinwiii th, 1; boniion doily, Mrs Herbert
Concord grapes, Geo F Archer, 1; sweet
Moore, Ellsworth, 1; table mats, do, 2;
afghan, do, 2; head-rest, Libel Frost, p ar- Mrs Susan Crosby, Aurora, 3; cranMariaville, 2; twenty-five samples lace, berries, Mrs Gilman Jordan, Waltham, 3,
plums. C M Smith, 3; p'.umn, do, 1; pear*,
Mrs Ervin Sumner, 1. Gratuities recom<io. 1; pears, E Z brown, Clifton, 2; eranmended for t raided rug, Mrs Mary Silsby,
'h
do, : dam-ons, do. 2; grapes, Mrs
a
and
Mrs
Aurora,
years,
Sally Moore, Sherrie-,
E Brimmer, Muriaviile, 2; cranberries,
Amlitrat, age SI years.
do. 2.

Philadelphia

11
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JudgesLaughiin,

Marntvilb
Cotswold buck, Deilie McDonald, 1, Jersey row. MIhh Jennie Dunham, Mariaville,
1; Holstein CHif, Fred Grover, Mariaville,
1; Holstein heifer, do, I; grade Jersey
cow, Lafayette Hanseom, 1; grade Holstein, Fred Grover. Mariaville, 2; Durham
ealf, E L Silsby, Aurora. 1 ; Jersey cow,
Dr J H Fatten, 3; do, Mrs Geo W Rodick,
2; grade Holstein heifer, 1. E Crosby, 1;

ston, 1.

AND

DAIRY.

W Billings, Eddington;
Mrs Albion Archer, Mariaville; Mrs Ami
Mrs A

Tourtelotte, Amherst.
Maple syrup, Mrs John McDonald, 3;

butter, Mrs Fred Grover, Mariaville. 1;
C Dunham, Mariaville, 2; honey, C
F Silsby, Mariaville, 1; yeast bread, Mrs
B W Silsby, 1; cooking by girls, Edith
Grover, Aurora, age 11 (14 dishes), 1; jelly,
Mrs W L Hussey, 1; preserves, Mrs C A
Richardson, 1; pickles, do, 2; jelly, do, 3;
Mrs E

maple syrup,l.ldo, 2; cooking, Mabel Giles,
age 10 (8 dishes), 2; maple syrup, Mrs
Clara Nickerson, 1; cheese, Mrb Eliza
Brimmer, Mariaville, 1; brown bread,
Mrs Ethel Frost, MariaviUe, 3; yeast
bread, Mrs Clara Nickerson, 2; cooking,
Annie Grover, age 12 (5 dishes), 3; pickles,
Mrs J H Fatten, 1;
preserves, do, 2;
cheese, Mrs Gilman Jordan, Mariaville, 2;
jelly, Mrs M E Grover, 2; brown bread,
Ethel Dunham, 2; brown bread. Mrs S L
Brimmer, Mariaville, 1.
FRUIT.

Judges
Lawford,

Abram Penney, Clifton; H A
Bar Harbor; J A Leach. Am-

herst.

Apples.
assortment, Geo F Archer, 1;
D M Smith, 2. Golden russet, E II Oreutt,
1; R I greenings, J H Patten, 2; crab, E C
Dunham, Mariaville, 2; golden russet, do,
i; Baldwin, Geo F Archer, 2; Porter, do,
1; Ben Davis, do, 1; Asttachau, tio, 2;
Duchess of Oldenburg, do, 1; Talman
*weet, do, 2;Gravenstein, do, 2; Alexander,
J G Dunham, 1; Wagner, J ii Nickerson,
1; bellllower, do, 3; crab, do, 1; Wolf
River,: L H Robinson, 3; Alexander, Geo
Drcutt, 2; wealthy, do, 2; ilubbnrdstone,
[ W Haslem, 2; McIntosh red, B W Silsby,
l (extra i; Northern Spy do, 3; Roxbury
russet, U J Clark, 2; R 1 grecningy, do, 3;
bellllower, Elijah Richardson, 2;Fameuse,
io, 3; Alexander, F O Silsby, 3; Wolf
River do. 1; Talman sweet, C M Smith, 1;
:rab, do, 3; HubUtfrcictoL**. do. 3; Canuda
For best

M B

'■ellow sweet

Squash.
.1 H. Patten, Amherst,

3; marrow, do, 2; Boston marrow, C P
Silsby, Aurora, 1; the Victor, C M Smith,
2; Marblehead, do. 2; New Faxon, do, 1;
white chestnut* do, 1; Boston marrow,
do, 3; Metcalf, do, 1; Warren, do, 1; yellow turban, do, 1; golden hubbard, B W
Silsby, 1 (special); Marblehead, do, 1;
erookneck, Fred (trover, 1; Victor, do, 1;
white chestnut, do. 2; Hubbard, M BSilsby. Aurora, 1; Hubbard, S E Nickerson,
3, mammoth Hubbard, George Archer, 2;
Faxon,
do, 2; erookneck, C M Smith, 2.
j
Miscellaneous Vegetables.
Parsnips, J H Patten, 1; ruta-baga turI nips, Watson Mace, Aurora, 2; Kohl rabi,
J li Patten, 1; horse carrots, do, 2; cauliflower, do, 3; cucumbers, do, 3; martynia,
do, 1; muskmelon, do, 1; watermelon,
do, 2; pear tomatoes, do, 1; red tomatoes,
do, 1; red Wethersfield onions, do, 3; trace
pop corn, do, 1; sw eet corn, do, 2; cabbage,
do, 2; citron, do, 3; table beets, do, 3; intermediate beets, do, 1;’table beets, EC
Dunham, Mariaville, 2; sweet corn, CF
Silsby, Mariaville, 3; salsify, Geo F Archer,
1; sawkard beets, do, 2: peppers, do, 1;
cauliflower, do, 1; ruta-baga turnips, do,
] ; mammoth white cucumbers, do,2; cabbage, Archerson Johnston, 1; carrots, J
H Nickerson, 3; carrots, do, 2; red pop
corn. P G Sumner, 2; citron, Snm’l Giles,
Aurora, 1; intermediate beets, Elijah
I'ichardsou, 3; carrots, do, 1; cucumber,
C M Smith, 1; vine peach, do, 2; turnip,
do, 1; salsify, do, 2; cauliflower, do, 2;
parsnips, do, 1; carrots, do, 3; cabbages,
do, 3; field corn, do, 2; peas, do, 1; yellow-eye beans, Fred Grover, Mariaville, 2;

|

corn, Luther

PAINTINGS

AND

Penney,

Clif-

FLOWERS.

an

wie

*>•

-e!
was
jf the ciptain of th**
f l TOG,
theft-'
bringing to Ameri. n,
who
v* '•otr.e
a mysterious pas-»d gocR on to tell
aboard at Hamburg,
what happened one dev when rH- pns

don’t

believe

on my ship as r
Dane;
you’re anyth:: ? of the

“The passenger smiled; the snide was
•:r• tl• i;ull of perspicacity a; ;
and
followed wit!
‘Pray tel?
then,
\ hat you believe me to be?’
“At this question Captain Ew.ng fidg,.c:
eted, lies itated, and hnahj hi.,
-f.Tilii,
ace a
y
“Well, to be 1.
.•

gambler.

You’ve we'l-nigh

re

v*

1

*ir-

self at home, and are now
-mg to
fleece the fools you hud on shoo1.
.*•
d
i!.
“The young man's
the next minute be turned
-.in.
lowered his voice and replied
“‘Captain Ewing, as you have studied
me during this voyage, so 1 ha
studied
:at
you. 1 have comet, t!:.
man
he
urea
to
trusted.
1
am
I.rui-,
you
Philippe, lluc d'Orleans, eldest son of t hat
Louis Philippe d'Orkuus, who was s.ain
*
Novby the guillotine on the seventh
ember, almost three years non.5
~

B W .Sils-

pnn try.

George Downing,Clifton WoodJohn Lymburner, Ellsworth.
Plymouth Kock fowls, C M Smith, land
2; John McDonald. 3; black Langslmn
chicks, Lafayette Hanscom, 1; Wysndottes, L E Crosby, 1: Lafayette Hanscom,
2; partridge Cochins, Wm Frost, Mariaville, 1; E LSilshv, Aurora, 2; buff Cochins, Mrs S E Crosby, Aurora, 1; brown
Leghorns, Win Grover, 1; geese, C M
Smith, 1.
Judges

ward and

|

in

was

flowers, do, 3; fruit, do, 2.

Mrs

PbPPipo'*

Toni*

America

-v: > in
T ■'
interesting
••’hr-,
Journal. \Y:"k’.?r Per’’’.1rue suspicion tlmt in. -••p«ed :r the
in ft
n

II

kind.’

Oil Paintings.
Landscape, Mrs B W Silsby, 2; marine,
do, 2; vegetables, do, 1: flowers, do, 1; on
satin, 1; hand-painted tire screen, Mrs ()
H Buzzell, gratuity;
fruit. Mrs Edgar
Mcluinch, 1; landscape, do, 1; flowers, do,
2; marine, Miss E 1 Tibbetts, Clifton, 3;

paintings,

to

•you took passage

ble decoration.

Best collection
Amherst.

Voyage

I

pansies, asters, verbenas, balsams, phlox,
dahlias, gltidiolas, zinnias, stocks, petunias, collection sweet peas, and dinner ta-

by,

of

Incident

An

senger said: “‘Si- thi* m no* the hrs:
occasion upon which have ohser .-i •’ the
attentive scrutiny yon bestow upon me.
May 1 inquire the reason?’
“‘Sir,’ responded the cand’d c?’ ,ein>

Judges Mrs Ezra Williams, (it Pond;
Mrs Eugene Foster, Amherst, W J1 Titus,
El N wort h.
Collection potted plants, Mrs Letitia
Silsby, 1; Mrs Clara Nickerson, 2; Mrs E
T Hussey, honorable mention for cotton
plant; Sirs Laura Roberts, honorable
Mrs Geo F
mention for potted plants.
Archer, Amherst, received first premium
for collection of cut flowers, and flrst on

,

d.niTJU”

Aurora, 2; red popcorn, L W

ton, 1.

Chick, Clifton; Martin
Eddington; 11 E Wakefield, Bar

White chestnut.

SiLhy,

Haslem.3; onions, CM Smith, 2; yellow
corn, L L Silsby, Aurora, 1; peas, \V
| Hussey, 2; yellow-eye beans, C M Smith,
2; carrots, ('. F Archer, 1: variety beam,
Vera Archer (14 varieties), 1; tomatoes.
j C M Siiiiih, 2; table beets, NVm Frost,'
| MariaviMe, 1; watermelons, .J F Gregg. 1;
; citron, do, 2; pumpkins, do, 1; pole bea is,
j F .1 Brown. CFfton, 2; tree beans, do, 1;
yellow-eye hears, do. 1; onions, do. 1;

Moses

Best display potatoes, Geo E Archer;
second best, C M Smith; biggest squash.
C M Smith; biggest pumpkin, J ll Batten; heat display garden vegetables, Geo
F Archer; second best, C M Smith; best
peck wheat. Geo F Archer; best bariey, C
M Smith; second best, Geo F Archer; best
oats, Geo F Archer; second best, C M
Smith; best collection squash, C M Smith;
second best, Geo F Archer.
Potatoes.
American Wonder. J H Patten. 1: Carmen No 3, do, 3; Empire State, do, 1;
Pride of America, C F Silsby, Mariaville,
1, New Queen, do, 1; Rural New Yorker,
Geo F Archer, 2; Carmen No 3, do, 1;
Early Maine, do, 2; Dakota red, do, 2;
Beauty of Hebron, Herbert Dunham, 1;
Early Maine, Archerson Johnston, 1;
Early Northers, U S Jordan, 1; Early
Ohio, Elijah Richardson, 2; Beauty of
Hebron, C M Smith, 3; Fill basket, do, 1;
Early Ohio, do, 1; Empire State, Harry
Silsby, 2; Dakota reds, do, 1; Beauty of
Hebron, do, 2; Early Fortune, S E Nickerson, 2; Carmen No 1, do, 2; Early Fortune, Win Frost, Mariaville, 1; Rural NewYorker, J F Gregg, 3; New- Queen, E J
Brown, Clifton, 2.

KING TAKEN T OY:

turnips, do, 2; tomatoes, do, 3; pumpkin,

llart»or.

Jersey bull, James Craney-, Aurora, 2;
grade Jersey lieifer, do, 1; grade Holstein
cow, Elijah Richardson, 1; grade Jersey
heifer, do, 2; grade Jersey bull, C M
Smith, 1; polled Angus heifer, do, 1; pair
steers, Joshua Nickerson, 1; grade Jerseyheifer, Myrl Chick, 2; one-year-old grade
Jersey heifer, do, 3; native bull, L H Robinson, 1; grade Jersey heifer, John F
Gregg, 3; Holstein cow, Fred Grover,
Mariaville, 2; grade Durham, Archie JohnKITCHEN

1-

VEGETABLES.

Judges John Lym burner, Ellsworth;
Benj Warren, Eduington; John Haslem,

Judges

j
i

eases, Mrs Abbie

.1

;
*

It would

for any magazine,
how boundless its wealth, to

1; ladies’ worsted mittens, do, 1; braided
rug, Mrs Zelotis Fletcher, 1; patchwork
quilt, do, 3; braided rug, Mrs Homer Sllsby,2; children’s hose, do, 1; mittens, do,
2; mittens, Mrs B VV Siisoy, 3; hat mark,
Mrs Sadie Robinston, 1; handkerchief
case, Mrs B VV Silsby, 1; drawn rug, Mth
John Giles, Aurora, 2; head rest, Mrs Vira
l^aughlin, Aurora. 1; chair cushion, do, 1;
drawn rug, do, 3;
crochet rug, do, 2;
stockings, Mrs Susan Treadwell, Aurora,

—

third.
Handsomest boy—Cecil Dunham, Mariaville, first; Cecil Brown, Clifton, second.
The judges were James Rice, Bangor*
Jerome Cummins, Eddington; and Ezra
N. Williams, Great Pond.

of

DEPARTMENT.

IWlll,

each week the

art, bringing together the choicest bits of literature from all
modern sources and giving them a deserved place together, ‘on

Judges Miss] F. Tibbetts, Clifton ; Mrs
Archer, Amherst; Mrs Howard Crosby, Aurora.
v

to the best

to

A D

IllnU

and

tone

best in the newspapers, periodicals and books of the world
It
will aim to be to contemporary literature what a Salon exhibit is

exhibitor is from
Amherst.
Figures indicate premium, whether first,
second or third:

1 1U11IC

in

In addition

obtainable, the Post will present

omitted,

LADIES’

weekly magazine, equal

the best of the monthlies.

>

night, as the dancing is held in the hall
which must first be cleared of exhibits.
Some who went to the fair Wednesday expecting to attend the ball that evening
went home disappointed, but they advertised the tuir to others, and the second
day saw as big an attendance as the first,
while the dance seemed to suffer nothing

i

*

usual a crowning
weight sixty-two pounds, and the largest
cucumber, weight seven pounds. An- feature. The hall was crowded, at least
other cucumber, not so heavy bat longer, 125 couples being on the floor. MonaBIGUEfTT ANI) BEST EXHIBITION IN ITS
measured twenty-two inches.
ghan, of Ellsworth, furnished music.
HISTORY—AN AGRICULTURAL
Dr. Patten’s exhibit was not as large as Many from the surrounding towns drove
FAIR.
to Amherst just to attend the ball, and
the others, nor as large as he has made in
previous years, but there was a liberal all report the usual good time.
The fair of the Northern Hancock agriFAIR NOTES.
sprinkling of blue and red tags over his
cultural society at Amherst closed the end of the table when the
The Northern Hancock agricultural sojudges hat'
for
this
in
Hancock
fair season
county
finished their work.
ciety Is doing good work.
year. The up-river fair Is purely an agSome splendid field and sweet corn was
The managers of the fair through The
wholesome
ricultural exhibition—a good,
shown.
E. L. Silsby, of Aurora, showed American thank the
judges for their
country fsir, without the modern fea- some eight-row, red field corn, the first of services.
tures which make the so-called “agri- the kind ever shown at thia fair. J
If the agricultural exhibit at the Amcultural fairs” of to-day a travesty on
E. Z. Brown, of Clifton, Mrs. S. L.
herst fair continues to grow, where will
the original country fair. And that a Brimmer and Fred
Grover, of Mariaville,
it all?
purely agricultural fair still appeals to and U. J. Clark and J. G. Dunham, of they put
The
order preserved during the
the public, is proven by the annually ingood
Amherst, were among the large exhibifair was due largely to the police force in
creasing crowds at the Amherst fair.
tors of apples.
The up-river fair too Is doing another
Mrs. George F. Archer, as usual, made charge of F. O. Silsby and Deputy Sheriff
L. E. Crosby, who were assisted by H. A.
and a greater work than that of pleasing one of her excellent exhibits of
flowers,
the crowds—it is stimulating the ngricul- almost
Jellison and U. J. Clark.
one table.
Of sweet peas
tilling
tura! interests of the northern Hancock alone she showed
The reporter heard whispers of a dancforty-two
varieties,
county towns, improving the farms and though she raised at her gardens this ing platform within the fair enclosure
the
to
the farmers, adding
productiveness
year fifty-eight varieties. Mrs. Archer next year, and then there could be dancof one and the prosperity of the other.
has been an exhibitor and a prize-winner ing each night of the fair, without the
h
to
The impetus given
farming
proven
this year at four fairs- -Bangor, Ellsworth, necessity of clearing out the hall.
the
and
quality
by the fact that each year
An exhibitor who was missed from the
Eddington ami Amherst, and her gardens
quantity of the agricultural exhibit have have been represented through other ex- agricultural
department was J. F. Emery,
shown decided improvement, until this
hibitors at Lewiston and Portland.
of Great Pond.
Mr. Emery was an interyear finds t ho town hall all too small to
The display of fancy work this year was
ested visitor to the fair, but made no exadvantageously display the products, creditable, ns it
always is. The array was hibit this year. At planting time last
which for quality and variety rank with a
startling one for the judges, not only spring Mr. Emery was on his back with a
the best.
the table on the platform being occupied
broken hip, from the effects r<f which he
The fair was supposed to open Tuesday,
by the work, but the walls of the hall is still compelled to use crutches.
and
it
rRi•
of
that
but the
day prevented,
being covered with quilts and rugs. In
was decided fo continue the fair through
PREMIUM LIST.
this department Mrs. Eva A. Gregg exthe
"his necessitated
post- hibited a quilt made by her great-aunt,
Thursday.
Following is a complete list of preuntil
Thursday Miss
ponement of the hall
Lydia Putnam Silsby, seventy-five miums awarded. Where name of town is

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ILtgal yotirrs.
^SlATtrOiTlAlNl.’
Hancock ss.—At a pro.,ate c«
lul.i at
Bluehil
in ami for the county
f Han01
the sixth uay of Seinetnher, in the
year of our Lord one t housand eight u.ndred
and .ninety-eight.
A
CERTAIN instrument purportit ; to be
a' V a copy of the Iasi wn .«:ui : mu o ut ot
Richard 1*. Buck, late of Brooklyn,
u
the
and state of New \
decounty ofandKings,
of the probate thereof io said
ceased,
a
state of New York, «.
bout i< ut 1; also
a certain instrument ourporting to be a ropy
of the h.st will ami testament ot Kmelmet'.
.-our y
Buck, lite of Brooklyt:, in tin
ot
Kings, and state of New York. dec°as T and
of the probate thereof m >.tid
m
iti
\**w
.<
hi.':
York, duly authenticate
j.e
f probati i,
sented to the judge
<.,.i
aid
connty of Hancock, for the uurpo.se
being
allowed, filed and record'd in tb
; roba'.t
court ot our aid county of Hancr-ck
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested th rein, by p
Thing
a copy of this order t brre v rrks sum
:\>*ly
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
;•
til
at
Ellsworth.
>t
Hanprinted
county
cock, the first publication •.» be *brV"
ckt,
at least, before the first nay o
N>
her,
ai
u
a. d. 1898, that they n:
at.
p
court to bt
held at
Ellsworth, in and for
said county of Hancock, at teu.o’clock in the
th
iav<
forenoon, and show t iusi
against the same
•). P. (TN N 1 NO HA M, J udge or probate.
A true copy of origit
1 order of cour,.
Attest:—Chas. p. Dork, KicisU-i.
>

cock,

Charm* aud Luck.

More than half the men I know wear in
their pocket somo sort of talisman—a coin
of odd date or old or foreign or of strange
metal, the inevitable rabbit foot of the
true graveyard variety, marbles, small
stones, vials, a poker chip, a rubber band, j
anytnmg found by chance or presented by
Whenever a charm of any kind
a friend.
fails to bring good luck to the wearer, he
stx'ks occasion to give it to some dear acquaintance, who after trying its potency
for awhile and failing to make it work,
passes it in turn to some ono he wants to
“get even” with. There is a leading citizen of this city who has carried two glass
marbles in his pocket these seven or eight
years, and he lias rubbed them together
so much l»etween his fingers that the harder has worn a hole in the softer. He would
not part with them for gold and precious

stones.—New York Press.
Hard

Luck.

Guest—It’s sad about the man who was
found dead in his room from blowing out
’the gas.
Hotel Clerk—Yes, it’s too bad. Nobody
has claimed the body, and as ho paid his
last dollar for the room wo don’t know
Who is going to pay for the gas.—Viin.
—

Hoodooed.

Perry Patettic—I

seen tho new moon
my left shoulder.
Watson—That
settles’t. I’ll
Wayworn
bet the very next placo yon ask ler work
you git it.—Cincinnati Enquirer.

over

The only place to get bargains is at the
store that advertises fo: your trade.

;

■

;

patents:
Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained a-’d a Patent business conducted lor Moderate Fees.
Our office Is opposite U. S. I’at i. -‘idi
We
uaveluo Bub-agcncle.', all buTnes^ direct, hence
can transact patent business in less time find ns
LESS COST than th. --o remote I'roxu Wash-

ington.

Send model, drawing, or photo, with description. We advise, if p c
t, Treat*
u
charge. Our fee not due til! j aten*
A book, “How io obtain Patents," with Terences to actual clients lit your stat*., county, or
town, aent free. Addr■

•>

C. A. SNOW & Co..
Opposite

Vateot

Office, Washington, l) <J.

Jbr additional County Xews

other pages.

see

County

For additional

Xeirs

see

other page*.

Hrookltn.

Banff HarTtnr.

Mrs. Lucy A. Redman visited at A. G.

Mrs. George Billings has returned from
visit to friends in Eddington.

A

Blake’s last week.

Sedgwick Tuesday

Miss Myra Wilson has gone to Atlantic
to teach during the fall and winter.

in

O. W. Kittredgeand Miss May Kittredge
rode to Trenton Sunday to visit relatives.

E. P. Herrick and wife go to
to-day to visit friends.

The fishing schooner “Vanguard”, Capt.
Henry Lawrence, was in the harbor last

Kimball,

Harvest home at

E. N. Benson and wife, of Bar Harbor,
guests at Dr. Willis Watson’s over
Sunday.

ing

Capt. E. K. Norwood is stopping at his
home on the west side, after several
months’ absence at sea.

J. Herrick came home from
She will spend tbe
Boston Saturday.
winter in Brooklin.

hall

Thursday.

last

The

no minister here at present,
Sunday school is the only exercise in
the church on Sundays.
Sunday, Oct. 2, Mrs. Phebe Milliken

There is

and

Columbia

delegation

from Deer Isle did not

A.

James E. Stanley goes to Boston to
join the steamer State of Maine” in the
capacity of stevedore.

wife.

pected

go to

ex-

reached the

appear, but

aud

ripe

age of

eighty-nine

years,

many friends made her

few of her

a

quite a number of young people an informal call to congratulate her at
Of the vicinity and from near-by villages “Look Out House” where she has
spent
present.
the summer. They were kindly enterNews was received here Friday night tained, and after refreshments and singthe death of Saxon Neal, young- ing bade her good-bye hoping she may
of
est son of the late Dr. Neal. The young
yet see many more happy days. Among
man died in Fall River, Mass., whence he
those present were: A. 1). Bray and wife,
there

had

was

gone

for

for

treatment

diabetes.

Eben

Mrs. Neal and his brother George were
with him. The interment took place

Sunday
was

at

Pembroke.

much beloved

ple here.

The young man
by all the young peoa member of the base

He was
for the past two years.

ball team
®Oct. 3.

rV.ln

H.

Mrs. Angela llamor, of Hull’s Cove, has
visiting relatives here the past week.
G. N. Rich, who is employed at Bar
Harbor, on the police force, has returned
home.
of

guests

Knowles,

family

his sister,
week.

Mrs,

is

Lottie G.

last

Penobscot.

Ezra

Buela

children.
The deceased

DUNHAM.

of Penobscot’s

most

died

young man of unthrift and adaptability.
He devoted himself to bis business with
common

Dedham.

industry,

and

hended the

Everett Black has finished work at Great
W7orks and is at home.

was a

energy,

zeal

rare

J. E. Turner has been chosen juryman.

shortness

if

as

of

his

he

appre-

existence,

into it the best
He
results of his overworked powers.
was strictly moral in his
habits, and a
devoted member of the Methodist church.
His funeral Friday, in the Methodist
Episcopal church, was attended by a
and

The meeting for bible study was held
with Mrs. Nellie Turner Friday evening.

Friday

one

three

M.

left

OF EZRA

Dunham,

quite sudden'y
He
from appendicitis on Wednesday.
had been ill for some days, but was
thought to be improving when a sudden
change came over him and he quietly
passed away. He leaves a widowr and

of

Guy Hutchings

Leach found several ripe strawfew days ago.

esteemed citizens,

Addie

Boston.
Oct. 3.

a

DEATH

J. Emery and little son
Salisbury Cove, are visiting
her parents, N. W. Higgins and wife.
Mrs. Phosia Mayo and little daughter
Martha left Saturday to accompany her
husband, Capt. Howard Mayo, on a trip

Dr.

n

eighty years old and in the enjoyment
good health.
G. B. A.
Oct. 3.

Miss Jessie Leland, who has been at the
Somes bouse the past season, has returned home to Indian Point.

to

W.
XI-i f

of

berries

Mrs.

F.

YY’oorrutt

Powers, A. F. Blake, Hollis Stanley, May
family of Aline
Flye, proprietor of “Look Out”. Mrs.
Mrs.
Mil liken,
Susan Bray, cousin of

Miss Jennie Richardson has returned
from Southwest Harbor, where she has
been stopping for a year.

liewell,

wife.

and

mifa

Hall
wife,

to visit

his sisters in Brewer before returning to
his home in Florida.

was

anxious to crowd

large number of relatives and neighbors.
The pulpit was covered with evergreen
and flowers, and floral tributes in proRev. Mr.
fusion surrounded the casket.

Visitors in town are William Sleeper,
wife and daughter, of Milford, and Mrs.
Rose Reeves and children, of Bradford.
1

A party of twelve ladies from Bangor Bailey preached the
drove through Dedham Saturday to view ,
Oct. 3.
the autumn-tinted scenery. They had h|
on Cowing'a ledge overlook- j North I.amasp*.
dinner
picnic
mg

Phillips

lake.

Drs.

Oct: 3.

oath that

lyrical

re--

Should trumpet to the universe the worthy
name of Brown.
And, though his own weak pinions failed to
reach the heights of song,
His genius hatched a brilliant scheme to help
his oath along.
And all his little youngsters, as they numer-

ous^

came.

He christened after poets in the

pantheon of

fame.
That their poetic prestige might impress them
and inspire
A noble emulation to adopt the warbling lyre.
And Virgil Brown and Dante Brown and Tasso
Brown appeared.
And Milton Brown and Byron Brown and
Rhakespeare Brown were reared.
Longfellow Brown and Schiller Brown arrived
at man’s estate.
And Wordsworth Brown and Goldsmith Brown
filled up the family slate.
And he believed his gifted boys, predestined
to renown.

Ln time would roll the bowlder from the bur
led name of Brown.
But still the epic is unsung and still that
Is

worthy name
missing from the pedestals upon the hills of

fame.
For Dante Brown’s
And

vegetable
peddler
line,
Byron Brown is pitching for the Tuacar«*ra

a

ln the

B.

their

Allen

and

sermon.

Clarence

H.

Holt

visited

parents Sunday.

William

Kane, wife and daughter
Meta, from North Brooksville, have been
the guests of Mrs. Alinon Gray and Mrs.
John Black the past few days.

atj&rrttsnnmts.

nine.

Longfellow Brown, the lightweight, is a pugil
ist of note.
And Goldsmith Brown’s a deckhand on n Jer
w y ferryboat.
In Wordsworth Brown Manhattan has an e*
tunable cop.
And Schiller Brown’s an artist in a Brooklyn
barber shop.
A roving tar is Virgil Brown upon the bounding seas.
And Tasso Brown is usually engaged In muk
ing cheese.
The cobbler’s bench is Milton Brown's, and
there he pegs away.
And Shakespeare Brown makes cocktails in a
Cripple Creek cafe.
—Syracuse Courier.

Gripe

! it is what

;

!

cough

may

The worst of

steamer flirtation is that
less bound to see it
through. Gilchrist went to Las Palmas,
in Grand Canary, by a British African
boat, because they start from Liverpool,
near which port he resided.
Mrs. Whitehead went by the same steamer, because
she thought there was less likelihood of
meeting people who knew her there than
there would lx? on one of the bigger and
faster Cape boats which go from the south
of England.
And. to further this coy dosire. she decapitated her name and appeared on the purser’s list as Mrs. White.
Gilchrist foregathered with her before they
had brought Holyhead over the quarter,
because ho and she were the only two passengers who had not soon the necessity of
you

are

going

more

] HALE'S

a

or

below to lie down.

“Will you let me lash your deck chair?”
he said by way of introduction.
“The
sea’ll get worst? soon when we open up the
channel more, and you may get a nasty

spill.
He very naturally got leave to do that
quite naturally wedged himself in a
beside her and began to talk. That
was the beginning of it all.
By the time
they had got abreast of Land s End ho had
discovered that her Christian name was
Edith, and by the time they had cross<*d
and

corner

the bay and were carrying the brown hills
of Portugal along on their beam ho had
dropped into the habit of letting slip the
name of Edith with the most skilled unconsciousness whenever there was none
else within earshot.
He was not exactly new to this sort of
more was she.
They owned
cheerfully. “I do halo callow youths.” said Mrs. White, and,
“When I
linu myself paired off with
schoolgirls under two and twenty,” wild

■

____________

_

Blood

i

wiii

*

1 Tell

■

:ause

might

to

better
of the

1

s«h*

two

or

KLLS WORTH

a

FALLS.

E. N. Stover is home from Jonesport for
few days.
C. W. Smith and wife

last week

visiting

were

in Amherst

relatives.

LIST of PRICES

J. O. Whitney and wife, with «i few
friends, spent Sunday at Lamoine Point.
Quite a number from here are Attending the religious services at North Ells-

into

FOR THIS MONTH.

worth.

C. M. Whitcomb is making
building of a barn

tions for the
home

on

Our store is only a few steps from Main
street, and it will pay you to call and look
at our goods and prices whether you want

preparahis

near

Mill street.

to

Miss Mattie Webber, who Ijrs been in
Bar Harbor through the summer, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Edward Tredic.

James

Taylor

Joseph Brown,

and

quits?”
“My excellent sir, the ‘feelings’

|

j

j

j

j

;

j

are

go-

ing to cost you a cool thousand if you pay
for them now.”
“Don’t you wish you may get it?”
‘‘I don’t very much mind, because I
shall ask for ten thousand if wo fight, and
I should very much prefer to finger ten.”
Gilchrist didn’t swear, first, because it
is rude to swear before a lady, and, secondly, because he didn’t know words
enough to do justice to the occasion. Instead he went into the saloon and wrote
out a chock, for which he recdved a very
satisfactory document in retwrn. Afterward he went ashore.
He met Mrs. White-Whitehead frequently during the ensuing month in Las
Palmas, and they always bowed to one
another most cordially, but they never
spoke. She was always with another man,
and once when ho went into the hotel
where they were staying he found out tho
other man’s name. Then ho whistled
again most thoughtfully. The name was
not new to him.
He had read it several
times before In the very same papers where
he had read so much about Mrs. Whitehead.—Cutliffe Hyne in Sketch.
Unprofessional? It’s Miraoulout
“He 6eems to be pretty prosperous. Why
don’t you think he is a good physician?”
“His prosperity. Why, sir, do you know,
be manages to collect 75 per cent of the
fees that are duo him, and it seems almost
unprofessional.”—Chicago Post.
Frances Knew.

“I know what keeps mamma so long,"
said little Frances by way of explaining
ber mother’s continued absence to a caller.
“What is it, dear?”
“Sho said she’d be back .soon.”—Harper’s Bazar.

All
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TKIIiOU,
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SHID to be

business is

If

dealers

in

us

nil

DULL...

dull

n

it

Mrs. Oscar Kemick is visiting relatives
in Bluebill.

of

merchandise affirm it

to

be, it
a

must

be

pretty

______

preachers

from

Chicago

waited upon Lincoln to urge the issuance
of the emancipation proclamation. The
spokesman urged the claim with ecclesiastical dignity by saying: “The Lord
sends this commission to you, President
Uncoil*.*’ “Perhaps so,” he replied, “but
isn’t it strange that be should send his
message by the way of Chicago?” To

and I

...

!

Desirable anil Seasonable
GOODS

!

,

that the
the

larly

public—part culadies—want, I

have decided to make

Mrs. George Kay and Mrs. Frank Swett j
Capt. S. P. Moon and wife at Mt. j
Desert Ferry recently.

Friends here will be pleased to learn of
the marriage at New Orleans, La., of William J. Warren, formerly of Ellsworth.
His bride was Miss Carmelite Rodriguez,
of that city. They were married Sept. 7.
Mr. Warren came to Ellsworth when nine
years of age. He made his home with
Capt. John Whitmore and wife until he
was eighteen.
He is now a civil engineer
at New Orleans.
Oct. 3.
Victor.

near

fact.

being the case,
having a stock of

visited

The “gift enterprise” has been reorgan*
ized with Mrs. Betsey Milliken president.
The society will meet with Mrs. William
Murch Thursday afternoon.

as

classes

Such

of

rugs,

BUSINESS

broken.

delegation

close.

~~

MOUTH OF THK UIVKK.

A

prices to
fl.50; 160

rug* at reduced
fl.75; 175 rugs,

No. 2 Franklin St..
Ellsworth.
(3 doors from Main street.'

Saturday morning. She was severely bruised, but fortunately no bones

1

15
5
15
7

Also n small line of CUSTOM-MADE
SHOES which we are selling at 1-4 price
to wind them up.

stairs

rw

our

300 rug*,
*1 25.

Mrs. Annie Dollard fell down the cellar

were

23
23
:jo

of

grapes.

refreshing novelty.”

60

flqt. Milk Pans, worth
7 1-2
flqt. Ml'k Pans, worth
H
lOqt. Milk Pans, worth 15c.each,our price
Dover Egg Beaters, worth 25c. each,
|
our price
Cups and Saucers, worth 85c. per set,
our price
35
Cups and Saucers, plain white, worth
65c. per set,
our price
4
4 qt. Decorative Pitchers, worth 75c. each,
our price
40
1 qt. Decorative Pitchers, worth 42c. each,
our price
20
3, 4, 5, and r. In. Decorated Nappies,
worth 10 to 20c.,
our price 5 to 8
3, 4. 5 and *5 in. Decorative Plates,
worth 12 to 25c
our price fl to 13
Good Plated Teaspoons, worth 25c. j>er
our price
set.
10
Good -liver Plated Teaspoons, worth
TV
our price
23
j'cr set.
Good Silver Plated Knives anti Forks,
worth 63 50 per set,
our price
1 75
10 piece Toilet Set, worth 63 50 per set,
our price
2 45
fl piece Toilet Set, worth 62 50 per set,
our price
1 50
Copper Bottom Wash Hollers, worth
our price
61 75
1 lO
Copper Bottom Wash Hollers with Copour price
1 25
per Rim.
Tea Strainers,
3
Pint Tin Dippers,
3
Clothes Pins, per do*.,
1
I
Plus, per paper,

wife, with Henry

purser?”

I say, law’s uncertain, and it’s ton
to one you'd lose your case.
But, look
hero, I’ve got a couple of hundred pounds
in notes. Will you take that and call it

not.

our price
our price
our price
our price
our price
our price
10c. each, our price
12c.each, our price

Surry, has rented the
William W. Barron house, and moved in
last Thursday.
William B. Ridley, w ife and daughter, !
of East Bluehill, were visiting relative*
here Saturday and Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Moore, of Surry, preached at
the school-house Sunday morning. Subject, “The Church the Bride of Christ.”

three

“As

or

Tumblers worth
do*.,
Itcrry Dishes, worth 50c. do*.,

fair.

Eight members of the Work and Win
society met at the home of Mrs. P. T.
Barron Saturday afternoon, and after doing their mission sewing spent a pleasant
time in the orchard trying the apples and

come as a

buy

Mary Harriman and sister, Mrs. Jelly Tumblers, worth tioc.do*
Olive Richardson, were iti Amherst last Water Bottles, worth 25c. each,
Fruit Jars, worth Re. each,
week visiting relatives and attending the Gins* Pitchers, worth
25c.each,
Mrs.

other gentlemen here at once and
get their evidence pul down in writing.”
Gilchrist whistled.
“You'll lo«»k after my things, won’t
you, till I como back? There’s the purser.
I'll go and catch him before he’s off
ashore.”
“Wait a minute,” said Gilchrist. "What
are you after?”
“Isn’t it obvious? Am I going to have
my feelings tossed abour in this way?”
“That means ‘breach of promise.' But
you won’t get it, you know.”
“I shall have a very good try, ’’said
“You will look after those
madam dryly.
things, won't you. till I go and see the
“No; wait another minute;, please.
Law’s expensive, and I should think you
have had enough airing in the papers lately.”
“On the contrary, so much that a little
more will make no difference.
In fact, it
will turn tho laugh my side.
But as for
dear
It will
different.
you, my
boy, you're

to another

place.
by coming to
F. B. AIKEN’S, Ellsworth, ami purchasing Klneo
Furnaces, Ranges and Stoves manufactured by
NOYES & NUTTER M’F’G CO., Bangor, Me,

you.”

Captain I’nageand

place

Risk is too great to

chance going
Save time

“Oh, that's your small game, is it"
said she, smiling sweetly.
“Then I had

_

j

engagement

that is the

article,

to go.

»»

my

Is all very well in some
but not in buying FurIf
naces, Ranges or Stoves.
there is a place where you
know you can obtain a relia-

cases

ble

“Well, if you want it in plainer words,

game, and no
up to the fact

that makes)

dangerous,

coming

was

,

"Which, pray?”

J

HOREHOUND

steamship M’poso

CHANCES

Colpitts and wife, returned home FriGilchrist went away below, and os he
from a visit to relatives in the
had his own packing to finish he did not day
provinces.
see an English gentleman como ofT in the
doctor’s boat, greet Mrs. White very warmMrs. A. I). Parsons, of West Somerville,
ly, exchange a few words with her and Mass., was here last week, the gu€»st of
then return hurriedly to shore consumed
She returned
Mrs. Freeman Jordan.
with abundant laughter.
But he was up
home Friday.
in time to see the letters brought into the
The members of the band gave an
saloon by the shore agent and to watch
Mrs. White take up a telegram most legi- entertainment in Agricultural hall, North
bly addressed to “Whitehead."
Ellsworth, on Saturday evening, where
“Ah,” said Mrs. White, with a sigh of
they had been engaged by the ladies'
relief, “then it is all right.”
circle. They were greeted by a
Gilchrist experienced a peculiar little sewing
Ail were pleased
thrill. The name of Whitehead carried re- good-sized audience.
The
cent memories for him.
It would have with the evening’s programme.
members of the circle held a sale after
done the same for every one who had been
So he inquired. the entertainment.
lately in England.
“What’s all right?”
My news, said Mrs. White cheerfully.
UNION CONGREGATION A L CHURCH.
“Mayn't I share it?”
Her. E. L. Hunt, pastor.
"Sure you want to. dear?”
Weekly prayer meeting Friday evening
"Of course,” said Gilchrist, and hoped
that he was speaking in his natural voice. at T.
"It’s all right, dear,” said his fiancee, j Sunday, 10 a. m. -Sermon, “What is
“I can marry you. I wasn't quite sure prayer;” 7 p. m., gospel service—‘‘Decepbefore, because law is so risky, although tion.”
this was nearly a certain thing.
But
they’ve wired me to say that we’ve got the ; Rev. E. L. Hunt has moved to Ellsworth Falls, and his post office address is
decree nisi.
So as soon as the time's run
out''—
now Ellsworth Falls.
“What!' cried Gilchrist.
"You’re the
Mrs. Whitehead the papers have boon
WEST ELLSWORTH.
crammed with? O Lord!” And his mind
galloped through a ream of unrefreshing
Mrs.
Luella Class remains
very ill.
details.
There is little hope of her recovery.
the
said
"I’m
she.
lady,”
Mrs. Hattie Barron is spending a few
“But I knew nothing of this.’’
weeks visiting her daughter and sisters in
“You never asked me,”
"Well, our little farce can’t go on."
Bangor.

j

j it
|

«iimiuuimiiiii

i»

MRS. WHITEHEAD.

Gilchrist, “I bolt as soon as I conveniently can and have a comfortable swear. Let
a chair behind the lifeboat
me drag
Capt. A. B. Holt, who has been home there, andyou
then you can smoke a cigarfew days, returned to Bath on Monday
ette.”
TVTi- :i :
Hood’s Pills. The big, old-fash- t
;o join his vessel, the “Helen G. Moseley”, I
“One more cushion, please; just under
tied pills, which tear you all to
Iol i. >
which is being loaded with ice from that the head,” said Mrs. White. “And ixjw
*
't in it with iiood's.
pi
Kasy to take I
tuck the rug in round my feet.
There,
port for New York.
thanks; that’s nice. Now, some men
David Young, of Boston, who has been
would lx) shocked at niv sitting here and
risiting relatives here the past two weeks, smoking when half Portugal might lx?
went last Thursday to Bangor to join his
looking on at us through race glasses for
brother Nelson for a sporting trip to the |
Others would bo
anything wo know.
Aroostook.
greedv and keep all their cigarettes to
\
ou are neither oue nor the
themselves.
Y.
Oct. 3.
other, and therefore I like you.”
“Therefore I'm an infinitely lucky
Hall Ouarry.
C. J. Hall has gone west on a business man,” said Gilchrist.
“I think you are pretty lucky all the
trip.
way round.
Nothing to do except amuse
Messrs. Hinckley and Mixer, of Blueyourself. You certainly aren’t going to
bill, and N. H. Higgins, of Ellsworth, Grand Canary for the good of your health,
a
because you’re the picture of that already,
were in town last week on business.
and I can’t say you’ve got tho cut of a
Rev. Mr. Anderson, of Southwest Harman who's going there on business.”
bor, preached a very Interesting sermon
“Oh, I’m going to kick up my heels and
u the chapel here on Wednesday evening
walk about mid climb the mountains, and
)f last week.
eat oranges and avocado pears.
At interto
The “Harvest Home”, Capt. Somes, vals I shall play a little golf.”
“Delightful programme. Nothing todo
‘Westerloo”, Capt. Mayo, and the “E. T.
but amuse
But don’t you get
Haraor”, Capt. Brown, loaded at Camp- rather tired yourself.
of it sometimes!-”
of
bell & Macomber’s wharf last week with
“It hasn’t bored me 60 far. When a
Boston stone.
man ’s had enough of one thing, he can try
X.
Oct. 4.
another.
so
“That depends on the man's income.
Waltham.
It ’s an expensive game ringing the changes
AND
There were services in the church Sun|
too often.
lay, conducted by Rev. D. B. Smith, of
“Well, I suppose it is, come to think of
Franklin.
it,” 6aid Gilchrist. “I started the yachtMrs. E. W. Debeck and Miss Sadie ing mania last summer. That came iu
rather heavy for a first outfit of materials.
Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar is 4
Plough spent Saturday and Sunday in
: a medicine that has
“Evidently,” said Mrs. White, with a
long been tested 4
Ellsworth.
in private practice. Bold by druggists 1
sigh, “you are a young man having many
generally.
1
Miss Lizzie Jordan, who has been at possessions. What a blessed comfort it
in one minute. 1
must be to get away from the region of
svork for Mrs. M. K. Haslem, has re; Pike’s Toothache Drops cure
narrower means!”
amed to her home in Majriaville.
Gilchrist thought the matter over at
H.
Oct. 3.
greater length that night when the lights
Ha ii set.
had been switched off in the smokoroom
and the other passengers had turned in,
Dr. G. W. Anderson's office is closed,
:
and he came to several conclusions. Above
ind will remain so until about Oct. 20,
while he is absent iu Boston and New all things, he was satisfied that it was entirely without drawbacks to be well off.
Tork.
also gave a good deal of his time to
over
Mrs. White. He didn’t
thinking
The fuchsia was named after Leonard
quite know whother he was in love with
Fuchs, a famous German botanist.
her or not—he couldn’t quite define what
At a recent western wedding the wedbeing in love meant—but he was completetwelve
whistled
march
was
by
girl ly satisfied 6he was the nicest woman ou
Is a true expression where health
ling
that particular steamer and possibly on
bride.
[riends of the
is concerned.
Moreover, he reminded
many steamers,.
There is nothing that helps a man in his
himself that he was 32 and was under in.Good Blood means good health.
conduct through life more than a knowl- structions from various relatives who took
Poor Blood means disease.
idge of his own characteristic weakness. an interest in him to get married without
Pur :Fyyour Blood and keepwell.
Cbolly (mournfully)—Ah’m nevah goin' any further dawdling over it.
To think over a matter of this kind
;o weah such
"L.F.” Atwood's Bitters make
high collahs any more.
deah solus at sea and under the suggestive
not,
my
why
gracious,
Willy—Good
stars is a very different affair to doing the
good blood.
boy? Cholly—Because when me fawther same prosaically at home. Mrs. White did
Ash for *‘L. F.," and tee
isked me millionah uncle if ah wasn’t a not turn up all the next morning, and he
the Red Letters before it
Sue lookin’ fellah, doncheno, he said he was bored with his own company. In the
is wrapped up. 35 cents.
weally couldn’t tell—he didn’t like to afternoon she was also absent, and he grew
Avoid imitations.
And iu the evening when
more bored.
.urn down my collah and look at me, beshe turned up again he proposed in the
think he was cuwious.
ah

No

The

TAKING

Las Palmas harbor, and Mrs. White was
examining with a glass the semidetached
Island
which carries the lighthouse.
“They’ve taken it down,” said she.
Gilchrist asked, “What?”
“That staring white notice on the hillside there—‘Grand Canary Engineering
Company,' It used to be.”
“Oh, you’ve been here before? I didn't
know.
You never told me.”
“Ye-es, at the Metropolo. I shall stay
at the Hotel Catalina now.”
“That was before you were left a widow?”
“Oh, of course my husband was there—
Do run down, there s a dear boy, and
make them bring up my boxes.
I tipped
that wretched steward, and he hasn't clone

Cole, liachie Cole and the

the

were

C.

and

grandson Harold, Mrs. Susan H.
Bray. Mrs. Nellie Batchelder, Mrs. Alena
G.. Flye, Mrs. R. W. Flye, Mrs. R. S.
Blake, Mrs. Nancy Mayo, Mrs. Sophronia
Sherman, Mrs. Margaret Smith, Newell

been

and

n..r<

Geo.

Bracy

and

est £.<!•!>.

Wesley Moore

wife,

and

Allen

wife, E. J.
Augustus G. Blake
and

an

nown

some

Mrs.

Mrs. William Mason, of Southwest Harbor, has been stopping during the past
week with her parents, J. G. Wilson and
social dance at

Bangor

cinity.

The Bass Harbor Salt Marsh company
is having the dam repaired. Capt. Jonathan Rich is doing the work.

was enamored of
the muse.
And all his time was given np to stanzas and
to shoes.
He scorned to live a tuneless life, lnglorioualy
mute.
And nightly laid his last aside to labor at his

registered

HbbtrttBtmmte.

first ten minutes out of sheer relief at seeing her again.
“Oh, and now I am happy!” said Mrs
White
Ho kissed her a great many times—she
had an excellent method of kissing-—and
they arranged to get married in three
months’ time In London and spend the
honeymoon at his shooting place in Scotland.
“But we won’t let tho cat out of the hag
yet, dear,” said Gilchrist, “and then we
can have our full in Las Palmas without
being pointed out and giving a free comic
entertainment to all the other people.
“No, darling.” said Mrs. White; “we’ll
keep the engagement as our own dear,
sweet secret till we get back to England.”
But—from what source no one seemed
exactly to know—the little episode was
being passed about the ship in strictly confidential whispers during tho very next
morning, and by midday everybody was
chuckling over it and ostentatiously avoiding stares, and at dinner Captain Unago
stood champagne all down the tables, and
the health of the pair of them was drunk
with enthusiasm and music. Gilchrist
smiled as he returned thanks and tried not
to feel savage, and tho hard up men who
were going down to serve on tho w-est
coast of Africa got drunk that night or
mournfully sentimental, according to their
But they, one and all, during
natures.
the course of the evening came and hit
Gilchrist on the back several times and
told him what a lucky chap he was.

Elijah Brown, the cobbler,

For he had

Venner, the photographer, is showtine views of Brooklin and vi-

Mr.

BROWN.

lute,

Brooklin Oct. 26.

and his friend, Arthur
Fitchburg to-day.
Capt. George C. Hall has exchanged
horses with Almon Gray, of Sedgwick.

were

was a

aud

H.J. Jordan

week.

There

ELIJAH

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

eral

ready
can

a

lib-

reduction from my allow

prices,

so

that all

be accommodated.

!

j

A.

W.

OREELY.

No. 5 Main St.

COULD,
who now keeps the store so long occupied by the late J. W. Coombs, is
prepared to till every want that can
be supplied by

Choice

Confectionery,

Fruit, Nuts and the like.

1

another

delegation

urging

immediate

action he said : “If you call the tail of a
sheep a leg, bow many legs will the sheep
have?” “Five,” replied the spokesman.
“No,” said the bothered president, “it
would only have four. Calling the tail a
l«if wouldn’t make it one.” When a
b wtely congressman from New Jersey prem iitea two of his constituents by saying:
“1 givea me pleasure, Mr. President, to
pi.nt to you two of the wealthiest men
fi\ in the southern part of our state,” he
en- ired patiently some pompous compliments, and then, when they had retin .1, said: “I should think that end of
the date would tilt up when they stepped
off it.”
flood's Pills cure liver ills, biliousness, lndl
gestlon, headache. Easy to take, easy to operate. STc.—Advt.

appropriate purchase

An

by
is

a

man

who smokes

a

BOX of CIGARS

on a

MEERSCHAUM PIPE.
TOBACCO and CIGARS.
HENRY
PETERS

GOULD.

BLOCK,

The American:

ELLSWORTH.

